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ABSTRACT 
This portfolio is written with the intention to eiplore current English lllflguage teaching 
practices in global as well as Australian contexts, with emphasis on t!l'lk-based language 
teaching. ru a result of the forces of globalisation, the number of learn= involved in 
English lang1mge instruct.ion has increased throughout the world llflr.i with it the 
necessity of language programs that would facilitate instniction in accordance with the 
needs nf the market. Since the task-based language syllabus is founded on needs 
generated by the \enrners, there is potential for this language teaching methodology to 
become the recommended mode ofinstruction in the future, The central feature nfthe 
portfulio is the examination oithe current discourse of task 11nd subsequent disconnect 
as it applies in two situations, in the field of applied linguistic research :uid actWII 
second lllflguage teaching contexts. Two small scale studies have revealed that in actual 
teaching practice t!l5k-based huiguage teaching has either been applied in a limited 
sen!le, or not at all. The findings also indicate that such failllfe to implement wk-based 
lanl:!Uage learning principles is largely due to a lack ofunder.tanding of the concept of 
task and lne use of global textbooks. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The demand for English language instroction h.ns increased steadily world-wide in 
the past twenty years. The increasing demand hes been the result of not only awessive 
marketing strategies but also forcC:!l of globalisation. Global foroes hove progressively 
affected the way(s) people learn, choose and value langunges. Consequently, English 
language teaching hes evolved firstly in the direction indicated by global needs for 
international communication; and in particu*nr satisfying the requirements offered 
through the preferred communicntive approach by global employment opportunities 
(Cameron, 2002). Sccondly, it h11S evolved in rellllion to what Wallace (2002: 105) 
refers to as 'literate English'. In other words, English language is now mostly taught 
with the intention to equip learners with communicative language skills which nre 
assumed to be useful for future participants in the global workforce, or with the aim to 
smooth the progress of the increa.'lingly mobile academic population who intend to 
study in an English hmguage academic environment. The third factor, which hos also 
influenced I.he direction of English language teaching 11:nd learning processes, is related 
to advances in the fie!d of technology in general, and the opportunities generated by the 
Internet in particular. Therefore, in the content and method of instruction a departure 
from existing traditions has been felt. 
Since the seventies there has been a movement away from what linguiru invariably 
refer to es the producl syllabus. According to the product syllabus lnnguage learning 
was based on the assumption that following a routine of explicit instroction 
(presentation), inductive ru!e learning through rule cxplnnation, imitation and repetition 
(e,ctensive oral practice), reinforcement, h.nbit formntion, l!Ild "automati1111tion" (Skehen, 
2002; Prabhu, 1987), the learners, while simultaneously lCRming all four skills, would 
!!pproximate in their language production D11tive speaker norms. In such on 
environment learn=, following a formal grammar based sequential orde.- of distinct 
units, learnt or rather were exposed to distinct, ordered sequences of grammer and 
voe11bu]ary items within a cl11Ssroom where the traditional presentation, practice and 
produciion (PPP) method was followed. The ultimate aim was to synthesize these 
elements ofthe language in order to produce the learners' own languege with special 
emphasis placed on the grammer and vocabulary learnt, that is, on accuracy and the 
extent of the vocabulwy produced. 
According to the process or task-based syllabus, on the other hand, language is 
more than only the sum of illi distinct elements. Learners of the language should be 
cxposed to authentic input, and they should be given opportunities to produce output 
that is focussed on the meaning of the discourse. It Wll!I identified that students need to 
play a more active role in decision making procei.<ies regarding what and how learning 
should take place, as they follow their own internal syllabuses; that is, they have their 
own leamability cons1raints (Long, 1997). In other words, it is acknowledged that 
!earners need to intemalise the language through analysis rather than synthesize specific 
elements of the language system (Robinson, 1998). With the proces.<i syllabus, 
therefore, there is a movement away from the prescribed or imposed set of objectives, 
and emphll!lis is placed on the process of learning and ultimately the outcomes. 
Co!l5e(Juently, teachers fbllowing a process syllabus would have their set of objectives 
(if those could slill be called objectives) at the end of a course. Thus, research moved 
from specific optimal content selection to the investigation of the processes involved in 
language learning, that is from the what to the ,.ow. A task cycle Wll!I therefore 
instituted (by Prabhu, 1987), which meant that guiding learners through recommended 
phases would promote and foster language acquisition processes. 
Pnibhu (1987) refe!'ll to Wk-based lwiguage learning in  three phases, the pre-task 
phase, the task phase, !l!ld the post-t11Sk phase. The pre-task phase is prepam.tory, !l!ld it 
takll.'I very often a question and answer form with the intention to foCIIII on the lexical 
elements that are demanded by the task . The t35k phase is the actual meaning-focused, 
interactive process with the aim not only of solving a problem, coming to an agreement, 
or developing an &}l;Umcnt, bu\ also being actively involved in communication. The 
post-lll!lk phase which follows allows for the teacher to involve learneJS in discussions 
, 
gene.rated with the aim of monito1ing lwiguage use and attending to the fonn as 
indicatell by the needs that arose during the task. 
Jane and Dave Willis (1996), on the other hand, identify six stages in the task cycle. 
The first slllge deals with pre task activities, during which leacners receive input with 
the intention to focus their attention on an aspect of r.ieaning. During the second and 
third stages the !earners first complete the task ,;.,1d then assess it. The serious wor:.. 
appear.i to start at the fourth stage, which is the plannin2 stnge. This time they revisit 
the task itself while focusing on the meanings generated during the task cycle. This 
phase is followed by a presentation of the task, which finally leads to the post-task 
language focus. It is in the final stage, when guided by the feedback received fiom the 
task, that learner alter.lion is focusell e!!plicit!y on the form and structural elements of 
the task. Therefore, the mmrt significant aspect of this approach stems from the belief 
that learners' artention is thus channeled f rom meaning to fonn-foeused !Rnguage 
eictension. If chosen appropriately, tasks can therefore contribute to individualised 
language development. 
Tuk-ba.ied learning, in ot'ier words, means learning through engagement in tasks, 
f ueusing or. a given (or ]earner generatell) problem or topic instead of n linguistic aspect 
of the language, such as pronunciation or grarnml!I". However, at so:ne stage in the 
pro= !eamelli will focus on the special features of language which 11re needed to 
convey required meanings. Littlewood (2004) sees lhe tasks in the task-based approach 
serving a dual role. Firstly, they 11re the !llllient components of a methodology, and 
secondly, they are also units of coullie orgwii!llltion. In addition, these units rnny also 
eslllblish a wMection between the pellagogic and real wor!d aspect of the Wk. 
Thr. term task, thus, has entered lhe discourse relating to language acquisition 
research and teaching practice and fiom there it hns moved on to influence both 
curriculum design and clijssroom practice, It appears, however, that there is a 
discrepancy in what researchers in the field of language acquisition mean by the tenn 
tnsk and w'nat language i:,ractitione.rs refer to when they use th.e tenn task (see Cllllpter 
N for further discussion of this discooncct). Task has thus become a broad term in 
regular tcaehirg conteK!s referring to drills, e,,:erciscs, activities, tests 11t1d general 
' 
assessment instruments that nonnally fonn the part of teaching and learning processes 
instead ohs originally intended. Some contel(ts also refer to the syllabus they follow IIS 
task-based. The meaning of the word in the literature 11.9 referred to by applied linguists, 
however, is restricted. Tasks alone do not co113titute the task-based methodology, they 
nrethe necessary perts or constituents of the learning processes. 
Although method '�s considered to have a pwticular set of theoretical principles 
and a pwticulnr set of classroom tcchlliques" (Kumaravadivelu, 2003 b: 540), wk• 
based learning allows for flexibility since it offers only a framework of principles and 
procedures (Littlewood, 2004). The question remains whether tasks ere to be u.'lCd in 
syllabu s  design as units of analysis, or if they ere meElfl.'I for a sequence of units of 
learning (Robinson, 1998). Research bu not found a consensus whether there should 
be a ::.!QUence o f lruool  in a task-based language sy!labllll other than the l'(l(}Uence bEISCd 
on teachers' perception ofincreasing compleJCity (Prabhu, l!i87). This is mainly owing 
to the fact that primnrily la.'lks are to be generated in response t o  the needs of le11mers, 
i.e. based on needs analyses (Skehan, 2002) in order to make learning individualized. 
Long (1997) also presents an nrgument that tl!Sk selection should primarily be generated 
according to !earners' nellds, The criterion for task selection is based on the tasks' 
conduciveness to promoting negotiation of meaning in an inlernctive manner amongst n 
pl!rticulnr gnn:p of students. 
From the pragmatic aspect, needs annlys� pose n number of difficulties that 
research so fnr has failed to addre5.!l . .Firstly, it is generally the case that teachers find 
thcTT1Selves in heterogeneous classrooms where the needs of the leamers may be 
disparate, Selection of soitab!e resources and learning units may add to the challenges 
that c:lusroom teachers may face. The second issue that task-based language learning 
roises is the one relating to ac.:ou�ability. In the traditional PPP ccmtext, the teachers 
and administrators are guided by a curriculum, a set of pre-selected objectives, and a 
battery of assessme.nt instruments. If, however, task-based inruuction means that the 
selection and ordering of units 11CCOrding to the learners' neads and wishes is 11t the 
teachers' dis.eretion, it li!so denotes thnt the teachers accept the transference of 
accountability for al! aspec:t:1 of the courae. Furthermore, another implication of this 
authority and 111.1tonomy given to the teachc.rn is what Kumaravadive!u (1994: 30) calls 
' 
''principled pragmatism". This implies that what is required is not only Ule teachers' 
appraisal and understanding ofthe teaching and lcaminlj: processes through reflection, 
enalysis, monitoring and evaluation of the learners' needs, but Riso their ability to 
modify the teaching end ]P,flllling processes and !!.5sessment accordingly. 
Ellis (1994:687) summarized the relatio!15hip between second language acquisition 
(SLA) research and second/foreign language teaching, and identifieil Ule following 
positions: 
The results 1ifSLA research cannot be .safely applied to lan8;uage pedagogy 
because they are too uncertain. 
SLA resenrch provides a basis for teacher 'education' t-ut not for teacher 
'training'. Tiiat is, it can help ,eachers develop reasollllble C.lpectations about 
what they can achieve in their teaching, but cannot be used to tell them bow to 
teach. 
SLA re!leBfch provides infonnation a.id actual data that cw be used in the 
construction of tasks designed to raise teachers' in,1areness of the likely 
relationship between teachingr1eaming behaviours and L2 acqui�tion. 
The results of SLA research (and in particular of elas.room-oriented 
research) provide 'bard evidence' which should be used to advise teachers 
about what techniques and procedures work best. 
This relationship rakes into comidemtion the teactdng processes and classroom 
research; however, it tails t o  address the needs of the \earners. It is not surprising 
therefore, that the entire concept of the process syllabus, although based on a Jibeml 
foundation, has not been widely implemented. In fuel, it seems most likely that process 
o r  la.'lk-bll.'lCd language learning has rarely been used or applieil in educational settings 
in its entirety. The main reason for lack of willingnes!I in implementation does not 
appear to lie in the teachers' wid administ/lltors' failure to undenitand the need for such 
programs that have the potential ofshowing higher than expected results. Despite this, 
they do understand the need to meet curriculum guidelines and to provide evidence of a 
prescriptive program with specific ordering of units of study and essrnmen! 
instruments. Moreover, teaching naff also needs guidelines, which no!JllBlly emerge 
from programs of study. The reason for the lac!r. of implemeotation is possibly 
associated with student expeetatiom. Students, in general, 11nd more especially adult 
students, expect. to learn grammnr, they rarely associate activities which Call outside the 
' 
traditional teacher centred instruction with real learning, and they generally have a need 
for order and orgauizatiorutl sequence. They also want to know what their investment in 
the course would result in and how the results compare with the ones obt!Uncd from 
dilferllnt inSlitutions. In other words, they p!are a specific value on the outcomes of 
their learning and the specific (measurable) sLandard of these outcomes. 
The need for Eoglish language ill!ltruction hEl.'I increased in the past twenty years. 
An increasing number of ]came� of nU ages have become the recipients of English 
language instruction world wide. With the political changes (especially in Ell.stem 
Europe) new, previously uncharted conte:icts are feeding the need created through the 
demand generated by existing and new markets. Numbers have reached such 
:iroportions that it has become the duty of applied linguists (both those involved in 
research and those in elassroom teaching) not only to ascertain that the needs are met, 
but Riso to provide novel products lo the mRTket. It is possible that task-based language 
learning fulfills the role of one sueh product. 
The fo!lowing chapters in lhis portfolio have been written with a view to inve.'ltigate 
current teaching practices in light of the IIISk-based syUOOus 1111d the status of tasks in 
language programs. In the second chapter the investigation focuses on the global 
English language teaching contC!n. Since English language has been increasingiy 
recognized 11.'1 the hmguage associated with everything modem l!lld part of the 
technological and digital revolution, it is not surprising that an increasing number of 
learners has the ambition and desire to learn and mEl5!er the language. On the basis tha.1 
wk-based language learning has been identified in second language aequisition 
research as the methodology addressing the needs of the learners in the twenty-first 
century, a world wide survey was undertnken to report on the status of ewrent Jangwige 
teaching methodologies. Reports from the study are ineluded in pan two of the ch.!lpter. 
The third chapter moves from the global to the local Australinn context and looks 
into the eurriru!um guidelines that govern English language cou�es for overseas 
students offered at various secondary and pre-tertiary government and non-government 
fund<:d educational institutions. The investigation centers on the methodo!ogicul 
• 
options i ncorporated in the curriculum guidelines as related to task-based language 
learning. 
The fourth chapter ex.amines research concerning second language teaching 
pnct.ices, especially focussing on i"ues emerging from task-based language learning. 
In i!ddition, the chapter repons the results ofa study investignting the role of tasks in the 
teaehing practi�s of a college in Australia, together with the results of a student survey 
on preferences, eqiectations and current classroom teaching and learning practices. 
The  fiflh chapter attempts to inspect the possibility of integrating computer 
technology into task-based language learning processes. 
' 
CHAPTER II 
TASKS IN TIIE GLOBALISED CONTEXT 
CHAPTER II 
TASKS IN TIIE GLOBALISED CONTEXT 
Part I 
Introduction 
This chapter focuses on the market forces Ill play in connection with English 
language instruction, the status of English language in the global environment, language 
polici-cs that guide instruction of English as a Second Language (ESL) in the Australian 
context, and the status of the tnsl:.-ba.sed syllabus in the world. The chapter concludes 
with a ,;tudy reporting on a world-wide !illrvey conducted with the nim of uncovering the 
position of task-based language tooching and learning. 
Globalisation, marketisatio11 and the spread of English 
One of the characteristics of!,!!obalisalion, as related to education, is the wnergence 
ofthe technology revolution and, with it, the knowledge eKJ)losion. Ikenberry (2001) 
refera to Greenspan's 1988 spoech to higher education leaders in Washington, in which 
he named today's economy a 'conceptual eoonomy'. Conceptunl economy defines the 
wenlfh of a nation in terms of its intellectual capacity, literacy, creativity, and the 
ingenuity ofilll people, rather than its productive capacity or natuml resources. It is not 
surprising, therefore, that large numbers of students make the decision to invest in 
continuing their eduClltion in conteicts which offer prestige and persone.l development, 
and which almost gullmlltee not only higher future earnin(! potential but also enhanced 
employability in  the modern economy (Stilwell, 2003). International eduootionnl 
' 
mobility is, however, not a recent phenomenon. The novelty is only in Lhe volume of 
students 1111d lhe dominance of English ns a medium of communication. 
Knowledge and power have economic value in Lhe globalised conteict, and 
consequently education is becoming a commodity of the service industry (Ikenberry, 
2001). A solution to the financie.J problems that �me educational institutions fuce may 
be found in commercial solutions such 8.'I offered by export revenues generated from the 
inte.mationlll fee-paying student population. Aggre.<1sive marketing strategies with lhe 
aim of attracting students 1111d obtaining a shsre of the market have resulted in education 
becoming one of Austre.Jia's leading export industries. Compared with tourism, in 2001 
for example, educational el[ports contributed S4.12 billion to the Australian economy, 
while tourism added $9.57 billion (Anstmlian Bureau of Statistics figures from 2001, in 
llam$8y, 2002). From the AuSLrnlian Education Network figure� in the period between 
January nod April 2004, there was an 8% increase in the number of students enrolled in 
compari!,On with the figures from the previous year. Student numbers in  both second11ry 
schools and colleges offering English language intensive courses for overseas studerrts 
(FLICOS) grew by 4%, while student numbers in foundation or non-award courses 
grew by 2%. These figures ere not 9ll!pri&ing, however, since lhe status of English in 
the global economy has guarnntet:d Austm!ia a competitive education export position in 
lhe A.!iia-Pacific region (Singh and Doherty, 2004), and has made Australia the third 
largest destination nf intematinne.J students, behind nnly lhe United States nf America 
and the United Kingdom (Tangas and Calderon, 2004). 
Globalisation, nmmnlly, means the often refem:d to spread of internatione.J g!oblll 
corporations, the influence of lhe financie.J markets and W(lrld wide market driven 
economy {Hanis, Leung and Rnmptm1 2002), a commodity oriented general public and 
consumerism in genera.I. It also refers to the disappearance of community spirit 
(Littlejohn, 2000) and with it security in employment or the ambivalent outcomes in the 
job market generated by lhe global workforce (Fairclough, 2001; Beck, 2001). 
Consequently, globalisation denotes lhe emergence of new employment opportunities 
through the advance of new technologies, and the inevitable standurdisation of various 
aspects of people's lives. The effoots of globe.li!llll.ion can be felt by many sections of 
the population in lhe increased individualism (Kubota, 2002), and at lhe same time the 
' 
threat or the limited rclevllllce of the nation �ates lll!d their identity through language, 
culture, lll!d ideology. It is even sugger.ted th.lit owing lo globalisation, basic human 
rights (speciftcn!ly, linguistic human rights) are also thre11tened (Slrutnabb-Kangas, 
2000). Inevilllbly globalisation also resu!ts in the growth of transnational communities. 
the fir:tlll!cially, academically and employment-wise mebi!e population which enjoys 
''minority" sl.6tus within the new communities where they find the=clves. without the 
disadvanlllge usua.lly associated with such status (Harns, Leung and Rampton 2002). 
Globalisation seems to be the catchphrase of today. EvCI}' aspect of people's lives is 
affected by issue:J that the entire world faces, and people all over the world are involved 
in attempts at solving the issues arising from this. 
Educational imrtitutioll'l should, however, make decisioll'l based on whether they 
oim lo generate lllld mainlllin a market that lms a short-run focus or  one which offer.i 
long-tenn benefits w the entire society (Stilwell, 2003). From the c.qianding murket, 
decisions need to concentmte not only on the alloCl!tion of resources but also on 
resource creation lllld, even more importl!ntly, the maintenance ofprole!lsionalism. The 
emergence oftechnelogy allows cducatiolllli services to e,i:pand and take different forms 
both in the traditional 'on campus' contexl, lllld across borders through e-Jeaming 
(Lamm & Vincent-Lancrin, 2002). 
The status of English 
English has become an international language in the global environment, lllld in 
light of the growing number of speakers speaking native and non-native varieties, it can 
be stated thnt English has lost its claim to lllly culture or cowitry (McKBy, 2002). 
Therefore, English has taken an unprecedemed global charaereristic, that not only needs 
to be taken into co115ideration by lllllguage teaching professionals, but by the entire 
English speaking world. 
Tollefson (2000) refers to Kachru's paper in which he diii!ingui&hes between the 
inner, outer and expanding circles of not only English speakers, but also Engli&h 
speaking cowitries. In this 11Sse.'lsment of the spread of English, the line between 
prime.ry, dominant, official lllld desirable lllllgunges of particular countries is blurred; 
" 
the distinction between countries sharing former colonie.l ties with England and those 
whose official language and dominllllt language coincide become,; the focus of much of 
the discll!ision EIS relating to status. Understandably, not all lfaglish language speakers 
enjoy the same privileges. Doth Tollefaon (2000) and Lowenbcrs (2000) report on the 
status BCCOrded to different varieties of English and on the ways the spread of English 
contributes to social, po!itice.l and economic inequalities. While on the one hand people 
enjoy particular educational and economic privileges if they have competenee in 
English in countries where English is not the officie.l or the dominant language, they fail 
to cnj oy the Slll11e benefits if they change the conte,rt and move into countries whose 
dominant language is English. 
If English spcakill:'I can be categorized as belonging to different groups and 
consequently stratified, it is not surprising to find that not all bilinguals carry the same 
st11tus, Hanis, Leung and Rampton (2002) chmify English bilinguals into three broad 
categories: the so-ealled "new arrive.ls", "low key bilingue.ls" and the "high-achieving 
inultilinguals". People of various backgrounds wanting to 5tlldy English, or being 
compeknt at speaking English are therefore not only compartmenLnlised according to 
their ability to approximate to standard English, hut Blso aOOOJding lo the currency they 
hold with their origi11al language background. This could consequently mean that there 
is limited or no opportunity for individuals to move across the categories above. 
English language speakers are further judged, or even discriminated against 
according to the variety of English they employ, and llCCOrding to the sLandard they 
abide by. Lowenberg (2001) repons on the discrepancy betwet:n the Sllllldard of a »­
called non-native variety of English (of countrie5 such EIS Singapore orNlgeria) nnd that 
of the American or British (native English) variety. The question is therefore whether 
there is only one (or possibly two, British and American) teaching models for learners 
to follow, or whether the slandard of their native varieties should alw be valid. The so-­
called non-native varieties of English in countries with former colonial ties to the 
language ew1not be considered only approximations of native speaker norms. There is a 
need for the non -native varieties to become increasingly mora acc:eptable. It i� after all 
the communicative E1Spect of today's globe.I community that could mo5t readily be 
n 
observed as changing and deve!oping and affecting a lllrge segment of the world 
population. 
English in the world 
Currently, there are more non-native than native speakers of English in the world. 
According to Crystal's estimate (Crystal, 1997) only a fifth of all English user.; are 
native speaker.i of the language. In many contexts English is used primarily for 
intcn:wtional communication, that is as a foreign language, which in other contelf!s, 
non-native English is a medium nf inter-ethnic communication. In countries where 
English is the official language, millions of [eamer.i of English (non-native spenkers) 
use the language at educational institutions in which English is the language of 
instruction. These learners and speakers of English under certain circumstances carry 
the linguistic deficit label "limited English proficiency" (Wong, 2000). 
It has been slllled that ''virtually every tradition in the contemporary world feels 
itself in some way to be threstened and relativized" (Robertson, 1997). It is further 
contended that globalisation is made up of two forces, one of uniting, ''homogenising", 
creating the universal and converging to a common norm, and the other of milking 
thing� locally distinctive and thel\'ifore different or particular, Kubota (2002) asserts 
that while kotusaik4 (internationalisation, a, globalisation is referred to in the Japanese 
disco�e) "blends Westernization with nationali!!III", it fails to ''promote cosmopolitan 
pluralism". It is further observed that cultural and linguistic multiplicity is not 
encouraged, but instead focus is primarily placed on anylhing Western, especially 
English_ 
When it comes to global communication Cameron (2002) refers to discourse issues 
in connection with global communicatiom, not in the fact that the discourse encourages 
the adoption of English 113 a single global language, but in the tendency to encourage 
modifications of different languages to conform to English norms. The example given 
refers to the recommendation given to Japaoese students that they should 'ieern to write 
JapanC:!ie in accordance with Western norms of 'logic', or that Japanese busioesspeople 
" 
should edopt more 'direct' or 'informal' ways of interacting among themselves". This 
effectively suggests thnt lang,.:;,iges (English language in pElllicu!ar) have bccome the 
means through which worldviews, beliefs, or values they expres.9 nre imposed on 
speakers of languages other than English, and through this imposition global norms are 
thus disseminated. 
English penneates many languages it comes into contad with, and in e1'1Jeme cases 
renders these languages at times comprehensible only to those who have prior 
knowledge of English. English code switches and loan l.ron!ilations fill the vocabularies 
of several languages. Moreover, the presence of English words in the language serve:9 
several purposes. Kollmann (1999) reports on code switches undergoing grammatical 
integration in Hungarian speech, on code switches involving inteijections, intensifien. 
ll!ld diseourse rnnrl,::era, nn 'foreignising' and transliteration, and 011 communication 
stra!egies. All of these were introduced with the purpose of creating the bw;ia of 
bilingual humour or dramatic effect, of marking edherence to II particular segment of 
society, and of being more ,:aplicit and economical. Camlrnln (2002) questions the 
validity of what is considered under 'effective communication' since communication in 
general is not based on cultural or linguistic univer!lll.ls. The example given in her paper 
also uses II Hungarian example with regard to forms of address. In Hungarian the 
forrrui;l and familiar forrrui; ofeddress are not mied interchangeably, yet English speaking 
norms of interaction have been absorlied since the end of the eommunist em. In 
addition, tnl!l5lations ofS<rcalled English/American "service-speak" (fur example: ''Can 
I help youT') are observable throughout Western European speech communities. 
Therefore, English contributes to II changed, adapted or modified WBY speakers of n 
language express not only the irrtended communice.tive content, bui also their adherence 
to accepted and acceptable cultural norms. 
Languages are in=ingly becoming cconomic commodities, and not symbol9 of 
ethnic or national identity (Heller, 2002). Phillipson (2001) compares the sWua of 
English in the plllil with that of the p� and argues for both the dividing and unifying 
force:i at play. He eontends that in the past the knowledge of so-ailled foreign 
languages served the purpo.'ieS of the fonn.alion of elite clo:il.ll'CS, in which only those in 
pos�ion of the swne ''powers" (competence in a foreign or second language) had the 
" 
ability to claim membership in the group; however, at present the fact that English has 
become fundamentol for the realization of globnl communication has altered this 
historical process. ''Globalisation had given new legitimacy, and a new twist, to the 
long-lived idea that linguistic diversity is a problem, while linguistic uniformity is a 
desirable ideal" (Cameron, 2002: 157). Decisions on which language to comider 
investing in lllllnling are no longer me.inly based on ethnic identities, raiher they are 
guided by globe.I forces. While the spread of English has contributed to the 
disappew:unce of many indigenous languages, globnl[sat.ion and various language 
polides have resulted in what Skutnnbb--Kl!ngas (2000) refers to 115 reductioniw:n (the 
often customary practice mnong minority population of mllking a choice between the 
domin!l[lt and the home language "subtractively", i.e. at the expense of the home 
langue.ge, rather than "additively", i.e. in addition to the home language). Some 
languages enjoy the status of being of higher value; therefore, the need for teachers 
tenching those languages is greater, and people in command of those language enjoy 
certain privileges such as wider choice of employment or access to social positions and 
grenter rewards in their communities (Fairclough, 2001). At the same time, those 
members of a society that enjoy the:se privilegeii nlso have access to the most highly 
valued wrietles ofEnglish. Moreover. bilingualism is attractive in only those contexts 
where the langunges corn:spond to the mw:ke': competing for suprem11cy, and in those 
cases where tha speakers' command of the lanSUSl!eS is consistent with the monolingual 
varieties (Heller, 2002). It should be noted, however, that in spite of the guiding forces 
of globalisation, the wider public should be educated about the values of eqmtable 
dir.tribution of the choice Clflanguase(s) to be learnt and 011 the importance of respoot 
attributed to the "linguistic human rights of speakera of all languages" (Phillipson, 
2001: 4). 
Changes in fflncational provision - Market forces 
Internatione.l educational exchange is not a recent phenomenon. In the 1950s, the 
Commonwealthcounlries Wi a foreign policy initiative developed the so-called Colombo 
Plan, under which students frnm developing countries (mainly from the Asia-Pacific 
region and the Indian subcontinent) were offered scholarships to continue their studies 
14 
at Australian universities. This ammgement functioned as an ald program for twenty 
years. In the 1970!!, however, it became politicaUy unpopular, as the foCWI of foreign 
policy matters bad chenged. It was under the Hawke government in the mid 19805, that 
two separate committees recommended that P.dueation llli an e)!J)ort industry be 
e.<1tablished. Subsequently, an Oversens Student Policy was developed, and full-fee 
paying overseas students receiving education began to contribute to Australia's overall 
economic growth (Kendcl� 2004). In addition, as a direct result of the market foR:es, 
there bus been a grov.1h of investment into technology in all educational seetorn in order 
to remain at the forefront (lkenheny, 2001) 
Scliools have been threatened by the principles of what Latham (2002) refer.i to as 
"competitive manngerialism". There are more and more prlvate provider.I (especially in 
the area of ELJCOS), where course rnnrketing, enrolment and staffing decisions are 
made by business managers whose job is to conduct market rehwant operations and 
optimise income (llcenbeny, 2001 ). 
In contrast, in the European context, Larsen & Vincent-lancrin (2002: 27) refer to 
eoncems raised by Iberian and Latin American associations and public universities 
(2002 Porto Alegre Declarntion). Their sig1111torie:s assert lhat: 
promoting im.emationa\ trade would lead to deregulation in the education sect.or 
with the removal of legal, political and fiscal quality controls, that national 
gowmments would llhandon their social respo!l'Jibilities, and that outcomes would 
include an increase in oocial inequalities, the weakening of ethical and cultural 
values, and a st.andardisation of education, thus negating the sovereignty of the 
peop!e. 
In order to m11intain a democratic community it is of paramount importance that 
education be concerned with the enhancement of individuals. Th=fbre, decisions 
conceming education based on economic assumptions need to be reduced. <;:oncemed 
citizens must only hope that the mission and pw-pose of educational institutions, their 
culture and reason for being will tmrucelll the market (llcenbeny, 2001). 
" 
Language polidcs in Australia 
The educntional sector m!ikes a number of decisions with regnrd to language 
teaching and ]urning in a vllriety of conteltls. It also takes into considcrntion the needs 
;Jf the mainstream student population along with those who ITIIIY have a different 
linguistic and/or academic background. Policy may concentrate on  mono- or 
multilingual obje.itives. GoVllmments at the lace.I and national levels, educational 
expel1s and business representatiVlls p!ay significant role:i in the formulation of 
langwige policy (Kaplan and Baldauf, 1997), 
One of the. effects of globalisation is the gradual disappw1mce of mono-cultural 
nation state:i Md the inc:rease of multicultural and multiethnic communities. The 
challenge policy makers face lies in !he creation of such policies that tllke into 
considemtion not only !he mllintenance of quality but nlso the various needs of these 
1;rnerging cmnrnunities in order to gullflllltec equity. K.aplllll and Baldai;;f (1997) 
identify sill primwy objectives in language in educetion planning. Firstly, the tnrset 
population needs to be identified, tii�t ls, those who will receive and benefit from the 
instruction. Sxondly, the teacher supply is oo be assessed. This is especially important 
i11 the provfaion of languages other than English in the Australian conteic1. TI1irdly, 
curriculum guidelines need to be identified, and the syllabus needs oo clarify corutmints 
such as time and value sys1erns. Fourthly, both the methodology l!lld resources are to be 
.'ielectiad, blcing into consideration the length of the intended study period. Fiflhly, 
financie.l resources need to be made available or generated so that the plan could be 
carried out. In addition, a relationship needs to be established between assessment and 
the objectivl:!l WI well WI between the methodology nnd asses.sment. Fii_,al!y, an overall 
evaluation ofthe program needs to be carried out This evnluation may be directed 
tcwnrd planning ofl:.oth monolingual and multilingual objectives. 
Moore (2002) offera a historical overview ofEnglish lan:JUBge policies in Austrelia 
since the 1950s. Before the 1970s ass.imilationist policies exis1ed and people from non­
Eng]isb speaking b1ekgrounds were urged to adopt Eng]ish with eictremely limitr,d if 
non-ellislent reo;o11rces or suppol1. Firs1 language mafotennnce Willi discouraged and in 
" 
ge.neral, people were e:tpecled to find their niche in Austrnlia in an undefined manner. 
13y the mid 1970s and early 1980s several ESL policy documents which mainly related 
to pedagogical concer03 relating to ESL needs surfaced. In addition, specialised ESL 
teaching Ellld learning materials were produced by  the LElllguage Teaching Branch of the 
Commonwealth Department of Educotion. The National Policy on Languages was 
generated in 1987, in which ESL was first regarded !l!i a language added to an already 
e:tisting linguistic reper10ire. At the height of multicultural policies in other non� 
educational 11reus, Austrnlia's need to utilise the talent and resources of the rnulticulturol 
population was acknowledged. Ira turn, educational content was to he relevant to 
indll5try defined needs. By 1991 the National Policy of Languages was no longer 
viewe,d as politically efkctive; it was replaced by The Auslralian Language and 
Literacy Policy. Its goal WWI to "develop and maintein effective literacy in English ... LO 
enable language [earners to pllrlicipate in Australian society" (Australian language and 
literacy policy. cited in Moore, 2002: 112). 
Ia response to criticism generated by the dissatis.filction with litemcy problems 
among the English (native) speaking Australian population and student need fur 
as.9istance, the Literacy Policy set olit guidelines dealing with the disparate issues within 
the same po!icy. This affected mainly the Adult Migrant Education Service (AMES) 
sectors, since primary and secondary schoo! ESL needs remained unchanged. Within 
the AMES, however, dissatisfe.ction about lack of consistency in curriculum design and 
teacher apertise Wll.'I clearly felt and in turn resulted in short term contracting, 
regionali!llltion, and contracting out into the private secior. Ira the latter part of the 
1990s, ESL school allocation rem.w.ned unchanged, but was submmed within the 
National Equity Progranune. The focus had shifted to outcomes and benchmarks. 
The benchmarks have been criticised by McKay (2001: 1 )  who differentiates 
between standards derived for pedagogic purposes and for administrative pU!Jloses, that 
is as let1ching guidance and professional development, compared to accountability and 
curriculum direction, respectively. She sllltes: "Language standards piovide a 
comprehensive description of what language learners know and 11re able to do in the 
target languag1: at various levels of proficiency, at various grade levels, or both". She 
however considera the current benchmarks discriminatory i n  the K-12 context since 
" 
they do not reflect the reality of ESL development, "in spite of the s-tudents' ability to 
participate in curriculum la.'lks at a level which enables them to learn", and since the 
sill dents' limited culture-specific knowledge may result in perceived non-achievement. 
Unfortunntely, compounding the issue of meeting ESL needs, the National Lit�acy 
Plan, introduced in 1996, may have the effect of returning learners to the pre-1970s 
marginalisation. Moore (2002: 112) refers to Coates' 1996 paper in which he supports 
the new system: " ... because the Australian Language and Literacy Policy sets an agenda 
of English literacy for all Australians ... having separate fu.mework!i for people from 
different backgrounds would have in fact been discriminatoiy''. This in fact results in 
homogenisation and disregards the real needs of t!Je community. In general, " policy 
initiatives arc broad-reaching in scope 1111d are designed eventually to bring about not 
only improved service delivery and equity for all clients but, more importantly, 
stmctural changes in Australian institutions" (Iredale, 1997: 656). 
As a result of the chnoging nature of po!icy guidelines, Wren (1997) petitioned for 
the ni=ed of English language teaching professionals to take on educational leadership 
roles, to be interested and involved in issues relating to language policy, to influence 
institutional colleagues to be aware of wider socio-�litica.l agendas, to follow 
international developments in their field of language f.""..dagogy, and to be informed of 
the influences of the forces of global economy. In addition, la11guage teachers also need 
to make sure that their own courses are not only accessible but also non-discriminatory, 
and that inclusive and language-aware teaching becomes the practice by all mainstream 
educational professionals. There is a warning, however, addressed through the questioa 
in connftCtion an argument Slrutnabb-Kangas (2000) mises abcut the participants (both 
learnera and educatolli), the method of learning, the optimal time, and frequency of 
involvement in the irutruction of English (or a foreign language in general). This refer, 
to not only the position of Engli�h but also the status of the participants involved in the 
teaching and learning processes and the recommendations commonly =pied with 
reg11Td lo language learning in general. In her view the existing belief and set of 
recommendations that instruction should be conducted by Dlltive speaker, of the target 
h1ngu11ge in a monolingual manner, and that instruction should begin at an early age and 
take a.dvantage of a high frequency of exposure is not only a fallacy, but i t  also violates 
" 
the re.:ommendntions set out by the OSCE (Orgnnisation for Security and Co-operation 
in Europci) with regard to human rights 11nd education. Such bclieffurther contributes to 
lingui�tic homogenisation a t  the co51 of the development of otlier languages. 
Mnrkd forces, English language instruction and tusk 
Language teaching professionals have a responsibility to create such curricula that 
meet the needs of the students and prepare them to function in the evolving society. 
Students, the future participants in the global society Rlld the global workforce, need to 
be re11.dy not only to contribute to the development of the future economy and culture, 
but also to be 11 factor in the way they shape their world view, attitudes, understanding, 
values, and life in general. 
Communication. that is the effective use of a language, is essential in the g!obnl 
society. In order to enhance employability or to function effectively in the global 
society, people need to be 'equipped' with communication and literacy skills, and they 
also need Lo be competent at using the media, infonnation and communication 
technologies. Co�es in English for specific purposes prepare learners for the ability to 
satisfy specific tasks in the language. Wallace (2002), however, critiques such 
programmes and stotes that they generate language thnt is strippcid of expressive and 
aesthetic characteristics and consequently make language a commodity. Nevertheless, 
native nnd nou-n11tive speakers alike attend courses (such as courses iu public speaking, 
in assertive spewcing for native speakers, or cour�s of English for pilots, people for 
bank work or the service indllitry for non-native speakers) specifiCillly designed for the 
perfomumce of specific communicative purposes. The le11mers attending such coul'5es 
intend to reach a particular st11ndard to be able t o  fulfil the requirements o f a  workplace 
and thus to be more effective communicators in particular cont&ts. It could be stated 
that a task-based language syHabus also meets these criteria. The U!Sk-bEL'i-ed syllabus is 
founded on the p;emise that lemnm following a task-based progrwn focus on 
OO!!l..'111:llicati\•'!: task!! i n  order to resolve problems posed for them; consequently, it 
could be saici that a communicative criterion is thus met. 
" 
There seems to be apparent contradiclion in the c:ummtly held views that education 
in general and language education in particular is a marketable product. According to 
Robertson (1997: S) " ... the basic idea ofgloca/imtiCHI (neologism, the lllIWlgamation of 
the global and the local) is the simulLancous promotion of what is, in one sense, a 
standan:lized product, for particular markets, in particular flavours, and BO on." 
Products in general need to specify marlu:table outcomes. CanagRllljah (2002: 135) 
IIILlliyses the status of langunge teaching methods and questions whether some of the 
exiS1i11g methods are marketed under different names in order to create a need for these 
''new products" end staies that "methods are cultural and ideological constructs with 
politico-economic consequences", end they repre:ient not only the fonns of thinking, 
but also preferred learning styles of those thnt promote them. 
English language instruction may become focu� on satisfying the needs of tasks 
such ll!'i those requiring consumer-oriented transactions (Littlejohn, 2000). The 
consumer driven curriculum nwy result in n random content, guided by market needs, 
which may not be compatible with educational goals. It may also imply the.t a social, 
cultural and ideo!ogical universal will be created by satl!fying the rational, 
individualistic, Western outlook (Cameron, 2002), and for er.ample, 'reticence' would 
be replaced by 'veJbosity', and norms of Anglo-American interaction will be spread to 
all comers of the world. 
A further question that needs to be eKplol'OO is whether the curriculum should 
enco1.1111ge learning about cultures different fro::i the learners' own or whether the 
curriculum should foster those skills thnt facilitate or contribute to competence in 
expressing lhe learners' own culture. Kubota p!ac.es doubt on the contention that 
language teaming in genera� and English language learning in particular leads to 
international underntanding; rather, it "promote.� a narrow view of world cultures" 
(Kubota, 2002: ). He posits iniitead one of the. benefits of learning a language is the 
fostering of national identity, especially owing to lhe \earners' reluct.anoe to conform to 
alternate world-views. In contra5t, McKay (2002) sees lhe need for English language 
instruction to eni:ompa!:!i culturally relevant materlals in an environment the.I 
implements cultuml!y consistent methods of teaching. For e,wmple, if the task-based 
" 
approach were the preferred method of instmction, teachers would have the liberty to 
alter nr modify their teaching re50urees and methods eccording to locally acceptable 
fonns. 
Glob Eli macket forces and the increasing role of ET1g1ish as o langllllge of g[obEli 
communication have affected Engliah language teaching and learning. They have 
resulted in ''the dominance of the communicative approach within the field of English 
language teaching (at least in thcoiy, if not in  practice)" CW=hauer, 2000: I). 
Language schools relate in their curriculum goals to increasing skills of funetional 
interaction, negotiation and collaboration. The teaching method reliant on these areas 
and associated with communication h115, however, been criticised by many linguists. It 
has been labelled as a method that not only !!arms lhe intellectual development of 
students (Kubota, 2002), but e.Jso fosters infomial, non-academic competence in the 
language (We.JI ace, 2002). Communication takes the fonn of nn infonnal speech act if 
i t  is in an unplanned form, and as such it is tJOssible that it may lack sufficient structure, 
content and function to become fully cffi:ctive. In addition, since such communicative 
language classes do not offer !earners skills that are necesiillr}' in further academic 
contexts, they are therefore restrictive and do not senie lhe pw-pose they are supposed to 
serlle. 
Repercussions for students and teachers of English 
The market forces that tend to govern education have implications for not only the 
wider population but e.Jso for the teechern' perceived perfoml!IIlce and general working 
conditions as well as fur 51udents learning. The impllCl: of teachers' in-elass 
performance on student achievement is greater than any other variable, including family 
income, neighbourhood or cla5s size (Ikenberry, 2001). 
Mander and Hatton (1996) report on three private secondary schools in Australia 
that made the decision to employ aggressive marketing strategies in order to attract a 
student population from South-East Asia. They made this decision because changed 
economic circumstances had rerulted in e drop in the number of enrolments. The 
" 
schools had had homogenous student population (mainly middle-class Auiilralians of 
European descent). Through their marke1ing, they were able to secure the required 
number; however, neither the principals, nor the teacher.i were equipped to deal with the 
socially and culturally diverse clientele. ESL help was not provided, and students were 
eiqieeted to assimilate. Teachers were r.o tonger teaching lo ''the top of lhe class" since 
the heterogeneous student populntion nece.<isi!!lted the teachers to adopt a different 
teaching strntegy. The administrative sector of the schools grew to facililllte the 
ndver1ising 11J1d marke1ing needs but there wns no 11CCOmpanying expansion of Lhe 
teaching staff or filcilities. 
The quality of education needs to be maintained and it should not be Bilowed to be 
compromised by commercie.l pressures, M illustmled in the above instanc;es. However, 
Lathem (2002) sees another side to the forces oft  he market, the! is, the''premium on the 
enhancement of quality in higher education, at Lhe e,,:pense of equity". One of the 
potential outcomea of the process.es of commercialisation is in Lhe traditional seMe the 
mluetiou (or restructuring) of the dominance of institutional policiea 115 well 115 
govemai,ce. The increasingly entrepreneurial nature of institutions dictates not only 
who will be involved in educational processes but also whet will be tiwght and whet 
kind of research 1w 'commercial relevance' or is worth doing (Stilwell, 2003). 
Currently all OECD cowitries follow stringent, but non-uniform accreditation systems 
in on:ler to guarantee quality of educational services. Problems may wise from new 
educational markets, �uclt as e-leamlng, whicl.t might chellenge national quality 
assurance mechanisms and thereby call into question cwrent accreditafo:m syslem!I 
(Larsen & Vincent-Lan.crin, 2002) 
lndi-cations for the £11ture 
At present, in many Australi!III English langunge teaching contexl.9, Latham (2001) 
re!er.i to already existing problems with student enrolment numbers in11Smuch as they 
have reached capacity despite the rise in both entry s\llfldards and fees. Some English 
language providers are at physical capacity, which means that f urther growth is 
que51ionnble and that demand cannot be met. Therefore, Lathem (2001) ea.lb for 
,, 
inte11rated effon by lhe government, communities and the private sector tow11rd the 
creation of additional resources. Moreover, Rnmsay (2002) contends that if Australia is 
to maintain its status, it needs to increase its resources, or its market share will be 
diminished by competition from non-English speaking counllies, which are in the 
process of adopting English 115 the language of iffilruction. In addition, new delivery 
options of education should be e,rp!ored (such as off-shore campuses and e-leeming) in 
order to not only maintain lhe status quo but also continue growth, meet lhe demand, 
and broaden lhe horizons. 
Time will tel! whether or not English will maintnin its current position as lhe 
preferred language ofintemationnl communication and consequently the language that 
increasing numbers of students choose to study and whether the market will be 
sustained. Language teaching professionals must, in the meantime, continue to be 
involved in issues relating to !angunge policy, to influence institutional coUeagues to  be 
aware of wider socio-political agendas, to tnke on educational leadership roles, to follow 
intem11tional developments in lheir field of language pedagogy, and to be informed of 
the influences of the forces of global economy. 
Task-based language learning 
The nse of e task-based language syllabus is a method ameeptualised and 
constructed by a number of applied linguists. It bdongs to what Kumnravadive!u 
(2003 a: 25) classifies under [e!lming-centred methods. Accordingly, as opposed to the 
method in which emphasis is placed on linguistic fonn and form-focused exercises in an 
additive and linear manner (a didactic approach), this method focuses on language use 
and learner needs through meaning-focused activities or task:i. Such tasks are most 
often seen as open-ended (tho outcome of the task is not predetermined but open to 
many po1!9ib[e i;o]utions), and guide [e11rt1ers thronghan inductive process of learning. 
Tasks have been defined and redefined by Ii number of scholars. Tasks may denote 
any communicative act that involves negotiation of meaning (Long and Crookes, 1992), 
including within lhis a strict adherence to a aeries of patterns involving lhe negotiation 
" 
of meaning with the ultimate aim of sel�ting, sorting through, and resolving a given 
situation or problem. Tl!Sks may also be viewed as events rather than prearranged steps 
toward fixed outcomes (Courtney, 1995: 94), sinc:e they are "dynamic constructs, nnd 
outcomes may always be expecte.d to differ from those intende.d". Prabhu (1987: 24) 
looks at tasks 115 activities in which !eameni "llmve at llll outwme from given 
information through some process of thought". JI is his view too that LaSks are a mcaos 
by which teechers' control over th.9.t process is maintaine.d. He fimher st.ates that tasks 
are meaning focused activities "in which lel!IIlerS are occupied with undernl.anding, 
extending, or conveying meaning, 8lld cope with language forms as demanded by that 
process" (Pmbhu, 1987: 27). Within the task !eamefs do not focus their attention on 
fonn intentionally but incidentally through their own pereeption, expression and 
orslllWl8l.ion of meaning. Nunan (1989: 10) considers a task as "11 piece of classroom 
work which involves learners in comprehending, manipulatior,, producing or intemcting 
in the tllf(!;et language while their attention is principally focnoe.d on meaning mthm" than 
form". He further s!!ltes that ''a task should also have a sense of comp!etenll.'is, being 
able to stand alone as II communice.tive llCI in its own right". Skehan (1996: 38) defines 
a wk 115 "llll activity in which meaning is priml!I)', there is �ome sort of relationship lo 
the real world. wk oompletion has some priority, and th� lllisessment of task 
perfomiance as in terms of task outcome". Kumamvadivelu (1994: 2'>) includes in his 
short definition the issue of language competence by stating that ihe la.ik-bl!Se.d 
language [earning is a leamer-eentred method that provides "opportunities for learners 
to participate in opm-ende.d meaningful interaction through learning tasks, =ming 
that 11. prwccuplltion with meaning will ultimately lead to L2 mastery". What makes 
defining task more challenging is the fuct that there seems to be a lack of agreement 
whetiter one can regard the task-based syllabus as a sy\labus in the conventional sense 
of the word, or whether it should be coDBidered a teaching method. It is also debatable 
whether tasks should be con:iidered from the view of being able to relate lo real-wortd 
need.s. If one eom1ideni task selection being guided by the teacher's understanding of 
the pedagogic needs of the leamer.i, tniiks will be chosen and allocated as cl=work 811 
indicated by those needs ml.her than necessarily fitting a criterion of real tlllik. 
Taslc-bB.'led [1111guage learning has been much acclaimed but aloo criticised for a 
number of reasons. Firstly from the positive point ofvi.ew, it offers a pedagogical shift 
" 
from a cognitivist view of learning to a constructivist one which places empha.!.is on 
conte:irtl.1111, communicative, collaborative, interactive language development. Secondly, 
it has been acknowledged that communication helps develop communicative 
eompctence, or participation in a pnrticular "shared" genre needed for mutual 
understanding in the global society (Kramsch & Thome, 2002). Pennycook (2000) 
di!Jtinguishes between social relationships of the language ela!rnrooms (democracy, 
111Jtonomy vs. power) and the outside world, Wallace (2002), on the other hand, 
criticises the t!llik•bl!Sed language syllabus by questioning the limited relevance of 
informal spoken interaction. Since human commwiication is arbitrlll}', she emphasises 
the need for the development of litc.rale English, which the ta5k--based programme does 
not cate:r for, and rerullll only in the "eooversationalisation of institutional discourse". 
Furthennore, she asseru that there is a need to teach ''the kind oflwiguage which is not 
for immediate use, not to be taken out in1o the streets and the elubii, but which can serve 
longer-term needs". Block (2002) appCIICli w agree with this point by further adding 
that tasb offered as models are mostly refere:llli.al in nature and therefore limit the 
language acquisition pro=. He also sees the task-based langtlll!!e syllabus as a 
potential new global language teaching method, which according to Canagamjah (2002} 
is not the preferred method of learning in some communities and consequently "the 
classroom becomes a site of cultural struggle over preferred modes of learning and 
teachlng" (Pennycook, 2000}. Should these Bfg'IDJ.ents imply that the communicative 
andr'or task-based ,,jew of language teaching has been erroneoualy presented eJ meeting 
the needs of the market? 
Two disparate is!illes emerge in connection with negotiatiou processes as related to 
task-based language learning. Firstly, the qucstion that surl'aces with 511Ch a dilemma is 
why the t!llik·based syllabus is Uillally referred to 113 using spoken interaction 113 its 
focus. Althuugh a task can be loosely defined ll5 a problem that needs to be solved, the 
process involved in the solution can be  through any means of the l!IJl8llage, spoken or 
written, or both. Secondly, another issue in connection with the tll5k·based syllabus is 
the oppoftwuty gi...en to learners to participate in the negotiation through 11ot only the 
!earning strategies they employ, but aha the contW of their learning exper iences. 
Thereby lhe learners become more reHective and "critically conscious'' (Canagamjah, 
2002) and the classroom!I more democratic. These result in student BUtonomy by 
" 
validating ''their own knowledge ll!ld jointly conslructing and understanding of the 
ooci.e.l conditions that shape individual eicperiences" (Wong, 2000), and also in a 
changed role of the teacher. The teacher's ro!e, then, is to adapt the cur riculum to the 
needs of the students,. aod to draw on the !iludents' knowledge and eicperience. 
ResoU11:es 
Language teaching hu also become increasingly standan:lised as an effect of 
g!oba.li.'I.Btion. Studen\5 of unlike cultures rely on the use of the .'I.Bme course-books such 
8.'l theHeudway and C111ti11g F.dge series. Hu (2002:37) refers to the potential problems 
ll550cie.ted with loss of cultuml identity, and states: "culture specific values and beliefs 
may clEl.!h with values and beliefs espoused by the language learner's native culture ll!ld, 
when usimilated unconsciously, may threaten cultur al identity and integrity and 
produce conS<'quences of which the native culture does not approve"'. Feng and Byram 
(2002:64), however, identify three factors that govern the repn:sentation of cultures, 
including the learners' and the target culture: ''the (teicl) writers' awareness and 
unde111tanding of cultural studies teaching in foreign l11r1guage education, their 
educational philosophy, and the political needs for educnJion". Appr oaching language 
ITTlm the intercultural perspective, they propose that authentic mlllerials be created not 
only by native speakers of the lonl!'llllge, but also by those speak.em who are 
represenll!tives of the learners' culture ll!ld by those who use the language as /i11g,10 
jrrmcn, since it is their belief that through such teicts students learn to understand the 
"shared Jingoistic and rhetoric:al conventions (linguiillic aod pragmatic) of the target 
language". This is, however, unlikely to o= in light ofthe fact that most conteicts 
re!y on what Gray (2002) calls "the phenomenon of the global coursebook". 
Coursehooks are economic commodities and are marketed at times aggressively, with or 
without the pedagogic or ethical implications they transmit or carry. In addition, 
oour scbooks are written mainly for the global English 8.'I a Foreign Ulflguage (EFL) 
market, yet they are used, for elQlQlp]e in the Australian ESL context as we.II. 
In the ESL a:mtexl students normally have access to both Bllthentic tats and texts 
developed specifically for the ESL classrooms. When Bllthentic tc.il1s a r e  used, careful 
" 
selection, gmding and a!temtion is nece!Sllr)' to meet pedagogic needs. Funhermore, 
texts need to be in a culturally appropriate conti:ict, When texts = spedfically 
developed for the EFL/ESL classrooms, such as textbooks or specific coursebooks, they 
come packllged so that they comprise teaching objectives, imrtrodional techniques, 
teachi:ug steps, even tin,e allocation, together with metho ds for training the four 
language skills. However, most of the currently used textbooks, despite chapter 
headings to the conlrnly, organise lessons on the basis of linguistic structures and l'Ot 
around topics lhat would fonn the source of me:a.ninaful imcraction. The fundamental 
argument fur communicative, wk-bllSCd syllabi stems from the ide� that l11r1guage is 
acquired through lhe negotiation of meaning in meaningful contexts, which in tum leads 
not only to fluency but el!Kl to grammatical learning. Therefore, the textboob offer a 
different methodological framework, which means that they should be followed only in 
a modified form. Such pl!nial, or modified use of texts may be confusing to the 
students. These 511me textbooks, however, fum;tion for the maintenance of 
predictability, accountability and control of the clnssroom contoo (Littlejohn, 2000), 
which corresponds to the guiding forces generated by globeli11Rtion (i.e. especielly in the 
attempt at standardising), but is in direct opposition with the idea of curriculum 
generated by internal syl!abuses of the [earners, 
Hu (2002: 32) reports on thll high premium that is placed on the development of 
communicative eompetence in China, 11rtd slates: "English proficiency has accrued 
511pcrior national, sociel and economic prestige in China over the 1ml two decades" He, 
however, calls for tatbook writers to incorporllie not only culturally appropriate tcro.s 
but also [earner-centred specific materiels that are tlieme based and are cor..ducive to and 
productive of genuine llllik-based learning. 
Condusion 
Policy makers in educirtion and educators do not hnve the power to stop or even lO 
limit the SCllpe of the forces lhat globalisation brings with it to ell far.els of their 
professional lives. However, in the future, these forces of globalisation should help to 
inform positions educational llllthorities take in rellltion to various aspects of 
" 
educational mattm without being dominated by them. Moreover, globaliSBtion should 
not determine education.al policies. 
J"ues outlined in this paper focussed on the forces of globali1111tion as related to 
education (in particull!f to English es a sewnd or foreign h1t1guage educntion), 
especially the teaching of English as a language of the emerging global communities. 
The clwructeristies of English lllllguage education, of the task-based language syllabus, 
and of communicntive interactions in the micro-contexts of the clllS!iroom give rise to 
the need for research in this area, a need which has prompted the following study. 
Part II 
Task in the global Englis� teaching c:onlut 
The study nims to report on global language teaching methodologies. It is essumed 
that UL'lk-based language learning is the foCl.15 of interest of rese.archera in the field of 
BJ1Plied linguistics; however, it is hypothesized that it is not es widely used in actual 
day-to-day teaching in language teaching cenlre!I at least in its intended sense of 
activaling students to imme111C themselves in the language and !eom the language 
through u911Se. Furthermore, it is sugge:sted thlll in the coocse of inruuction, only a 
small number of textbooks are used, most of which are not lalik-bw;ed, but rather focus 
on the development of grammatical accumcy of the learners. 
�esrch Qutllltio11.11 
The study is guided by the following research questions: 
1. What is the world wide status of the task-based syllabus? 
2. Do lanl!llllge teaching centres use similllf / different. teaching methodologies in 
their day-to-de.y in51ruction of the language? 
" 
3. Do langun!,!e teaching centres use similar / dilTere.nt resources in their instruction 
of the language? 
Method 
Dats W8!1 collected through the use of a questionnaire, One hundred and twenty• 
five English hlllguage r.entres, which were randomly selected by the researcher from 
Internet sites, were sent questionnaires via e-mail with the request for completion. 
Based on the information ave.i[able through Internet websites, the researcher understood 
that these language centres wei-e private educational centres which provide among other 
co\lC5Cs EnglLh language progTIUl)!i for scltool aged and adult popu!atio!l3, A careful 
s.election of regions and countries W8!1 made so as to en5ure that a wide range of 
teaching practices would be considered, Sbct.een que:!ilionnaire!i were sent to Nor1h 
American ESL colleges (ten to the United States of America and six to Caruida), four to 
South America (one questionnaire each to Me>Uco, Argentina, r>eru and Brazil), seven 
to Africa (one to Egypt, and six to the Republic ofSou1h Africa), eight to Austmlia (all 
stetes except the Northern Territory), four to Oceania (all to New Zealand), forty to 
Europe (nine to the United Kingdom, five to Ireland and Germany, three to France, two 
each to Italy, Ru�ia, the Netherlands, Poland nnd the C=h Republic, and one each to 
Greece, Spain, Austria, Belgium, Slovakia, Hungniy. Sweden and Estonia), six to the 
MiddJeEa.!it (three to Omllll, and one each Lo Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and the United Arab 
Emirates), and forty to Asia (nine to Chioa, five each to Japan, Te.iwan, Korea, and 
Thailand, three to Turkey, two each to Malaysia and Vietnam, and one each to 
Indone.sia, Hong Kong, Uzbekistan and Armenia). Forty-eight of these questionnaires 
·were, therefore, sent to countries in which English instruction i s  coMldered ESL, while 
seventy-seven to countries in which English is I.aught as II foreign language (EFL), This 
repre!iCllts 38.5% (ESL) and 61.6% (EFL) as recipients of the questionnaire. Table 1.1 
provides an overview of the regions: 
" 
Tabfe I.J: llegio11S 
No1tb Americe 
South Americe 
Africa 
Au�trnlia/New Zealand 
Europe 
Middle E1111t 
Asia 
TOTAL 
16 13% 
4 3% 
7 5.5% 
12 9.5% 
40 32% 
6 5% 
40 32% 
125 100 
16 
0 
6 
12 
14 
0 
0 
48 
0 
4 
0 
26 
6 
40 
77 
The questionRBire requested that it be completed by either a teacher, an academic 
coordiU11tor, or a direc1ocofstudies. The participants were required to respond l'l fifteen 
questiona (!lee Appendix I), ivhich relate to the syllabus, teaching methodologies ll!ld 
resources. Ten of the fifleen questioM involved only a selection from given r:hoices, 
whereas five (relating to teachers' beliefil, experiences, and difficulties) asked fur an 
explanation. One question required selection of agreement or diSBgreement on a Likert 
scale. 
" 
Analysis 
Ps>...ticipants 
During the months of July and August one hundred nnd twenty-five questi onnaires 
were e-mailed to English !1111g1111ge course providers worldwide. It should be noted that 
the researcher relied on the information and addresses available through eommeroial 
web-sites; consequently, she had limited opportunities to verify the accuracy of the 
infomllltion evu.ilable through this clu..,_mel. Of the one hundred and twenty-five 
questionnaires, eighteen replies were received. This repre:;ents 14.4% of the tot.11.l 
number of questi onnaires sent. The replics came ftom all the lll.lljor regioos, 1111mely 
ftom Nonh and South America (one reply each from the Uniteli States of America and 
Brazil), Africa (three replies, two from the Republic of South Africa, and one from 
Egypt), Australia (three replies), Oceania (two replies from New Zealand), Euiope (two 
replies from Italy, IIIW one each from Ireland, Germany and Russia), the Middle Ens\ 
(one reply from Oman), and Allia (one reply each from China IIIW Korea). Nine of the 
puticipants represent ESL contexts (50"/o) and nine EFL conti:,cts (50"/o), rrmkins 
possible a reasonable balllllce in point of view. Table 1.2 91.1mmarises the replies 
aceordins to countries: 
" 
Table J.2: Countries 
- 2  
� ·;; "8 .. .., l: 8 ., • .. e -� .. " .. . . ' z .  
United Ste.leHf America 0 
Brazil 0 
Republic of South Africa 2 ' 0 
Egyp< 0 
Au�tralia J 3 0 
New Zealand 2 ' 0 
Italy 2 0 ' 
Irellllld 0 
Germany 0 
Russia 0 
o- 0 
China 0 
Ko= 0 
TOTAL 18 9 9 
Age of student, 
The srudents receiving ingtruclion 'in these contexts are betv;een the ages of S and 
abov-e 60. In the ESL contens, the repMed age of the students rnnges between 16-30. 
The students are both younger, starting from the age of 5, l!lld older, above 30 in EFL 
conte,cts. 
" 
Teaching melhods and i!Jllabi 
SyUabm types 
The responses were analysed and dc!>::ribed in relation to the regional differences, 
the emerging dominant language teaching ml'thodology, the resources used, and the 
problems identilied by the participants. All e�cept three centres indicated that their 
teacrung was based on a set (institutional) syllab,1s. Those that did not follow a set , 
syllabus stated that their syllabus WEIS guided by specif,:., objectives, and they were free 
to de3ign their own syllabi as long as the objectives staled in the course documents were 
met. Furthermore, seven out of eighteen (38.8%) par'.icipants indicated that their syllabi 
were guided by specific teaching and learning obJtetives, nine of the eighteen (50%) 
that decisions on what to include in their syllati were based on both objectives and 
learners' needs, and c,;tly two of the pllrlicipants (11%) that their syllabi decisions were 
based on learners' 11eeds. This was further clarilied by the comment that decision3 on 
syllabus content were guided by learners' needs only on such occasions when courses 
were organised for specific companies or institutions, in which case the courses were 
''t..e.ilor mw::tr:' to meet such needs. 
To foe question about the type of syllabus followed, the replies were diverse. The 
followir.g twotebles (Teble 1.3 and Tobie 1.4) provide a summary. 
Table l.J: Sy/fablls typf!!J 
� -
" oO ! � E  
Task bll5ed 6 17.6 33 
Grammar based 5 14.7 28 
Communicative 14 41J 78 
Eclectic 9 26.4 50 -==- - - - - = �  
TOTAL 34 100 189 
'ti• 18 (lamUlgCmtre,) 
ll 
Table 1.4: Task-based syllabus 
Task-based 
Task-based, communicative and eclectic 
Task and gnunmar-based 
Task-based and communicative 
Task and grammar-based, 
communicative and eclectic 
TOTAL 
. . l J  
! = 
0 
2 
2 
6 
0 
5.8 
2.9 
5.8 
2.9 
17.4 
Of the four categories given in the questionnaire, that is task based, gramnrnr based, 
communicative and eclectic syllabi, four of the participants identified the 
communicative (one from Italy, two from South Africa, and one from New Zealand) 
and two the eclectic syl!abus types (from the United States, and Italy). The rest of the 
participants elected to indicate that their syllabi did not belong to one single category 
and instead indicated all or two or three categories as their syllabus type. Among the 
answers given, three participants indicated that the syllabus they followed was both 
communicative and eclectic (from Ireland, China, and Egypt); one indicated that it was 
grnmmar-bnsed, communicative and eclectic (from Germany); two specified that it was 
task-based, communicative and eclectic (from Australia and Brazil); one indicated that 
it was task and grammar-based (from Russia); two reforred to their syllabus R.'i task• 
based and communicative (from Oman and New Zealand); one indicated that it was 
gramDlll.f" based and communicative (from Australia); one specified that the syllabus was 
truk and gr11111m11r-based, communicative and eclectic (from Australia); and one referred 
to their syllabus as gramm11r-based and fimetior.al notional (from Korea.). 
The following chart gives an overview of the combined results in which only the 
four categories ill'e taken into consideration. 
Fig11rel.l 
Syllatw types 
Ifa response indicates one syllabus cype or a combination of a number of syllabi, 
1111d e.ach of the four syllabi is recorded a total of thirty-four responses is accounted for. 
Out of these responses only six referred directly to the lllsk:-based syllabus, representing 
17.6% of a!l the replies. A further fourteen (4I.1%) responded that their syllabus was 
communicative. Five indicated that they followed a grammar-based syllabus, 
amounting lo 14.7%. Finally, nine of the porticipllll!S referred to their syllabus 115 
eclectic, representing 26.4% of all the replies. 
Tencblng Methods 
Sl!ltcments about the teaching method! ranged from the direct method, the PPP 
meth-od, and communicative method. A rr.ajority, represented by 61.1% replied that 
their teaching method covered presentatioP, practice, pmduetion. Additionally the PPP 
method received support from eight of the i-'<lfilcipRDls who indicated that their method 
was a mixture of PPP 1111d wk-based 11'.lltbds. One participarn from Asia clarified this 
with the comment the.t in class mo�( of the teaching V/Bj activity driven and involved the 
completion of I.asks. One of the participants from the Asian context indicated that since 
most of the teachers are CELT A (Certificate in English Language Teaching to Arlult:5) 
" 
or Trinity Certificate ho!dera, they use the commw:Iicative method which derives fiom 
their training, However, only two of the participants (from the United States and Italy) 
indicated that their teaching method was communicative. The participant fiom 
Germany wu the only one to design.ate the use of lhe gnunmar-tmruilation met.hod; 
however, it should be noted that the grammar-translation met.hod Wll.'I irulicated in 
conjunction with the communicative and PPP methods by this participant. 
Fwlhermorr, twelve of the seventeen (70.5%) respondents mentioned that they used 
the snme met.hods at all levels, while the other five (29.4%) uplained that they relied on 
competencies rather than methods, that they u!oed a mixture of methods which were all 
mainly communicative, that they drew on the same met.hod!! but different teaching 
techniques and styles, and that they mainly used PPP. One participant from China 
provided a more dele.iled dCllcription of the teaching practice and stated that in the 
language school a grammor-based and communicative met.hod was found appropriate 
for students a1 the beginners' stage, and a communicative method WB.'I used u students 
movi:d toward the advanced swge ofinr.truction. 
Methodological Options 
With rcgwil to the mcthodological options which were available to teaclu:111 to dee.I 
with individual differences of the learners the comments were diverse. The informant 
from Korea indicated that methodological options depended on the knowledge and 
experience of the teache£11 and therefore no ill5!itution.a\ guidelines were available. One 
rll:!ipondent from ItRly stated that since the language school wu obliged to follow 
standartlB set fur each language level in !emu of competencies (in line with the Council 
of Europe framework), Rll leamers in the groups regardless of their particular !earning 
styles had to effectively be able lo fulfil those requirements a1 the end of!heir couJWS. 
He added that the basic premise underpinning l;l}l lenmiug wid teaching activities at the 
school was that learning took place in a conducive, motivating and encollfllging 
environment. Other informants (from Italy, South Africa, Om!lll and New Zealand) 
referred to the availability of opt.ions such as greater emphasis on lis1ening 
co1nprehension (lecture type presentation, audio or video tapes), on role plays, smmmar 
" 
drills, games, eirtemal activities such as excursions, the use of authentic materials, the 
library, self study resource centres, internet access, e.nd elective op1ions. 
A New Zealand educationalilll stated that hiiillter language school found cultural 
training for the teachers vecy useful. Such cultural training results in teachers adopting 
a methodologicnl option that corresponds to the eqiectations of the majority of the 
le1U11eni at the beginning of their CO'.lfSeli. Thus new students to the centre are 
increesingly able to adapt to the mainstream teaching method in use throughout the 
courae (PPP e.nd communicative). 
A more prasmatic approach to i3Sl.leS relating to the methodologies, which however 
51.ill fulls short of wk-based principles, wllS offered hy the following language schools. 
One panicipant from China, for &ample, SIIW the solution to problems essociatal with 
individual differences of the learners in grouping Je11rners acoording to their levels. 
Respondents from both Brazil aJld Australia stated that te11chers and speakers of 
languages other tJwn English used such first lllllguages as Portuguese and Chinese 
respectively with weaker students in  the clas.roonu for the purposes of explanations. A 
rather different approach Wll!I referred to by a participant from New Zca\e.nd who 
indicated that setting different activities within the cia!lsroom, pairing !111.ldents with 
complementary strengths and weaknesses assisted in meeting the needs of individlllll 
learners. Despite the positive nature of many of these comments, tbi:y fail to reflect a.n 
a.::!equate awareness of what is implied by Lask-based teaching. 
Leaming Objectives 
A high premium was shown to be placed on  communi.calive complllence in Bil the 
regiorui since 88.2% of the pnrticipant, indicated that developing communicati�e 
competence was very important and another I 1.7% that it was imporlBllt. One Italian 
educationalist commented on the need of the learners for communicative competence as 
aJl antidote to the fonnal styles generated by the Itelian public schools' insistence on 
foeu�ing on grammar and writlen skills. In this person's view learners therefore laek 
confidence and practice in speaking the !1111guoge, One re:.,pondcru from the Middle 
EMC felt that generalising tlie relevance of specific learning objectives WIil! 
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inappropr iate, since the various courses stress the importance of different objectives. 
Another participllll! (from A.!iia) stated thnt the majority of their students take Genernl 
English course9 with the ;ntention of sitting for a First Certificate in English (FCE) 
e,cwn, e.nd tlms their learning objectives include nil macro skills and grammatical 
competence. Ten of the participants (58.8%) indicated that developing students' 
gmmmatical r.ompctence was very important, four (23.5%) that it was important, while 
only two (11.7%) thet it was neither important nor unimportant, and one (5.8%) that it 
was ooimportant. 
It should be noted that developing ornl fluency and writing skills wu not rated as 
importnnl by European centres a, by centres in other context!!. For example, the 
participant from Ireland indicated strong disagrrement (on a Likert sea.le) with the 
statement thnt developing writing skills was one of the !earning objectives of the 
students ll5 stated in the course documente.tion. 
With r !gw-d to IMSUSBe production, grammatical instruction nnd holistic learning 
lhe following replies were received: it wu indicated that on avernge during the day-to­
day lesson,, betwren 35 and SO% of lhe lessons was devoted to spoken or written 
language production. Instmction of gremmlll" was even more emphasized, however, 
with all reporting that their individual lessons were based on specific grammatical 
concepts. In addition, half of the pan lei pants believed in holistic language learning 
(50%), five did nnt (27.7"/4), and four(22.2%) were not sure about the quer.tion. 
AHusment 
Assessment is part of�ery educational proccsg, and it is also pr=t in all centres 
participating in this stud;. The respondents Ill! indicated lhat their centres used written 
and oral tests, reading and listening comprehe!L'lion tests and grammlll" le.ts R'I part of 
their nonnal asse!l5ment iMtruments. In addition to these, some centr� added oral 
presentations and written compositiom1. The in51.ruments singled out as not being used 
were oral tells (in the Chine!ill and Egyprinn conteicts), listening comprehension tests (in 
both the South African contem and in one Au:itralian contert) written and reading 
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comprehension tem (in the Irish contm), and reading comprehelL'linn at lower levels of 
learneni (in the Korean context). 
Problem, 
To the question whether teachers experienced any problems re!atin11 to the teachin11 
methodology used the followin11 replies were 11iven. Teachers experience problems 
with adult learners at lower levels who demand instruction and explanation in their own 
lnngu!l!!e (in the Ko= context), while an rtalian participant refemd to the problem 
relatin11 to North American teachers and tlieir relucwnce to use European courac books, 
This re!ucUUlce was explained as stemmin11 from Lhe:ie t eachers' communicative 
approach to t eachin11 the lnnguage and the failure of the given materials to organise 
teaching uniLS in a communicative manner. In addition, an Australinn Slated that it was 
uniformly the ca'!C that !�hen taught whnt they (the teachera) ware 1100d al (fur 
example skills), at the expell'le ofwhllt Lhey were not as 1100d al (for example teaching 
new vocabulary items). 
The remaining pnrticipants, accountin11 fur 83.3% of all replies, indicated Lhat they 
had no problems associated with the teaching mi:thodo!ogy used. 
Resource!l 
Accordin11 to this survey, the En11lish !angua11e teaching centre:i use the following 
teictbooks: Headway series (reported by ei11ht lnnguage schools), Cutting Edge series 
(by ei11ht language s.:hools), Matters (by two school3), lmide Out (by one school), 
Murphy's Grnmmar series (by one school), and e.itam preparation t&ls (by one school). 
Six of the participants reported that they did not use any set textbooks, while one 
reprn1ed that the langua11e school was unab!e LO disclose the information as to which 
texts their syHabus relied on. 
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Discussion 
It was hypothesised that communicative or eclectic teaching IL'I methodologies, 11nd 
grammatical competence and oral and written fluency 11.'i learning objectives would be 
identified. Among the melhodologies the comnwnicative language learning method 
WllB identified by mos! of the participants. Although the term task hll.'i entered the 
discow-se of language !earajng and teaching, in none of the conteirts is the lalik-based 
syllabus actually followed. It appeara that the term is invariably used to refer to 
different types of communicative activities that 11re organised in the language 
classrooms. It does mrt, however, refer to the task-bll.'ied teac.hing methodology. To 
illustrate the existing confusion, one participant stated that learners were frequently 
involved in completing wks; however, he further commented that he was unsure 
whether he WllB referring to the term to.sic com:ct.ly, or whether the researcher meant 
'something else' by the term. Kumaravodivelu (2003 a:28) �re:ssed his dissntisfaction 
with methods by 518.ting that ''the disjunction between method u ccnceptunlised by 
theorists and method u oonducted by teachers is the direct consequence of the inh�nt 
limitations of the conoept of method itselr'. Suc:b dis931isfaction is at the heart of the 
increasing popularity of eclecticism. Therefore, it is not surprising that the second most 
frequently referred to type of S}'llabus wos eclectic. By calling a teaching method or 
syllabus type eclectic. teachers avoid commitment to 11ny current methodology. Re.ther 
than relying on a teaciting methodology, it is important to focus on the learner.i' needs 
and the provision ofoppatunities to meet those needs. Kumaravadivclu (2003a:I0, 14) 
corui.iders teaching a "context-sensitive BCtion, grounded in intellectual thought", and he 
calls for teachere to be reflective practitioners who emphasise creatim)'. He further 
suites that it is 1ml ro!e of the teachers not only to maximise !earning opportunities but 
aJ90 to transform life in 11nd outside the cla9Sf00rn. 
As indicated by the rrurvey, some teachers are compelled to teaeh within the 
corullmints of their ins!itutione.1 guidelines. Il is therefol\'i not SIIJPrilling to find that 
specific ffilmeworks (Sllch as those arranged by the Council of Europe, for eiwmp\e) 
limit the ave.ilahllity ofteacl!lng methods and consequently learning option, ave.ilable. 
Teachers with their classes, however, can and do determine their classroom procedures 
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such as the pBCe of the work, the selection of activities l!lld the time of evaluation of on­
goiug learning. 
The amount oftime shidents spend'in producing the language rather then listening 
to the teac.her is llll indication of whether or not processes such as those involved in 
task-based learning are being followed. In other words, the use of II task-based 
approach would infer that ,tudems wuu!d spend more rime producing the language tlum 
listening to it from the teachers. Tilis iSSL1e was canvassed in the questionnaire, wid the 
study found that c!ose to half of class time was devoted to spoken or written language 
produ:ctioo. This finding, however, is conlradietory, especially in light of the fBct that 
the most v.ide.ly used teaching methodology is either eclectic or following the PPP 
model. With regard to the time devoted w actual communicative aciivities (be they 
referred to as t45lu or aaivities), WiUis (1996:18) considers the conslraint of time in 
teacher-led classrooms, in which sh.Iden! • teacher interaction normally follows a 
teacher-led question-answer-foedback pattern. She refer.i to the limited opportunities 
learners find in such conteitts to "manage their own conversatio113, exercise discourse 
skills, or experiment with, and put to meaningful use whatever target lanswiBe they can 
recall". In II tllllk-based learning environment, on the other hJ.nd, the t eacher domination 
is reduced, l!lld thus le.nmers are able to explore the language with lessened time 
constraints. 
The use of the most commonly mentioned method of PPP would appear to cast 
doubt on the IISSertion that it is normal practice w devote half of class time to language 
production. The PPP model in itself involves learners in listenins to the nsage, 
rnewiing, and form of II specific gnun:matiC11l concept, followi:d by form-focussed 
exercises, question and 1111SWer sessions or dilllogues and eventually language 
produc!ion in a more liberal, open-ended manner. Even in ideal situatiom, this would 
result in no more than one third of the les!IOo time devoted to aetulll language 
produdion. 
Walsh (2002) a!so addressed the isrue of the amount of teachers' talking time in the 
classroom, and its effect on the learners; more specifically, the question of whether 
through their talk teachers create or reduce opportunities for learning. The reseercher 
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sllll:ed that since the approach to this study was mictly empirical, he did not attempt to 
classify or categorize his data. However, he tried to provide explanations for the kinds 
ofintefl3C'lions he found in the data, 1111d ctplain them int= of their effect on often 
reduced learning opportunities. Teacher questions weni wialysed by Cundale (2001) 
where both open 1111d referential questioOII were studied in terms of the opportunities to 
use the target language in meaningful conteld. Therefore, it WIili concluded !hat open 
1111d referential question.e need to be used more frequently in communicaLive language 
classrooms. 
The teaching of vocabulnry is 1111other important issue in relation to tlllik-based 
approacJ:ies. In communkative claB.Srooms, teachers provide learners with a lexically 
rich environment, where it is expecied that \earners acquire vocabulary through the 
context in which meaning of the words can be inferred. In addition, teachers also 
simplify their own language to matM their students' language/ lexical abilities. Meart1, 
Lig]nbown and Halter (1997) relied on word counts of (10 samples of 30 minutes of 
cl85s time) transcripts of communicative language classrooms in their study in order to 
find out how many new words learners are exposed to during a normal class period, if 
these words ere repeated overtime, and if the ''richness" of the lexical items are affected 
by the level of students, their bELCkground, or their type of class. Through a proce!is of 
[emmati!llltion, words were placed into categories and new words were Bl[ocated a 
separate ca1.eg111y. Proportion.e of the total word numbern and the mean number of the 
different categories were WU1lysed. The latter study failed to find conclusive evidence 
that classrooms were rich lexicel environments. It is possible to hypothesize that the 
study failed to find conclusive evidence since the c\assruoms relied heavily on teacher 
input even in a communicaLive situation. 
All part of the- present study, information was sought about the types of textbooks 
being used because often text.B replace syllabus guidelines. It was found that the 
resources language schools rely on are mostly coursebooks generated and produced for 
the global market. These books are fierccl.y marketed 11B they have high commercial 
vaille. It is undcr.ite.ndable !hat since the Headway, Cutli,rg Edge and Matters series are 
publtshed by the largt:rt publishing companiec'l, lhese coursclmoks were the most v,idely 
used. These books are modem in their presentation of conl.cnl, they rely on up to CW.le 
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lllld popular topics. It is often the co.se that they endorse and pmmoie methodology, in 
particular the PPP method. In spite of the fact that for el!III!lple the C11ting &Jge series 
attempts to incorpora1.e !cl-based elements, it is still a book that ei,courages 11 
communicative rather than tR!lk-based teaching. Bex (2003: 280) sees en .1prarent 
agreement between applied linguistic resean:h discourse and the common view in the 
profe:s:iion that communicative language teaching is the pn:ferred model of teaching. 
He further states that such a view is mainly owing to the co=ebooks that most 
language teaching contexts rely on. 
Limilations 
Difficulties have arisen about the issue of genemlising fiom the study because too 
few questionnaires were received in reply to the request. As it was origimilly envisaged 
that responses may not exceed twenty language centres, efforts were made to ensure the 
scope of the study was adequate. Initially, it wu feared that if the replies would either 
be from the same region, or wou!d offer similar approaches to English language 
instruction, the study could rulfer from one-sidedness. This, however, was not the co.se. 
Although the participants in this study represent various regions, in both ESL and EFL 
contexts, they offer similar answers. Similarity in the an�'CJ'"S bas come not from the 
fact that the SIIIJ\e regions are reprewited but from the global nature of English 
language methodology and cotlfsebook marketing. 
Another limiiation of the study sltl!!ls from the difficulty of generalising. Owing to 
the small iwmber of participnnts, generalizations are not appropriate. 
The research is aloo limited by the perceived Ill.Ck of motivation on the pen of some 
participants who i n  certaln cases did not provide l!llswers to all questions. 
Such limitations are nonnal in most surveys and it is nonlllhelcss SUSBested that the 
surver hu produced valuable imlighu concerning the 5latus of IW-based learning in 
the globe.lised context. 
Conclusion 
In relatkm to the research. questions it could be concluded from the swvey J"CSults 
th.at the la5k-bascd syllabus is not 11.'1 widely implementrd in l1111guage teaching conte1'!S 
as the pure volume related to task-bl!Sed language learning in applied linguistic research. 
would suggest. Te:icher:. and administrators occnsionci.ly use the term 'task', however, 
they acknowledge that they do nut refer to the term in the �e way 11!1 applied linguists. 
They refer to communkative activities which. nonnally follow tr-..acher-f'ronted 
instruction on grammatical c,oncepts. They use similar teacliing meth.odologie11 which. in 
geneml c.iuld be eltarncterised 11!1 eclectic, alth.ough within th.e framework of generating 
communication. No reference WIIS, however, made to an 1:11:amination conducted in 
order to understand th.e student needs, an e11sential component ofn ttl.!ik-bll500 syllabus 
design. 
In th.e centres 91.Jrveyed, the guiding principle behind the choice ofmcthodo!ogy nod 
asseS-llment Wtl.!i the coW'Sebook. It could be concluded that unleill greater emphasis is 
placed on th.c production and marketing of teaching resoun:es in tho form ofa book that 
is organised according to the task-bll!ed approach. to !11Dguage learning,. th.ere is not 
going t o  be any variation of the existing tenchiog practices in favour of Wk-bl!Sed 
learning. Unless 1111 educational institution requires lh.e teacher to bring into the 
cl.assl."oom a specific ttrobot•k, th.e :ielection of resources sh.ould also be carefully 
considered. Such a selection sh.ould include teJCls that not only lllisist. in meeting th.e 
desired objectives but ones that are culturnlly appropriate to 1nth th.-: ]es:-: !Ill and the 
ieacbers. 
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Conclusion 
In relation to the research questiom it could be concluded from the l!Llrvey results 
that the task-based syllabus is not 115 wide!y implemented in language teaching conte,,cts 
as the pure volume related to task-based language learning in applied linguistic research 
would suggest. Teachers 1111d administmors occasionally use the term 'Lask', however, 
they aeknowledee tlwt Ibey do not refer to the term in the same way as applied linguists. 
They refer to communicative aetivities which nom:w.lly follow teacher-fronted 
inst(Uction on grammatical concepts_ They use similar teaching methodologies which in 
general could be charactnis!ld as eclectic, although within the ITameworlc. of generating 
communication_ No reference was, however, IIlllde to an examination conducted in 
ordcr to understand the student need!!, an essential component of a task-based syllabus 
dll.'lign. 
In the centres surveyed, the guiding principle behind tbe choice of methodology and 
assessment wa, tbe coursebook. It could be concluded that unless grenter emphasis is 
plac.ecl on the prot,'uction and marketing of teaching resources in the form ofa book that 
il organised according to the t11Sk•based npproE1Ch to language learning, there is not 
going to be any variation of the existing teaching practices in favour of task-bll.'led 
learning. Unless 11D educational institution requires tbe teacher to bring into the 
classroom a iq,ecific textbook, the selection of resources should also be carefully 
considered. Such a selection should include lexts that not oaly assi!it in meeting tlie 
desired objet1ives but ones that are culturally appropriate to balh the lwners and the 
teachers. 
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CHAPTER III 
ESL ACCREDITATION GUIDELINES, CURRICULUM AND 
METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES IN SELECT AUSTRALIAN 
CONTEXTS 
Introduction 
This chapter is written with the aim to inves-tigate curriculum guidelines that govern 
English language courses offered to non-English speakers (especially studenlll intending 
to continue their studies at primary, secondary, undergrnduale and posl grnduate level) 
at Australian schools and colleges of English. 
Firstly, the investigation focuses on a comparison of cuniculum guidelines and 
other regul111ory measures governing English a s  a Second UUlguage (ESL) programs for 
primaiy and secondary prepW"atory purposes, and the Adult Migrant Education 
Programs (AMEP). 
Secondly, an examination of colleges and universities oirering English Language 
Intensive Courscs for Overseas Students (ELICOS) is undertaken revealing the limited 
ooent of regulation, or ralher the absence of cunicu!um guidelines. While ELICOS 
colleges go through processes of accrtiditation, the principles governing accreditation 
requirements rely on the need of n program (llll outline of teaching units, !!Mllssment 
tasks, e,caminations, reporting !rtruciures 11S well 115 adequate resources) from the 
institution under scrutiny. There is no prescribed methodological framework of 
teaching strategies, conlent or sequence of instruction. In other words, limited 
guidelines exist on ''what", but no indication is given 115 to "how". 
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S«:ooduy and post.sec:ondary ESL Programs 
In rererring to English as a Second Language (ESL) instruction in Western 
Australia, several contexts should be considered, Firstly, the intensive contelct, 
where the focus ofth!l instruction is the language, its struaw-e, form nnd vocabulary, 
in ore.I nnd written form. ESL is also taught in an e,ctended intensive fonn, that is, in 
various subject specific contexts. Students are lllught !he l1111guage required for the 
subject= of for example Mathematics, Science nnd Social Studies. This type of 
teaching might be considered a variety of English for Academic Purposes (EAP), 
where spoken and written English is approached through various genre.<1, which the 
mi dents mny me in the course of their further academic studies. 
In tbe government sector, Intensive English Centres (IEC) are a special part of 
the secondary school which cater for the needs of new w-rivals in Australia whose 
English is not advanced enough to S11ccessfully participate in maimrtream classes. 
The students are plEICed into cl11Sses depending on the length of schooling and/or 
English language study in their countries of origin and study English fur either one 
academic year or two (Education Department of Western Australia, 2003). The 
students, who have had limited schooling in their respective countrie.<1, normally stay 
in the IEC for up to two years nnd participllie in !he Limited Schooling Program, B..'i 
they develop bllSic literacy skills and concepmal knowledge in addition to learning 
!he language. The majority of students, however, enter a one-year program, which is 
an ad�pted version oflhe primary or secondary school cunicu!um, divided into two 
six· month semesters - a beginnere' six months and an advanced six monlhs. In !he 
beginner's stage, the program concentrates on speaking, under.minding, reading and 
writing English during the English and other 5Ubject-based lessons. In !he advnnced 
mge. in their English lessons for example, the student11 have a more literary 
approaclt to !heir studies, that is, the students read sbort stories and abridged novels, 
and this forrrei the bllSiS of their !1111guage activities. Thu.<1, their oral discussions, 
written activities, comprehension and vocabulBJ}' development come &om reading 
literature as well llS the core subject areas. Through this they Biso develop !he 
language for forming opinioM, summarising, essay writing and developing research 
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and study skills. In addition to English, both groups of students are taught !he 
langu11ge required fur the subject areas of Mathemntics, Science and Society and 
Environment. Dwing their time in the IEC, !he students study the language used in 
the cot.mes of these subjects. The students also learn two practical subjects (Home 
Economic11, Manuel Arts, Computing or Art) and have Physical Educotion lessons 
every week (Education Depanment of Western Auijtm!ia, 2003). 
Secondly, ESL can be considered in the cont&t of mainstream teaching. On 
completion of their intemive ]11nguage courses, students are placed into mains-tream 
primary or 5CCOndary sehool class.es according to their age and educational progress. 
They normnlly receive targeted ESL support, which according to curriculum 
guidelines in Victoria {Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority, 2004), may 
take t'he furm ofparal!el or withdrawal c\u.ss.es, ESL electives, and/or team or support 
teaching by specialist ESL teachera who work collaboratively with mainstream 
teachers. Students follow a special ESL curriculum which focus.es on developing !he 
students' a) oral and written communicative skills, b) socio-<:ulturul skills, c) cultural 
awarenes11, and d) study skills. Here, the instruction takes a dual function; it is 
primarily considered in its role to assist both the (mainstream) teacher and the 
student at the wsk al hand, and secondly, !he (ESL) teacher's role is in disseminating 
strategies !hat aie applicable for English across the curriculum. In the latter case, 
ESL instruction is offered in a wide range ofconte.us. The primary aimofthe K- 12  
cours.es is to  develop necessary ski!ls and understanding of !he language in order to 
increase the students' successful participation in various sehool settings. In this 
conte,i.t there are guidelines H!i to recommended strategies applicable to ESL 
cla!isroom teaching, but they fail to grapple with the central issues of curriculum 
design 1111d development such 8!i linguistic and cognitive demands of the subject 
area.'i 1111d meeting the needs of their student clientele fiom a wide ranging 
backgrounds. 
., 
Although in general the state governments are re:!oponsible for school edueation, 
special funds are alloeated by the federal government to provide ESL programs for 
newly nrrived immigrants. In addition, these funds also cover special rupport needs 
to 5Chools that have students of Non-English-Speakin g -Background (NESB) 
(lredo.le, 1997). 
The non-government education sector, the Catholic as well llS the lrulcpendent 
school systems, also enrols NESB students. The students in these contexts, however, 
are either Australian residents or over.;eas fee-paying sludents who are in Awtmlia on 
shident visas for high school education. The provision of ESL nilislance varies 
between institutions. For eX!llllple, the Catholic system offers programs for NESB 
students that are similar to the IECs, while the Independent sector, which mainly 
opera1es with a more homogr.nous student population, if the need arise'>, DlllY provide 
ESL .assistance but in a conteJCt where the students are normally fully integrated into 
mainstream clll!lses. 
Both the government and non-governmtmt seciors now have the opportunity to 
enrol overseas fee-paying students. The enrolment of fee-paying shidents offers an 
income generating potential for both contexts, but this is a recent modification in the 
government 5eCtor {only applicable in Western Awtrallan conte.us since 2001). 
Both sectors need to rely on e�isting funding resources for ESL in order to fulfil their 
resporuibilities of creating an environment where the heterogeneity of the population 
is conducive to language learning. It should be kept in mind, however, that no 
additional funds are allocated by the state or federal government for the educational 
sefVices provided to fee-paying overseaq secondlll}' school students becnuse the 
i.ehools often benefit from the fees. It i:., however, the responsibilit)' of the sehools 
to determine how the income generated this way should be spent. In the long run, 
this may become detrimental to the status of ESL in schools owing to possible 
government cutbacks in second lwigua.ge funding. 
.. 
English language instruction is also offered to adll[l5 in the government and non­
government seclors. Teuching English to Speakers of01her Languages (T'.CSOL) under 
the Arlult Migrant Education Pm� (AMEP) caters for the adult migrant populntion 
e:;pcciaHy those whose language is other than English. These progranu provide 510 
hour.i of free inmuction in English to new anivab. Leemers learn the language 
required both to function in general in a !IOeiety whose medium of communication is 
English, and specifically, in the workplace. 
In the private sector, students may choose from short courses offered by private 
specialist colleges or !lllvemment supported institutional progranu. Although such 
in�itutions set no entry requirements, eligibility is restricted over lhe age of 35 
(Kendall, 2004). The ELICOS language centres, private educational providers for fee­
paying overseas students, offer a number of different courses to students. Based on 
performance in an entry tll:!il, students are placed in one of the intensive course.9: Geneml 
English courses (beginnen to advanced), English courses for Academic Purposes 
(EAP), Secondary Prepllflltion courses (elementary to advanced), English as preparation 
for specific testing or exemination purposes such 11.'1 offered by the First Certificate in 
English (FCE) courses, and university preparatory comres for studenl-'l intending to 
continue their studies at undergraduEll.e or post-gmduate levels. These are intensive 
courses in which students receive on average 25 hours of instruction a week (NEAS 
Australia, 2002: 39). The Geneml English courses uiiJJally atlnlct students intending 
either to combine their holiday or overi,ell!i experience with a constructive period of 
time in  the language cl115sroom, or lo continue their studies nt secondary school level or 
nt  university once their English proticiency renches a required level. While Btudents 
attend the EAP courses with the intention of rontinuing thcir studie!I a t  1111 English 
medium higher educational institution, many also have the Wm of first passing a formel 
test such as the First Certificate in English (FCE) or International English Language 
Tl'.sting System (IELTS). Sllcccs2 on lhese tests leads to jobs or promotional 
opportunities in mnny countries. 
English language rourses are offered by departments within a larger institution such 
as the Technical and Furthl!f Education (TAFE) sector or University. Normelly, in 
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these cases, there Bre depi111mental guidelines 115 to the level of English required. 
Bridging and foun(iation courses offered at a number of universities provide instruction 
that prepares students fur the requirements nonnally associated with university courses. 
These include instmc:lion in the norms Md standards of Weslem !!Cholarly conduct 
(Singh and Doherty, 2004) and in study skills. 
Accrl!ditation of Private Language Providers 
In order to guBrantc,: quality and to function as 11n educational institutiun, prior to 
operation, private languBge schools as well 115 those schools attached to tertiary 
institutioDS need to be registllfed to obtain fonnal accreditation. The National Code of 
Practice for Registration Authorities and Providers of Education and Training to 
Over�eas Students requires educational providers to be registered on The 
Commonwealth Register oflnstitutions and Courses for Oversea� Students (CRJCOS). 
According to the Code, registered providers can accept students for enrolment only if 
they have given to the studenlll adeq1111te information about the course. According to the 
guidelines of the code (Commonwealth of Auslralia, 2001) the inform11tion should 
contain: a) description of the content, b) the qualification or BCCreditation gained on 
completion, c) the length of the course(s), d) teaching methods used, e) type of 
assessment used, and t) the minimum level of English proficiency to meet the 
requirements of the course(s). 
The Nntiona! ELICOS Accreditation Scheme (NEAS) is the national accreditation 
body regulating English language course providers for OVerEll:IIS students in Australia. 
Its guidelines specify organimtionnl and administrative mattern, slandards, quality 
essumnce regarding the premises, resources (the specie.list sWI; materials and 
equip:mert), curriculum, student assessment, student recruitment and lhe marketing and 
promotion of the instirution. A reader would obtain the impression from the NEAS 
documentation, however, that there is a greater emphasis on teacher's qualification 
requirements, on the nature of the teaching premises, on how and in what context on 
institution should be promoted and marketed, !hon on lhe actual content and delivery of 
instruction. Furthermore, it has become apparent tluit as long 115 courses are mn 
" 
according to an effective program (which may be based on a Lextbook) lllld a sequence 
outlining teaching units, assessment tnaks and/or examinations and a reporting structure, 
the accreditation requirements are met. Although the word 'curriculum' is mentioned in 
the guidelines, according to the 2002 handbook, only the following stalcment is given: 
"The institution's curriculum is purposeful, coherent l!Ild documented orul facilil!Jtea the 
design of teaching programs to meet the needs and requirements of students" (NEAS 
Austialia, 2002; 39), The interpretation by NEAS of the CRICOS guidelines would 
suggest that some lesser emphasis on specificity (especially B.'i related to teaching 
methodology) about teaching and learning practices ha.s been incorporated. This has the 
potential to lead to the growth of dissatisfaction with the ELI COS programs for both the 
teaching profe111iona!s and the students. 
ESL Curriculum 
ESL curriculum documents in general and as norI!llllly found in Australia a) define 
the area of learning, b) offer 11. mission statement and rationale, o) present 11. ftll[llework 
that is infonm:d by the field of applied linguistics, d) recommend a syllabus outlining 
the appropriate content of instruction, language activities, practical strategies, desirable 
language outcomes such B.'i relating to comm1micalion, lllllguage and cultural 
understanding, structure l!lld features of the language, and e) outline the need for 
assessment procedures, a reponing system, and finally evaluation (Australian Capital 
Territory ESL Curriculum Statement, 1997), 
In the Australian Capital Territoiy ESL Curriculum Statement document, ESL as an 
area of learning is defined in terms of the language demands of all learning areas, 
competencies, and across curriculum perspectives. Activities develop language in the 
social contellt, B.'i related to !earning, l!lld as needed for personal expression. The 
document is informed by an assumption about second language learning and teaching 
that ESL teaching is definable, integrated lllld holistic. that learning involves learning a 
new Language in the contellt of a new culture, that students learn how to interact 
meaningfully and appropriately in that language and culture, drawing on cognitive l!lld 
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linguistic n:saurce!i in a new learning environment, end that students use their 
knowledge of other cultures to develop an understanding that encompasses the new 
culture (Austmlian Capital Territo[)' ESL Curriculum Statement, 1997: 3-5). The 
sWiement also recognises ESL teaching as a specialist undertaking, which is informed 
by the field of applied linguistics, and it offers a range of practiCHI teaching strategies 
that should be considered applicable acroE.S the curriculum. However, the document 
omits indication ofa specifically agreed upon methodology. A more detailed approach 
to recommended teaching methodologies is, however, available to teachers through the 
outline given in McKay and Scaiino (1991: 28). An eclectic approach to language 
learning is recommended through the implication of eight distinct principles. The 
principles outline the importance of communication through a range oflanguuge fomu, 
the value of comprehensible input, the significance of culturally relevant infimnation, 
the importance of feedback and the positive consequence of leamern being ab!e to 
manage their own learning in an environment that caters for the development of their 
intellectual, social, emotional and physical well being. 
Outcomes in the areas ofboth productive ond receptive akills (speaking, writing, 
listening und reBding, respectively) are orgonised in the area� of communic:111:ion, 
language und cultural undenrtanding, illllguage structures and features, and learning and 
communie11tion strategies. Assessment, which is a continued and integrated pllrt of 
curriwlum planning, is based on comprehensihle criteria. Reporting communicates the. 
achieved outcomes. 
Western Aust.ra.liun students taking the subject ESL English in the final two yeaf1j of 
s.econdary schooling (in years 1 1  and 12) also have the benefit ofa syllabus presented to 
schools by the Curriculum Council (Western Australian Government, Curriculum 
Council: English for ESL Students -D026). While in this subject developing skills in 
communication, language and cultural und=tonding, h!Ilguage structures 1111d features, 
and learning and communication stra1egies is desired, there is an e.dded emph115is on L'le 
use and applic:ition of thll.'le skills in an academic contioo.. This is because the ''subject 
aims to develop functional literacy within an ace.demill conteid and specifically, to 
develop the lnnS1111ge skills nereisary for tertiary entrance" (Western Australian 
GoYemI!lent, Curriculum Council: English for ESL Students -D026). Again through 
" 
this document, teachers are informed of the required content of inmuet.ion, but are 
given no indica1ion IL'! to the recommended delivery of the content. 
Tats that students have access to in 1h19 subject range from transactional to literary 
and media teicts. It is expected that the students make valid inlel]lretotions of thes.e tmcl8 
based on and including the knowledge, skill11, attitudes, or culture presented in them, 
Similorly. students ore required lo compose a wide variety of tc.u types, in a range of 
styll:!I. Their oral and written IC.Us need to demonstrate mastery of all domains of 
language: morphology and syntax, spelling, pronunciation, Org&!lisntional features (such 
as pllllljJfllphing, uniiy, or coherence), style and register. The syllabus also offeni details 
of e1taminations. 
In contrast, to suit the needs of a very different clientele, the AMEP con1c.u relies 
on the widely used adult ESL curriculum framework the Cerli.firotes i11 Spokn ond 
Wri/ten English (CSWE). These broad guidelines cover four levels oflMgunge learning 
(Certificates I, II, III, and N, aoomling lo :.tudents' level of English proficiency on the 
Australian (International) Second Language Pruficiency Ratings (ALSPR, or ISLPR) 
see.le (see eq,la.1ation of the scale below) along three distinct modules (reading and 
writing, speaking and listening, and orientation to learning). The CSWE competencie� 
indicate general language features such llS general language learning strategies, 
gener.nlised text types, and the macroilills of lauguage we, wid they also identify 
illllgll-llge outcomes relating lo each competency. 
The framework generally defines what Feez (1998: 11)  refers to as "language 
learning in terms of whole k:ids" or genres. The genres learm.T.1 work though suit 
increasingly specialised contexts in order to meet the needs of the individual leamera. 
The outcomes are orgwiised in all four language learning OTell!I: speaking, writing, 
listi:ning and reeding. The implementation of the curriculum framework, that is, the 
syllabus planning, is left to the teachers' dillcretion. This indicates that depending on 
the leorner needs, teacher.. may refer to tc.u types that would match learners' interests, 
or future palhways. For eltalllp[e, leamC111 following a pathway leading to employment 
or to further academic study may be eq,osed to different te!Ct types lllld these would still 
meet the general require.men� outlined in the curriculum framework: (Feez, 2001). 
" 
The choice of methodology ia also included in the syllabus design and follows a 
five step cycle in which lellCT\ets are given support toward reaching specific outcomes. 
The steps include conteid building, modelling te:us,joint eomtruction of telds followed 
by individual comtruetinn of teids !llld !inking tats. Teachers are at liberty In make 
decisions based on the needs of lenmers as to whether some or all steps would be 
fulloweil. 
Such a curriculum document offm a number of benefits. It firstly allows for 
uniformity across eilucationa\ institutions offering the same courses. Secondly, 
tencher.i are given sufficient guidance as to the content 1111d metllod they should take into 
their classroo11111. Finally, dtlspite the uniformity, the teaching remllins guided by learner 
needs u it allows tenchers to be flexible in their selection of content. In addition, in this 
context there is also a commitment not only to curriculum development (especially 
through the National Centre of English Language Tllllching and Research at Macquarie 
University) through research generated by the lciicbing staff, but also lo the professional 
development of tencher.i (Martin, 19&8). 
Unfortunately, not all adult ESL institutioru1 adopt the view that such a curriculum 
document is needed, and some base their courses on te:uhoob on which lhey build their 
syllabus. In the ELICOS context there is no centralised curriculum 5tatement. 
Therefore, curriculum organi:.ation and amtent, metllodology, the choice of strategies, 
outcomes and assessment procedures in such institutions become the re:;ponsibility of 
the Director of Studies in consultation with the teaching staff. Alternatively, such 
institutions present specific outcomes through in-house generated curriculum 
frameworks, which is subsequently submitted to NEAS. However, in many cases in the 
researcher's experience, it is left lo the teachers (individually or collectively) to not only 
orgllllisc the course, but 11ho 1D make decisions nn the content and metllodology. 
Possibly in defense of this it i3 argued tlmt teachers Jmve the opportunity to base their 
programs on the specific needs or students; that they can collaborate with students on 
the conception llDd realisation of educatioDHI purposm. Wraga (2002: 18), addressing 
genernl educational theory, refm to this type of collaboration that meets the NEAS 
guidelines as curriculum enactment, and sees it as the most promising prospect for 
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improving educational experiences. He further states thllt democratic ideals are 
consiatent with cuniculum enactment as an approach to curriculum implementation. 
Such collaborative curriculum implementation is thought to be strongly associated with 
the improvement of sh.idea! learning; therefore, iu Wrag11's view cuniculum developers 
should strive toward its realiS11tion in educational settings. However, the pmhlem 
remains that in the ELICOS context insufficient attention is paid to effective leadership 
in curriculum development and this problem could be ohviated by more detailed 
direction from the NEAS authority. 
Standards 
One of the most serious problems ESL students faced in the p1151 was the belief that 
their �.:efom11mcc iu the mainstrewn clas:iroom (or more specifically their 
wideq\Cl'forman�e) 'Villi a reil,�tion of their overall ability rather than a consequence of 
inadeqnate languas� insttuction (Moore, 2002). It had been erroneoU5ly assumed that 
immig.rants and :t-',ESB sh.idents generally were socially and. more importent!y, 
=demicn.lly di:sadvantaged, and their literacy skills (among other educationally 
relevant skills) in the first language were considered irrelevant. In ruch conte,rts 
survival skills were necessary; consequently, (as reported by Iredale, 1997) many 
com;entmted on and excelled in subjects that are not language ba�ed. However, in more 
rec.en! years, owing to their many successea, lrull perception has changed and now 
NESB ffludents !!Ce viewed as "academically and economically beneficial" to Australia's 
development (Iredale, ibid). Such greater l' ealiS11tion of multicultural ideals, however 
has, to this point, fuiled to influence tl_,e assessment debate, particular\ y at school le...el. 
Since ESL learners nre not a homogenous group iu terms of age, !cngtli of 
schooling, length and level ofEug[ish studies, or future English language needs, it is 
imperative lhllt their English proficiency is properly assessed and their needs in the 
English language context are met. Also, standards and dcscriptofli - Cllpecially in the K-
12 9tudy areas- need to he aligued to the current curricula. 
McKay (2001) differentiate, �andards derived for pedagogic and administrative 
purpo�, that is as teaching guidance and professional development, versus 
aCGOuntability and curriculum directio1., respectively. From one p<Jint of view language 
standards provide descriptions ofwho.t lenmers of:he lmguage know. ur.dersland and 
are able to do in the tnrget language at dilferen� levels of proficiency. However, she 
considers lhe r.urrent benchmnrb discriminatoiy in the K-12 contat since they do not 
reflect lhe reality of ESL development, "in spite of the students' ability to pa!'ticipate in 
curriculum tasb at a level which enables them to learn", This is because the students' 
limited cultural knowledge may result in perceived non-achievement. Further to this, 
Rojas t200l), based on an investigation conducted at North American, British, and 
Austr.lbian international schools, outlined the need for an ESL content-bllSCd C11rriculum 
in an Aflempt •o align grade level descriptors for ESL and mainstream content 51.andacds. 
In this regard Short (1997) proposes a curriculum model known as ASCRIBER, 
which has the eight stages of e.Iignment, ii!andard setting, curriculum development, 
retoofoig, implcmcnllltion, bf.nchmarking, evaluation, and revision. Alignment refers to 
lhe setting of the competencies and proficiencies to serve the ESL student population. 
Staml'ard setting provides a list of descripto�, while curriculum development lhe 
::ibjectives. rletooling indie,,.ces the process of professional development, which e.Ilows 
lhe collection of adequate resources 11rtd sets the scene for pilot programs 11rtd program 
implementation. Benchmarking indicates levels of student achievement. Fi1111!1y, data 
colli,..110n illld analysis forms the base of the evaluation process, which in 111m is 
followed by modification and revision. The imp[emenllltion of si:ch a curriculnm model 
would hopefully al!ay reaJ1i associated with benchr.'iiirking and e.Iignment. Furttermore, 
Short (1998: 46) maintains tha·, stlllldnrds should n:lvcr he considered as an e!ldp<Jint for 
learners. Using the ASCRIBER model, therefore, can be viewed as a proce!i.'i in which 
the learners' need� are continuously addressed and modifications are made nccordingly. 
The issue of setting standards is just 11.'1 important in the ELICOS context. Students 
need to meet proficiency standacds, as required for exampie by their intended areas of 
further study. However, prior t;:, undenaking further acadell'lc studies, assessnumt of 
students' practical language skills and their overall proficiency ia needed for student 
placement into various classes. It has heen recommended tho.I ELICOS colleges use 
the ISLPR rllling �le (Wylie & lngmm, 1999). This is a 12 level scale ranging from 
zero proficiency to native-like proficiency, recorded 115 0, o+, 1-, I, I+, 2, 2+, 3, J+, 4, 
4+, P.lld 5), with a separate se1 of subscnles for the four macro-skill area.5: speaking, 
listening, reading lllld writing. It offers the teacher - assessor general de:scriptio� of the 
language behaviour and Cl!Wl1ples of the ability displayed at each level. In order to 
dctennine a !earner's language ability the learner's language behaviour in the relevant 
mooro-skill is matched throush a holistic p-roce..'15 against the descriptors that constitute 
the sub-scale. Al thou sh proficiency ratings provide statements about general language 
ability, they nre not, however, designed to indicate rucce.s.s in plll"licular language or 
future academic cour= (Wylie & Ingram, 19�). However, the ISLPR scale appeara 
to COITespond with the levels of General English courses and may be a useful guide to 
placement and HSsessment there. For eiremple, the scale ofO+ to 1- may indieate that a 
learner could succe.s�ully follow an elementary course, while the 9C11-le of ]+ to 2 may 
mean that 1111 Intermediate course is appropriate. 
Teacbing Methods 
Over the p!ISI :';ll.y yeani language teaching hllll been influenced by various, quite 
distinct approaches to language learning (Pica, 2000; Celce-Murcia, 1991). Teaching 
and learning has in tum seen the prominence o f  grammar - translation, 1Wdio-lingual.. 
stmdumlist, functional-notional, natural, and task-based methods. A!thoush there is 
considerable overlap in the theoretical and practical approaches of these methods, there 
are some distinctive features especially in the sequencing of content, the role and 
relatiomhip of people involved i n  the elussroom communicative processes, the teaching 
of grammar, the design of mute,ials, and the use of language for specific purposes. 
However, in some contoos (for example, the AMES contoo), 115 per accn..:iitation 
requirements, one method is documenlro :::: the collective approo.ch to language 
teaching lllld learrtin(!:. 
This however is not the situation in the Australian secondary ESL, and ELICOS 
contats. Accordingly, in the view of this resean::her, teacher approaches to teaching 
have been eclectic, and teachers have relied on a number of different approache5 11.!i 
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indicated by the needs of the learners or personal preferences of individual teachers in 
order to ensure positive learning outcomes. If eclecticism is to be coruidered the only 
valid approach in the current classroom t('.llching, the question that remains to be 
answered is: what is (',cmunonly under.itood by the tenn? Is it LO be recognized as a 
legitimate method or sys!em of thought, when it could be regarded ns an arbitrary 
selection nf various sources, syste� or methods? Or is it merely an added 
re5ponsibility of the teacht:r.1 in addition to the analysis of the students' needs, learning 
processes, content, and 11SSessmcnt. 
On the one hand, Feez (1998: 13) identifies in such eclectic approaches an app11rent 
lad: of "framework within which the sum of present knowledge about language and 
lcaming can be O£BEUlised to allow teachers to wrvey 11rtd an.aly11e the available syllabus 
elements and to select, sequence and integrate elements into a coherent, oohe,sive and 
comprehensive course design". Agreeing with this, Nunan (1987; SB) sees the !eamer­
�ntred philosophy as the "major cause of curriculum discontinuity". His research, 
based on teacher interviews, indicate that there was a lack of clarity in the nims and 
objectives of the AMES program, especially in contexts where the classes are Of!!anised 
according to the needs of the students. He funher states that "some classes are 
detennined solely by what students ask for and the needs revealed wilhin their work" 
(Nunan, 1987: 14). An additional problem arises when students foil to acwpt the 
lew-ner--centred approach to teaching, as they are not familiar with possible alternatives 
to their previ::ius learning �eriem:e. 
The question is whether teachers in the absence of guidelines 11re equipped to 
handle such a demandh1g multifaceted to.sk and whether they can sueeessfully funetion 
within that environment. Kumaravadivelu (2003 b) foresees the end of any limited or 
limiting methodology. To replace it, he proposes a framework that can enable the 
tea.c:hcrs to develop the knowledge, skills, attirudes, and autonomy necessary to devise 
for themselves a S)'lilemadc, coherent, and relevant persona.I tlwoiy of practir.e and 
ped.agogic knowledge. Furthermore, Kur�amvndivelu (2003 a: 20} invite:9 practicing 
teachers to sec teaching as a process, or as intellectual activity needed to theo:ire, and 
suggests that the teachers' primary concern "should be the depth of critical lhinking 
rather than the breadth of con<ent knowledge". 
Teachers and researchers a.re interested in finding out if one teaching methodology 
is more aooessible to  a certain student body, whether there can be ways of making the 
language acquisition process llH.'lier. For example, Hadley (2002: 99) reports on the 
inba!ence between fluency and accuracy e.s a result of communicative language 
teaching. He docs not consider ruch an outcome surprising since he regards the 
communicative language teaching approach as "bascd on unprincipled eclecticism, 
vaiying from teacher to t�cher'', which can lead t o  "early fus.sili:uition of the [earners' 
language skills". Therefore, he proposes innovative, pedagogic grammars, such as data­
driven learning, in the form of a series of 'tasks', based on, for example, co!!ocatioru; 
obtained with the keyword-in-cont&! format or the concordll!lcer progrnm. Learners 
ll!IB.!yse samples of citations showing co!locatiollli ofa word prior to the completion ofa 
writing and spealcing task. Once they Slart using questions tlwt are not applicable to the 
given task (or the set of collocations), a new research proress starts with a new group of 
citations. This �ults in a novel way of bringing grammatical, stmcturel analysis back 
into the clas!ll"oom in a creative way, which he claims is learner driven and motivating. 
Although any such process as this would appeal to a very select group within the 
ELICOS industry, t<i:B.che� who are able to choose their teaching methodologies should 
be made mora aware of the sort of experimental methods which are steadily becoming 
available nnd ultimately be able to judge the work of the researcher's claims after 
integration into their classroom conte!cts. 
It would appear that a new, adequate, integrated, global approach t o  language 
teaching is needed, which would take into consideration theoretical, empirical and 
aperimemal knowledge of language learning and teaching in addition to being flex.ible 
enough t o  caler for differing needs. Ignoring the competitive clement, the question is 
why educational institutions such as ELICOS colleges do not take pride in following a 
unified approach to teaching, or a specifically agreed upon methodology. If nothing 
more the creation of such a statement would assure uniiy within an organisation. The 
eclectic approach is based on trial and error or a ''mixed bag of tricks" that may be 
succe'Ssful ot times; however, it can also lead to frustration for both students and 
teachers. Is it the volume of the re.;earch, th� empirical, experimental knowledge, and a 
numb-er of theories tlw! creates a rductance to mnke a decision on one acceptable 
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approach; or is it the lack of a central paradigm that wculd guide such a decision 
making process? It is apparent that lhe lack of firm curriculum guirlelines points to a 
need of direction. 
Condwion 
English as a second language is taught in vwious contexts with lhe aim of 
developing learner.;' necessnry dcills and understanding of the language in order to 
function Sllccessfully in a range of settings, academic or social in or outside an English 
speaking country. English language instruction is offoll:d to people of all D.gCS, 
educational backgrounds, proficiency levels, previous English language studies, or 
future English language needs in various contexts. 
ESL learners usually attend institution& that are registered and accredited, wid in 
most cases lhcy are guided by or have reference to earefuUy slructured and executed 
curriculum guidelines. They are mostly taught by specialist teachers whose efforts are 
informed by the field of applied linguistics. Their English language competence, bolh 
prior end post instruction, is asSC:9s.cd according to required standards in the different 
courses that are offered to iitudents of non-English speaking backgrounds. It is 
ruggeiited that NEAS initiate scheduled periodic revision of curriculum guidelines 
which would consequently need to be carried out to meet lhe changing needs of lhe 
academically mobile 'i!Udent population. In addition, cwricu!um guidelines should be 
available in nil conterts, spccificaUy in ELICOS settings. If such standards were 
available, it is possible that Dlltional ELI COS frameworkc.ould be used to map teaching 
progran,s and learner achievement. Such an Australian standard would al!ow for the 
possibility of couraes offered in the ELICOS conteict to be linked into learner pathways. 
When it comes to ieaching me1hods, however, in many English teaching c.ontexts, 
there is wi apparer.t leek: of agreement as to which methodological framework wc:i[d 
.. 
both meet the needs oflearnel1l 11Dd be accessible to teachel1l. The teacher's approach to 
teaching becomes eclectic, whicb in tum becomes highly dem11Dding since it requires 
familiarity with a wide-r11Dging repertoire of teRChing 5"\rategies. Since the eclectic 
approach also adapts a syllabus th& is based on individual student need, it has the 
potential of causing disamtinuity 11Dd lack ofclarit)' in the pmgrwn e.ims and objectives. 
It may also lead to learners failing to appreciate and accept such learning experie;ices. 
Therefore, there is 1111 obvious need for 11D integrated approach based on theoretical, 
empirical and experimental knowledge of language teaching end learning that would 
inform teacher's decision-making prOCllsses. 
It is further recommended thllt select ELICOS colleges devise and follow a unified 
but Oexible appro!!Ch to teaching and a specifically agreed upon methodology 
(corresponding in principle to the AMES CSWE framework). Furtllcrmore, it is 
po�ibk thllt tcl-based longuage ]earning methodology would be a suitable model 
since it snt.isfies the learner needs IID1 process oriented and contributes to individualised 
lllDguage development. I( in addition, a periodic revision and evaluation of such ULSk· 
based methodological lrnmework were implemented, the benefits would be felt in the 
contribution to experimental and empirical knowledge and in learner satisfaction. 
In the longer term several issues need to be addressed by lhe industry responsible 
for English language education worldwide 11Ddlor in Australia. These i=es relate to 
the requirements new fully comprehensible curriculum _,,.,idelines would incorporate for 
the ELICOS context. In addition, in lhe ELICOS conte!rl, in view of lhe limited 
guidelines, the issues also involv� consideration in the event B move to centralised 
curriculum direction emergeil, especially as related to the manner in which governing 
principles be established. Finally, the people =ponsib[e for the planning 11Dd execution 
ofa new program need to be selected with care. 
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Introduction 
This chapter is divided into two sectioJl'l. Section I is written with a view to 
examining some of the recent research dealing with problems and practices in second 
language teaching and learning, especially e.s related to the methodology of task-be.sed 
language learning. Section n reports the results of an investisation on the role oft!IW 
in oorrenl teaching practices in a languasc school and students' e!l)leclations of 
classroom practices. The aim of this research is to explore the concept of task and its 
relationship with actual classroom teaching, especially since there is a discernible 
disconnect in llle task based approach to language lenming as unde!litood by c\a�room 
teachers and applied linguists. 
Section I 
Task-based language learning 
Traditional approaches to second language learning were concerned with mainly 
linsiistic isiil.les, that i:., llle ::ontent of instruction was tbe le1dcol and gmmmaticol fonn 
of the language. In such learning environments teacher.1 presented information on a 
topic, vocabu[acy items, or discrete points of grammar, which were nibsequently 
pract.iced through learning activities and exercises. Le.amere synthesised the 
information in their future language production or language use. Their performance 
" 
was measured and assessed according to mastery of slructw-es, correct usage of form, or 
the extent of vocabulary produced. 
A t.nsk-based approach, however, emprul.'iises the exposure of students '.o 
u11111111lysed, though carefully selected experiences of hmguagc through input consisting 
of a variety of discourse types. Long (1997) maintains that learners, P!!!:�; 1han 
attending to form, focus on meaning and communication 1111 much as their leamability 
constraints allow, and learn grammar incidentally through negotiation of meaning in an 
active, communicative, interactive process. The context and content in such an 
approach is predetermined by the [eamera' own intemel syllabuses and not bll!ied on 
specifications of linguistic ,kills or objectives imposed upon them by teachers. 
Furthermow, =ment in a t1111k-based syllabus does not depend on the mastery of 
discrete points of grammar (product), but on the learners' ability to sustain involvement 
in the completion of a task (process). In other words, as Ellis (2000:197) defines, the 
expected outcome of tasks is a process in which ''negotiation is directed et the 
achievement ofn communicative gonl, not at conformity to the code fur its own .sake". 
Morwver, EUis (2000) considers la!iks in language classrooms from both 
psycholinguistic and socio-cu]turn\ perspectives. From the former perspective, 
engasement in tasb can induce or predispose learners to engage in mental processing 
that is beneficial to language acquisition. As ]camera are involved in the proc.e.is of task 
completion, they negotiate meaning and communicate through modified output, 
whereby their e.ttcntion is drawn to form in conte.u; consequently, they can test their 
hypotheses about the :;econd language (L2). From the perspective of socio-cultural 
theory, learning results/rvm interaction and not through interaction, since learners, 1111 
they participate in nctivitie:i, "co--conruuct the activity they 1:r:g.oge in e.ccording to their 
own socio-hi�tory and locally determined goals" (Elli9, 2000:209). From this 
perspective, the processes involved in completion of task requirements are analysed in 
terms of their contribution to language acquisition. 
One of the most difficult is:JUC!l in connection with task-based language learning is 
the treatment of grammw:. In the traditional approach to langunge learning grammar 
formed the "building hlock5" of instruction. Presenletion of a pw:ticulw: grammatical 
" 
structure, the context of its use, the lexical items =dated with its application was 
followed by repetition and m!lll.ipu!ation based on given models or patterns. Within 
task-bllSed instruction issues Tll!ated to grammar are addressed in the final pha!le of the 
task cycle. The question is whether learners find such tre.'liment of grammar issues 
sufficient. In answer Fotos (1994) proposes the possibility of solving grammatical 
problems through engagement in meanin g -focussed language use, i.e. tasks. In the 
course of undertaking 51.lch truiks by raising the wnsciousness of targeted grlllilmatica! 
featun:s of the language, the truiks would connibute to learners noticing of subsequent 
features in future language production. 
Another i9.9ue in connection to task-based methodology relates to the !earners' 
prepa.redness and lhc strategi� they employ in the course of the task completion. In 
authentic communication tasks, instead of focussing on s tnu:tu=, learners are required 
to use language in  situation.'! in which "the meanings are unpredictable" (Littlewood, 
2004;322), such as in creative role plays. If the learners need to role play, for exemp!e 
in a situalion they have never encounlefed befure, generating language awareness may 
be insufficient without the provision of model situations in order to firnt provide 
conceptual awnreness. Fotos and Ellis (1991) recommend I.hat learners plan lhe task and 
prepare the course of the interaction in order to allow not only for lhe noticing of 
grammatical properties associated with the task, but ah.a for the mended use of 
negotiation. Fmter and Skehan (1999: 223) o.Jso point to the importance of planning. In 
their view, during the planning stnge of lhe task, [earners should focus on both the 
language and the content requir<:d by the tM!c. In addition, !earners should benefit from 
solitary, teacher-led, and group-bllSed ell'.perienees of planning. They refer to their 1999 
study in which it was found that solitary planning contributes to greater fluency, and 
complellity; teacher-led planning emphasises focus on furm and results in increased 
accuracy; and group-based planning highlights contexbial awareness. 
Furthermore, the ii!rategill.'I learne111 choose to complete the task may not match the 
strategies the teacher intended. B:ised on lhe learners' assessment of the relevance nf 
lhe task, they may resort to different stmtegies in order to "survive" or they may 
complete the IWlk requirements with minima! e.fl"ort (Murphy, 2003: 353). Furthermofll, 
a measure of lhe learners' communicative ability and communicative strategies could be 
examined. As Fnerch and Kasper (1983) suggest, L2 speakers comnnmicate by means 
of a reduced system, focussing on stable rules lllld items which have become 
automatized, in order to avoid milking errors or to increB.'lC !heir fluency. Corder (1983) 
maintains that ell lllll!!IJllSe u5ers resort to wing communicative strntegies to get 
meaning across and that these become especially apparent when the person involved is 
not a native speaker. Furthermore, Corder contends th.at if learners are involved in 
unreh-earsed verbal interaction, they could utilis.e self corteetion strt1tegies, have fillse 
srorts. paraphrase, generalise, abandon ideas and reformulate them if they lace 
difficulties, re50rt to pacalin!!IJistic devices and appeal for help, or in cnreme cases 
revert to their !irst lan!!IJage, that is, U!le both verbe.l and non-verbal communicatk1n 
st1111,.2ie1, (Richards, 1999). 
The above views 11111y identify an as yet unanalysed problem which has been 
signalled by Skehan (1996: 42). He refers lo the possibility that through a task-based 
approacli the learners' inter!an!!IJage may not be sufficiently �haHenged. Skehan s!l!tes 
further that the outcome of involvement in tasks wi!l not contribute to lan!!IJagc 
acquisition processes; instead, the task-bnsed approach will only be one filctor in 
learners· ability to ''procedurnlise strategic solutioM to problems and to eiigage in 
!exicalised communication" 
Rniew of research 
Following Chandror.'s (2000) research in second [nn!!IJage classrooms, research can 
be classified into four main categories: (!) psychometric, (2) interaction analysis, (3) 
discourse analysis, and (4) ethnographic. These four approaclies involve both 
quantitative and qualitati�e (exp!anatoJY and descriptive) methods of analysis. The 
psychometric ttaditlon, as an experimental method, uses pre- and post-intervention tests 
administered to experimental and control groups. In addition, illllguage is analysed in 
numeiical terms according to specific criteria. and statistical procedures are 
implemented, Interaction analysis involves coding of actue.l interaction as observed in 
the cla.moom lin!!1Jistic behaviour. Discourse llJIB[ysis focuses on the analysis of 
specific areas of discourse ns encoun!ered in these classrooms. Finally, the 
" 
ethnographic ln!dition arutlyses the cl!l.'lsroom 11.'i n cultural system, 1md based on 
observation, provides a descriptive insight into cla.moom practices, It ll!lli<ea use of 
interviews, obser,1ation, questionnaires in which subjects rate their personal opinion or 
preference, or reflectivejoumDl entries of practising teachers or students involved in the 
learning process. 
In order to eMUre validity, most research studies rely on a combination of these 
research methods but 51.ill fundamentally belong to one or other category. 
(1) Psychometrk ll'llditioo 
Newton's case study (Newton, 1995) looked nt task based intemction 1md its benefit 
in vocabulary !earning. Based on the premise that completing communication tasks 
helps in tro-based vorabulary !earning, Newton monitored one Taiwanese male 
student's progress i!Dd tested the rtudent's pre- and post•IMk vocabuhuy. There were 
four communication tnsk-i in the study, two involving two-way information llXChanges, 
1md two others in reaching a consensus on siven problems. It was found thnt the 
vocab11iary the student gained was embedded in the context of the task. The queition 
such a study raise.! is whether other fuctors contributed to the acquisition of the 
vocabulary, or if such acquisition could be solely attributed to the nature of the task 
it�lf. Leaming and information retention being so complex, and overnimplification 
does not conbibute to getting greater iusighl into those issues. 
NCmeth and Kormos (2001) addressed a number of different &.ctors. Firstly, their 
study explored the effects oftl!:ik repetition on the quwrtity and linguistic expression of 
HrgUments. Secondly, it COD.'lidered the benefits of direct focused iJlSIIUction in 
11rgumentation. Finally, it inve:rtigated the differences in the qulllir:y ofllf8llmentation in 
the learners' perfornuince in both LI and L2. Citing a study conducted by Skehan and 
Foster (1997), they mainlllined that 11rgunientation tasks are cognitively demanding 
tasks.; they increase learners' olllput, hut decrease fluency and e.ccuracy in the L2. 
Speech samples of 24 HungnriDJ1 high school students were recorded over a period of 
two ye'l!S and ll1llllysed. These studenlll were divided into t\uee group� each of which 
wes inruucted with different teaching methods (grammar-translnlion, communicative, 
and bilingulll communieat1ve). A C -test was administered before the e,cpcriment, and it 
" 
wa5 found tlwt the students following a grnmmar-tmnslation method of lellching 
recorded the highe5! proficiency score, while those following a communicative method 
the lowest. The participants were relatively inexperienced in the field ofRqjlllllenU,tion 
since opinion gap Bild nrgumenllltion activities were infrequently used in typical 
language cl�ss.es. A total of five t!IU:s was performed by the learners, four of which 
were conducted prior to receiving instruction about argumentation, three in English, Bild 
one in Hungarian_ The fifth taslc Wll!I also performed in English. Before the fifth task 
two groups (group om; which hnd been instructed with the grammar-translation method 
and group three, which had been instructfll in a bilingual communic.11tive contex:t) hnd 
received intervention offering instruction in vocabulary, communii;ation atrntegies and 
language function of argumentation. This group also lwd opportwriries to practice 
problem - opinion - concrete support - refutation s.equences. Mother group received 
'placebo' training involving no direct instruaion, but only opportunities for discussion 
of a number of issues. The third group retcived none of the instruction mentioned 
above. 
Ia the analysis, firstly the tow! number of claims, counter claims and supports was 
calculated and recorded, and then the frequency of lex.ical expression of argument­
re!ated speech (markers expressing opinion, agreement Bild disagreement) was 
calculated. Quantitative analysis of variance revealed the ta:;k repetition to be beneficial 
and to contribute to more mensive perfimrumee in the ta.'lk. The muient�' fomiliarity 
witii the ta:;k (i. e .  task repetition) contributed to better performance in ternt.'i of content, 
but it did not induce more exteraive ll5C of lexical marker.; of nrgumentation. The 
inteNention did not improve the students' pcrlormance, except for a slight difference in 
the Vllrillly of the pragmnlinguistic markers used. It could be concluded that 
developffient in pragmalinguistic competence does not automatically mean improved 
linguistic competence or paformance. The students' performance oro &g0mentative 
tasks in their motlier tongue revealed (as expected) greater competence in and vnrillly of 
linguistic feature!!, however, there were few observable differences in the u� of 
pmgmalinguistic markers, which the researchers attribut� to their less frequent UE:.e in 
Hungarian. 
In this study, the quantity of pragmatic markers is considered a sufficient measure 
ofta5k pe.formance. The question that could llfise from this study i� to wlwt extent it 
would he po&&ible to analyse the quality oftbe linguistic and pra.guaatic competence. 
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The study is therefore limited by its focus on the qua.ntity, where constant repetition of 
the prngrrw1ic mwi.ers is still considered and recorded as valid, at the expense of 
qlllllity. Further investigation of the effect of instruction in rhiotoric and 
pragmalinguistic markers should alKi shed light on not only whether differences in 
performance are merely attributable to the differences in the two languages, but also 
whether other psycholingui5Lic factors contribute to such development in ornl language 
pesformance. This in tum might point to a novel way of approaching the instruction of 
such features. 
Success in tll&k performance is not only dci=ined by linguistic or cognitive 
factors. A number of rufective and socio-dynamic pr.fll..•neter:1 also plays an important 
role in language oulput. D6myci and Kormos (2000) examined the interrelatiomhip of 
a number of variables that detecmine t11.Sk engagement and success. Vllnllb!es such u 
learner motivation, group dynamics, the influence of interlocutors, the relatiomhip 
be:ween interlocutors, or group 'eadership influence, the quantity of the interaction, as 
well l\S the quality. 
The study followed a research de&ign in which corre.lations we::re computed between 
a number of independent and dependent v11riables. Argurent-based interoction of forty. 
six dyads in a problem-solving activity (involving rank-ordering of a list ofitem;i in a 
given imagimuy situation) in both LI and L2 W8!i recorded. The two tasks were 
identical except for the content. In addition, a te5l of the subjec1s' English language 
proficiency was administered, together with two self-report queruonnaires, one dealing 
with motivational issues, the other a me'3Sllre of the subjects' level of group 
cohesiveness, the interrelationship between learners, and their willingness to 
communicate. The data was coded and rhe variation in the output between group and 
between task correlated. Firstly, the numb�r of words and turns used in the compldion 
of the task wu compared betwt:en the two tes.\s (LI and L2). Secondly, these measures 
were correlated with motivational and social varie.bles. 
It was found that learners who had positive attitudes toward the task were also mor,� 
willing to communicate, had positive attitudes towards academic 11chievement in 
genen1I and were popular class members. At the lllllllC time, !e:imm who had negative 
attitudes to the task were not willing to communicate yet enjoyed high social status in  
the clRBs. This study sheds light on some salient factors of the interaction prnee:sses, 
" 
llBlnely on mntivation, the relationship between the interlocutnrs,. Bild 11C11demie and 
lingut:stic aehievement. Further investig11tion may reveal whether ur not task variables, 
such as difficulty or familiarity with tl!Sk content, inflt:ence the learners' group 
behaviour and performance. 
Spada (1987) oh.serval that cia!ISfOom-based resr....rch hl,d previously been divided 
into product research (a focus on student learn'.ng outr.o!l';:,s) and process IT'.search (a 
fOaJs on instnu:t.ional practices and procedlllU). She ir.tegrated both research 
app�oohes in order to answe:r two question(;: a) whether there are diffe.'"el!CC!' in how 
;ommunieative lBnguage teecliing (CL T) is implemerued by teacliers, and b) if these 
differences eause differem:es in learning. 
Three classes (A, B, and C) of adult intermediate students (forty*lliW't in total), 
studying in Canada for twenty*five O urs per week for six weeks, were observed for 
siJCty hours. The obseJVation and wialysb conlllined bo!.h qualitetive and quantiMive 
elements. The obsei:-mtion scheme used took into acc.ount grammatical, sociolingu.ist!C 
BIid discoursr. fum:tmru; and assessed both clllllsroom activities lllld verbal interr..:ti1m. 
In addition, seven tests were administered, including tests of \ir;tening, writing, 
speaking, grammar, disco11,<se, coh:sion, BIid sociolinRUistic ability. An ANOVA test 
was used to fin<i out if there were sigt�ficant :!iffere11ces between the three classes (A, B 
811d C). Qualitative IIIllliysi s  se.arched for differences in the activity types between 
clau-es. 
It Willi found that Class A was different from the- other two clru.ses: the instruction 
Willi more ''traditiom1l" and le.os "communicative". The 1111Blysi� further focused on 
wbcl.her these differences eaused differences in [earning with stude�� in Classeg B and 
C perlbrmlng sig11ificantly better in the speaking 11rtd listening tests thBn thooo in Class 
A. However, for the speaking 8.'ISessmenl, different 8SSeS30re were used fur the pre- �nd 
poslAests; therefore, it is questionable whether the results are as significant as they 
eppcar. Similarly, there were differe�s in the tesl!I !or discourse between Classes B 
811d C, which indicate a relationship between th.i amount BIid style of gmmmar 
ill5lruction given or received. It can be c.oneluded from this study that some differences 
in learner outcomes could 1,e related to •,arlation in teaching. 
(2) lntenction analysis 
lnteraClion / communication offen [eHmers opportunitie!i to contextualize newly 
n.cqui:red •iocabuhuy and structures by using them in con·,ersations. Thereby [earners 
l!nl able to expand their interlangu.ll!!e capacity, by obtaining input and f'eedback:. 
Co115eQuently, they can modify their output through negotiation with an attempt at  
gr�ercomprehensibilir:y. Pi� Lincoln-Porter, Paninos and Linne\ (1996) studied and 
analysed English [earner and and olliive speakers' commu.nication !Mk:s. Thirty learners 
(NNS) and ten native speakers (NS) of English wert: assigned to 10 dyads involving 
NNSs and NSs and 10 dyads of non-native speakers. Tlwy participated in a series of 
communication tasks, in which, in order to caccy out the set task:, the subjects needed to 
exchange information based on given information. The negotiation that was used to 
complete the tesk Wll!'I recorded and the data coded and categorised according to lexical 
and syntactic modifications. The percentages of such lexical and syntaClic 
modifications durinB NNS • NS and NNS - NNS negotiations were compare:!. 
Quantitative analyses of the percentages of the lexically and strucrurel.ly modified 
utlerances were comperr,d in the two groups based on the two communication tasks. 
The results suggest tb..e.t there were no significant differences bttween learner-learner 
and le::imer-native speaker negotiation modificatiortJ. However, there were diffi:rences 
in the type of feedback oiferOO. Although this study did not focus on norme.l classroom 
intcmClion, it could nevertheless be concluded that classroom intemctions cou!d provide 
opiJOrlunities for both le:dcal and syntactic negotiations. However it remains to be 
shown tha1 the interaction !eadJ to acruel acquisition of new language end/or new forms. 
Lynch and Maclean (2000) t..1Cplored !he eff'ecu of wk repclition at different levels 
of English :;roficiency. They recorded lourteen participants.' oral interaciions. 
Performance on the tll!'lk: was not the only intel\lst of the n:seetchers u they also wa.1ted 
to explore the participants' awn perceptions of the benefi!J of the repetitious nature of 
the task (C11rousel). The task involved a paired construci.ion ofa poster on a given topic, 
fu!lowed by questi,:-,n and answer sequlll!Ces oonduCled one by one by the real of tlte 
c!as.� membCl'II. 
The transcripts were analysed a.ccon!.inz lO the correct subject-verb agreement, 
lexical and gramrnadcal accuracy, pronunciation, a:id level of explanation of complex 
,. 
concepts in the part.iciparrts' om! lllDguage. It Wl!S found that fumiliarity with lhe task: 
explained the change in the speaking rate, the number of errors, the improvement of 
information dell.'li\y and expression of precise meaning. In addition, the participants 
used their interlocutors both pro- and re-actively. The pllrlicipants found lhe task 
beneficial, and commented that they made syntactic, lelU.:al (mi>st ft-equently) 811d 
phonological changes, although participams at the lower proficiency level were not 
aware of co=ious changes in the ways they el!1)ressed themselves. 
As there were no interventions by the teacher, it can be concluded that provided 
there is no loss in interell'. level, learners could gain linguistic benefits from tll!lk: 
repetition or (in other words) c,ctended praciice in leamer-t o -l=er talk11. The study 
also indicates that tl!Sks could be used at different levels of proficiency. In addition, 
there is a potential to use the contem of the task in post-task activities, !10 that leamern 
can cm1w!idate their linguistic abilities toward greater accuracy. 
(3) Diacourn 1111aly1i1 
Swain and Lnpk.in (2000) fow,;ecl on the idllll. thlli first langua)!!e (LI) 115118C 
contributes to the development of the �econd language (L2). It supports the use of LI in 
the completion of a tW in L2, especially when the task is both linguistk.al!y and 
cognitively complex. Twenty-two pllll'li of year 8 En!!lish students (LI) studying French 
(L2) were the subjects of the study. They participated ln dictogloss (12 pairs) and 
jigsaw (10 pairs) tasks, both with a focus on form and meaning, since the ta.sits included 
a writing component. The paired conversations were 111pe-ream:led and the twos in 
English identified and categorized. It W!lS found that the first language was used for 
three mBin pu!pJses: a) to move the task along, b) to fOCIIS 111tcntion, lllld c) for 
interpermnal interedlon. 
QU11Dti14tive analyses were conducted with the int�nti1J11 to ap!ore diffCfCDces 
between and within tasks; the�, however, did not reveal statistically significant 
diffnences. It was found that the English ''turns" were used mainly for "on wk", that 
is, for cosnitive and social PUl!I05eS (that is to unden,«llld the content end requirements 
of the Wk:, to focus on  vocabule.ry or fonn, to oqianise the writing activity, or to 
establish the nature rif the collaboration). It is possible 10 hrpothesize that without the 
rITTit language use the tasks mBY not have been ('.Ompleted as effectively 11.!1 they were. 
" 
If, however, the de:;ign of the study had allowed for a comparison with tasks completed 
without the use of LI and th;: outcomes of such a task welll assessed in terms of 
vOCE1buhuy, forrn or strucrure, the conclusion thnt 'judicious use of the LI can indeed 
.;upport L2 learning and u:;e"would have sounded molll convincin!!. 
A longitudinal study of fourteen-month duration, traci11g the pragmatic 
development of thirty-five Japanese !earners, Willi the focus of Code 11nd Anderson's 
study (Code and Anderson, 2001). A discourse completion test/te.sk (DCT) presenting 
ten , 'uations of requests was used ns a mel!Sllnlmcnt instrument, which was 
admiu:stered at the beginning and the end of the study. Three monlm after the first 
OCT, f-or ten months, the students slliyed with native speaker families in New Zealand 
and Canada and at1ended schools. The second DCT was completed in both Japane!ie 
and English. The responses were subsequently coded, 
It was expected that, a, students developed greater linguistic resources, their 
requests would move from direct toward a socially more acceptable indirect fonn. Both 
before and after the ten-month period spent in a second language environment, however, 
students still used direct request foITM in situations native speakers would find 
inappropriate. It could be argued that a, pragmatic competence is difficult to aequirc, 
aclivities raising learners' awareness of the pm!!matic systems of the LI and L2 should 
be further coruidered and revised. 
(4) Ethnographic tradition 
Th� classroom setting should provide opportunities for learn= not only to hear but 
also t.o produce language and receivP. feedbac;.. on their perforriance. Furthennore, 
learners need to be imtructetl ir. specific vocabulmy, prop· :mion and grammar. Thil 
question is how to ach[.:ve thes,� thing!i, and how 10 time mstruc:tional and correction 
activilie:9. In other words, when should lllllcher, te11Ch certain structural points, and if  
and when they should address problems with output. Ulichny's study (Ulichny, 1996) 
is descriptive and interpretive insofar BS it relies on observations, recordinga, ond field 
notes. It was based PD one ESL cl!mroom of eighteen studenls of heterogeneous 
English ability and communication skills. Student 1111d \llBCher discourse was analyBed 
n 
and the dominant categories established 11.'1 teacher dominated, whole group instr uctionu.l 
activities, and corredion activities, perfonned either individually in casual chats 
between teacher and student, or in CIISU81 chats between students with teacher correction 
and whole class monitoring. The findings revealed that this kind of discourse offered 
limited opportunities for practising conversntion sk:il!s. It also indicated a shift of focus 
from content to forrn. Finally, the priority teachers give to correction subverts the 
communication taak. The question that vri!les from the study is whether or not teach= 
�hould reson to po!it·t.e.sk wnection only, or post-task correction preceded by post-task 
instruction, or if they should simply allow for the possibility of fossilization. Other 
issue� that stem from this study is whether these kinds of practil:lls rrn:ct students' 
Cll'.pectations, 1111d if they see the ro!e ofa teacher only as a faci!italor. 
Educator's per!lpectives lllld not w:twtl clll.!isroom learning were the focus af the 
study conducted by Jacobs and Ratmanida (1996) on the appropriatenes.i of group 
activities, the accepUllloe of which is crucial to effective integration of tosk into 
class.room conterts. Twenty-five educators from six countries in the Southeast Asian 
region responded to questionnaires about collaborative learning i.e. group activities. 
These were followed hy twelve semi-structured interviews in onbr to clarify issues 
emerging from the questionnaires. Open-ended responses from the questionnaires were 
analysed to derive e11tegories, which were checkal by par 1icipants to ensure their 
validity. The problems cited included a lack of ntotivation to learn the target language, 
which could be doe to low proficiency. Other key problems were the large number of 
students in clll.!ises and the physical setting of the instr uction. Respondents, especially 
tilose edocatori1 who had prior experience with group work, COll!lidered group 
interaction beneficial in temri oifiuency, lllld they dhu:egarded the hypothetical negative 
effect ofenors in speech or the Jack of accuracy. 
The process of designing tasks for class use was observed in Johnson's paper 
(Johnson, 2000). Specialist designers (SD) and so-called non-designer-teach� (ND) 
were observed in the process of designing a specific te.sk after they were interviewed on 
their beliefs about language teaching and lallks. The data were recorded on andio and 
videotapes and subsequently lnlnscribed lllld coded. 11u'ee main categories were fowid: 
control procedures, designer schemala, IIIld heuristics. Control procedures refer to the 
" 
ways in which resources and strlllegies are :;elected end implemented. In other words, 
whether the designer e,;plores a number of different po!!SibilitifS prior to oollliidering 
one in depth (breadth first BF) or he/she commits to one strategy end explores it Ji-om 
all possible llfl8les (depth fin;t DF) without co115idering other strategies. Designer 
!!Cbemaw describe the ways the designers' knowledge and belief system influence 
decisioM made during the design process. Heurietics deals with techniques and 
irtmiegies of wckling specific problems. 
It wu fowid that specielist designers differi'd from non-speciu.list designers in that 
the former u:;ed BF while the latter DF strategies. Both were, however, driven by a 
concrete repertoire although they relied on differem constructs within their repertoire. 
Furthermore, designers also differed in the ways they approached language leaching and 
language learning; thus they were either language or !cl-oriented designer:i. They 
either consider the linguii"lic content (i.e. structural practice), or the production of 
meaningful la3ks (issues such u Wk value and whether they are motivating or 
interesting). 
Gwren and Shortell (1997) focused on the learners nnd their perceptions of 
li fferent types of learning activities. One hundred and three Brazilian Hludents were 
invo!,,ed in both teacher-fronted and stl!dent-centred grammar and flnency activities. 
Following each ofthei,e activities the students were required w eveluate the perceived 
value of these le�ns by filling in a five-point questionnaire. The students elso needed 
to justify their preferenc.es in writing. The data were analysed both quantitatively and 
qualitatively. Although statistically there were no significant differences between the 
types of activities, there was generally a preference for the teBCher-li:onted grammar 1111d 
srudClll.-eentred flueney activitie!o. The dale, however, provides a suggestion that 
different learner needs at varying stages of their learning call for different types of 
ectiv[ties. 
The fundameJJlal lllglllilem for task-based syllabi stems from the idea that language 
i� uquired through the negotiation of meaning in meaninpul conteiru, which in tum 
leads not only lo fluency but also to grammatical learning. Thertfore, when m.Jdents are 
involved in pair work tasks the leJSOns are individualiz.ed, and they are free to speak: 
" 
without inhibition since they are away from the "public arena". Burden's paper 
(Burden, 1999) e.iwmined univer.;ity students' perceptions of class npportunities to work 
in pair.;. Two groups of Japanese students (twelve and fifty-two in tollll) attending 
English conversation classes were asked to negotiate the meaning of some given 
symbols, eJ<plllin their intel])retatio115 of them, and agree or disagree. The ovcrall llim of 
the task was to generate discuuion. The resw-cher recorded his observations of 
students' tdiaviour which included on and off taak behaviour and conversation in 
Japanese. The offtRJk behaviour was attributed to the students' waiting for the stnrt of 
the ''proper'' lesson. Furthermore, studenl!I were observed to inter]lret the 
accomplishment of the task in the wc.cessful completion, rather than in suMmned 
discussion. 
The informal ob5el"Vlltions were then coupled with data collection based on a 36-
potnt questionnaire in which questions related to both students' attitudes to learning 
English and pllir work tasks. The =ults indicate that oontrmy to the findings based on 
on-tll!:lk observations, students prefer teacher-fronted activities in the classroom_ 
Ho\Ve\'er in the absence of such activities, they rate pair work second on their list of 
preferences. Moreover, since 90'% of the students indicated that they resorted to u!ling 
their mother tongue, they "cannot e.djust their speaking to make the speech production 
comprehensible to the listener and are thus reducing chances of l11Dguage acquisition" 
(Burden, 1999: T). These students' perceptions of communicative pair work task 
contmdict earlier findings of the Japanese students' pen:eption or expeclation of what 
and 11.:iw they should learn. This raises a number of questions. Fimly, whether the 
findings are true rdlections ofthe students' perceptions and their overall perceptions of 
the aim ofthe study. Secondly, whether in their replies to the questions they indicate 
their respecl to the teachef!I, which could be interpreted as non -report on is5Ull.'I 
requiring critical thinlcing, and thirdly, whether Japanese students Cllll get rid oftheir 
culh11111 constraints when fitcing a questionnaire. 
Ferrfo and Tagg (!�96) analysed the requirements and expectations of university 
\ectur= with regard to NESB student oral and 8llral skills. Lecturers involved in 
instruction in four ace.demic areas (business, engineering, music and science) at four US 
tertiary institutions were surveyed and their responses analysed. Through quantitative 
analysis ofthe date, it was found that acruu different academic disciplines there were 
" 
significant differences in requirements. However, only a few oFthe lecturers indicated 
any lecture, seminar, or lab work requiring interaction or collaboration. Rather, they 
stressed the importance of note-taking skills. Correlational analyses revealed that 
students' orul requirements were called for in smaUer classes, that is, in smaller classes 
there were more opportunities fur stud,;.,1t-led dl'lcu9:lions and collaboratioll!I. 
Surprisingly, prepared orul reports or presentations wim: fairly uncommon in the 
educational setting inve11igated. It cou!d be concluded that � requiring oral 
internction are st:11erally not used in university contC.Us. 
Ahmed (1996) reported on the .rucceas ofa task-b!l500 approach lO syllabus design, 
which focused on teaching oral oommunication skills in academic settings. It discussed 
a core course in the Jruensive English Program (preparotory program), namely an oral 
communication skills course scheduled to run for nine weeks. The goals of the course 
were to develop ornl pre.senwtion, group di!ICllssion and debating skills, and cross-. 
cultural awareness. The paper highlighted the import1111ce of structuring a series of 
connected t115ks with well-defined objeciives, goals, and valid assessment criteria. 
Tasb: included disci.;ssions and debates, oral jlresentations, problem solving 
discussions, listening to guest speakers, and cross-cultuml group presentations. It was 
further wggested that task design be perceived and structured 11.'! a series of activities 
conducted with well-defined goals and ru.sessment criteria. Sucb a case study can 
provide useful t�!)irir-::! cl!lta in this instructiollill context. Be.sed on student 
evaluations, the course had been successful in achieving its goals. 
Conclusion 
In conclusim� the studies outlined highli.!lhl a number of issues l!Ild concerns 
associated with task-bWled learning. The above research studies dee! with the problems 
of IIIIlguage te.5ks involvins communication, specifically idemifying the issues of 
effectiveness of conversatioll5 (Dllmyei 1111d Konnos, 2000), the cognitive demands of 
tasks (Swain and Lapkin, 2000), the benefits of planning, errors in the communicative 
process, vocabulary learning (Newton, 199S), the benefits of task repetition (Lynch and 
Maclean, 2000; Ntmeth and Konuos, 2001), first lJ.nBUage use in the second 111Ilguage 
learning process (Swain l!Od Lapkin, 2000), teacher talk in the cl11SSroom, teacher 
" 
questioning style in the communiea.tive classroom (Ulichny, 1996), and student and 
teacher perceptions orintetaetion in the classroo111(J11CObs and RatlllRnida, 1996). 
The questions thnt these studiP.s reise relate to iS.'ll.leS of wide epistemological 
concern which encompass the issue of real outcomes. What kinds of da1n could be 
considered to reflect the researchers' goals in their attempt to provide authenlic 
samples? Fiflilly, elicited de.la, in which participants are asked a number of questions is 
often fuund artilicial, and doc, not produce a real !iW11ple of the participant's ability to 
use the language ll5 one would in a natural environment. Secondly, most of the dala 
offer only a limited &11mple of language that a participant would be able w produce; 
therefore generalizability of the fio:lings is limited. Thirdly, introspective de.la, which is 
used in ethnographic re:iearch, is indirect, impresslonistk:, subjective, and often not a 
reflection of real language use, 
There is also limited �de.nee of the relevance of dilferenr. 1ypes / methods of 
Illstruction, since most of the studies foe.is on specific class evenlll (Pica, Lincoln­
Porter, Panioos Bild Linne! (1996) fur exmiple, refer to conversations whicli cannot be 
considered part of a normal EFL c]e.moom 85 they involve native speaker., a.'I well as 
[earners) . 111 these studies, the fucw is limited to the type of linguistic information that 
ean be retrieved from the learners. Therefore, ourunderstBDding of how communication 
or interaction in the clauroom affects acquisition is not extended by these studies, 
Also, lll:IIJllers' use of the language depends on internal or wernal fiictora, such 85 their 
linguistic repertoire, psyeholinl!llistic context, or situational 3nd language pr�ing 
foctorn. It is not surprising, therefore that the replicability of studies in this context can 
be highly challenging (therefore their reliability is limited). In addition, a research 
de:Bign may be coPStraining, and thus not afford greater insight into the way language is 
aclllBlly used. For example, research relying on psychometric analysis of de.ta, which 
takes into consideration the number of instances a certain form emerses during the 
course of the interaction, or relies on the number of tume (quantity), discounts the 
importance of the quality of the language produced (a.'I �denccd in the study 
conlfucted by Nemeth and Kormos, 2001). Moreover, owing to the small nu111her of 
participBOts in the re=eh (which usually does not e,,ctend beyond a normal cl�s size), 
the genemli:r.ability of the findings is further reduced. For example Newton (199S) 
" 
n:\ie9 on one student's progress. The majority of the studies have been not only small­
sca[e, but also short-term {Swain and Lapkin, 2000; Lynch and Mclean, 2000). They 
have, therefore, not contributed to our widers1anding of the long-:erm effects of 
intera.clion or specific applications of task. 
Studies relied on multiple data 50urces; therefure, in order to assure the validity of 
the findings, e,,;p!oration W115 conducted through triangulation of data, using various 
viewpoints to examine interlanguage development. In additio11, descriptive data that 
have become available have made a contribution to a greater insight into the 
relationship between interaction and language teeming. 
Section II 
Role oftRslu iu a language school 
As distinct from the approach takea in many of the studies a.!roady deS<:ribed, the term 
'truik' has most frequently been used in lan!IUage classes 115 bemg synonymous with 
temu- such 115 exercise, activity and test. With the intention of making a language centre 
appeal to  students, it he.s been observed that both verbal and written mnrli:eting and 
publicity infurmation 115 relatro to the school relies on the use of the term 'task' that one 
would expect to approximate the term used by resew-chm in the field of applied 
linguistics. For example, a college of English in Perth, Western Aurtralia, describes its 
syllabus in the following manner. the English covered is topic/ta!ik based with a strong 
emphasis on communicative English language for real life; the procedures of individual 
lessons include setting up group work, deciding on sii.e and composition of groups, 
giving instnictions on group tesk.s, ensuring that all groups are working appropriately. 
Consequently, in order to find out what teachera mean when they refi:r to task and to 
establish the current role of tasb in the language syllabus an investigation was carried 
out et a !Hnguage school. 'This study f=ses on both teacliera' current teaching practice9 
with regard to tasb in the langu11ge syllabus and the students' perceptimu of their 
learning needs. 
" 
R�urcb questions 
The study was guided by the following research que11ions: 
I. What do teachers meen when they refer to 'tasks'? 
2. Whnt is the role of tasks in the syllabus in current English language teachin!i 
practice? 
3. To what eident do tasks meet the expectafioM of both teachera and !rtudents? 
Method 
Two resell/"Ch instruments were used in this study. Firat, teacher descriptions of 
actue.l classroom events in relationship to tasks were elicited. In the other, a self-report 
quectionnairc, in which learners were asked to rate their perceived learning needs in the 
overall !anguaije program, was also u�ed. 
Eight teachers, who had had a number of years of teaching experience nt one or 
more ELICOS colleges or second!lry schools, were interviewed using a qut-stionnairn 
(Appendix 2). A!J the researcher was also a member of the teaching �aff, she had 
observed that teachers generally taught according to the PPP model, which involves a 
focus on grammatical relltures a.id acc,;racy. While following this model tasks, 
although playing an important part in the process, become the product of instruction. 
The tucher interviews were conductell in pairs in order to allow for reflection on 
teaching practices as a collaborative process so that the teachers not only rei;ponded to 
questions but 11lso elicitell information from each other in connection with the questions. 
The interview questions related to the general concept ofta.!k, the uroal pre- and post­
task adivities, the objectives gem:mtcd from task, beliefs on studer,t perceptions of 
tasks, and the perceived need for syllabus modification. The interviews lasted between 
ten imd fifteen minutes each. The interviews were tape lll('.orded and subsequently 
transcribed (see transcription of two interviews in Appendix 4). 
Furth=nor� twelve South-Ea.ii. Asian btudents, ranging in 11ges betwoen eishtren 
IIIld thirty, end all following IIIl English fur academic purposes course, were asked to 
" 
complete the questionnaire (see Appendix 3). The que!ltionnaire required the students 
to think about their English language needs, and rate the imponance of five clussroom 
activitie11: studying grammu, reading, di5Cllssions with other students, writing for a 
specific purpose, and !istening to the teacher's lectures. In aJdition to rating thc 
imporronee of these activities, students were asked to write down the reasons for their 
am,wer.i. Although the questionnaire made no clireer. reference to task, it WWI intended 
that answers to the 'discussion' item would reveal student attitude to a buie aspect of 
successful Wk performance. 
Findi.1Jgii 
Te.acbervi�8 
Almost all the respo�es lo question one, 'What is a task'r', were un.ifonn; namely, 
that tasks are usessment activities. Invariably, the teachers responded with answers 
such as: 
a task is a user ftiendly test of what we have learnt, 
it is a te:st ofthegramml!f points that were learnt during the week, 
an end point of some accumulation of study e.nd knowledge. 
Kinds of pre-wk activities mentioned by the teachers were wider-ranging. One 
teacher related his pre-task activities lo the objectives ofthe set criteria listed on the 
task. Since io his view most taliks ccmcentrated on grrmmur, the teacher fillould teach 
that grlllllmar, making sure that it was taught, presented, revised, prnctised, end 
corrected in the basic pre-task activity. Severa[ teachers, on the other hand, identified a 
number of communicative activities as pre-tuk activities, lllthough the:;e were still used 
for the purpose of reinforcen,•ent of grammar points. All were of the opin.ion, in c,.mtra.et 
to thinking related to task i:siplementation theory, that without a solid fuundation in 
grammar, students would be unable to complete !hair set taliks. 
The me.in objectives in connection \vith th� task� were .:lassi.lied by the teachers 811 
immediate end brow!. The immediate objective, 811 referred to hyteacheni, was the way 
.. 
in which the focus of instruction, i.e. grammar, wll!i t o  be used in a meaningful colll:at 
in writing (although in some cases, in speaking). The ob;.:ctive Wll!I funher identified 11!1 
developing "those tools that students hove to find, hove to ereale for themselves, that 
makes them competent Ill doing the task". A broad objective W11S the idea that 1n.1ks 
give lhe students a weekly pattern of enn�ling them to get illlo the habit of preparing for 
an 115sessment. 
Teachers saw a dual role for the twbook. the su\Jject of quertion fuur. Firstly i! 
provided them with the content and 02ethodologies inasmuch as the tirobook gave 
guide-lines to the sequencing of teaching pointJ. Secondly, they vie-,;,;.! the importance 
of the te!dbook :from the perspective tbet it provided a basic reS(lurce in the form of 
picture,, stories, or grammar activities th.at could be used to preseut particular poiots. 
Some teachers expressed the view thet the Headway tat was inadequate since the 
sequ� of units was bl!Sed on discrete grammar points t-alher than tasks to be 
performed by the students. In addition teachers artioohited their belief that there WH.'i a 
lack of connection between the tasks, assessment structure l!lld the H.- �d,roy te:ict, 
saying: ''Headway is designed to bring out a lot ofte=s" anci �reachere need to build 
the vocabullll)' ioto it so that the students can complete their \J!ol:.s". Onr. teacher 
objected to the use of the Headway course book. since it is based oo British rother than 
Australian cult.i.<e. 
The teachers stated that although they would welcome some changes in the 
strueture ufthe tasks, since the language school sets the tasks, they did not modify them 
in any WBy. The only modifications they COD!iidercd appropriate were rnodificatio� of 
the ways to get to the task or the time involved. They reported taking edvantage of the 
flexibility that Will given to the timing of the !85ks. 
Evaluation or nssessment criteria for the ta!lks was generally based on the specific 
grammar point thet the instruction wa., bssed on I.hat week. One of the teachers gave 
the following example: '1f we study t!i,� pail. tcr.se durina the week. end on Friday the 
studi:ots are asked to write about an experience ir. their past, and they UGe the presllllt 
si111ple, then obviously they hove not grasped the task''. 
.. 
Post-task activities teachers oIBWJi7.ed for the students focused on either their 
immediate activities or the e,rplanation of the grading and weighting of the taslcs. In 
four ofthe eight responses teachers indieated that they wanted to give the learners a 
"break'', give them something cognitively undemanding ('1ighr) to do, and that this 
usually involved a discu!9ion, ralki.ng about fun subjects, or communicative games. 
Two teachers stressed the importance of keeping tbe students aware of their progress, 
arul to them the post-task activities focused on the explanation of the mark. Bllocalion, or 
the distribution of their cumulative scores. Only two teachers saw the opportunity to  
use the tasks in  error correction eKen;ises. They stated that they wrote up common 
errora and involved students in "find the mistakes" activities. Teachers believed that 
students understood that the pwpo!<i of the task was to test what had been taught. Some 
teachers conceded that for the majority of the students tasks are about getting marks and 
not about learning opportunities. 
Mom teacher.; expressed satisfaction with the eicist.ing syllabus, and that they saw 
the benefits in its oomprehensive nature and the fu'=1: thnt it is a spiral syllabus, based on 
revision and recy,:ling. They would, however, welcome some flexibility in topins given 
for writing. mainly so that this would eliminate the students' knowing prior to the lllllk 
the k..ind of writing the task would ask for. Other teachers expressed their wi.\b. to 
incorpom1e 11. study skills program into the existin;, �yl!abus. In their view the existing 
syl!abu� did not offer adequate opportunities for the teaching of cultumlly relevant 
isrues, or approaches to thinking and studying. They al!IO voiced their concern about 
the limited lime given to the introduction, practice and coasolidation of grammatical 
ilills. 
Student "Views 
Students views expressed in the Sl!Ille orders 8J the questionnllire are di!ICUS!IOO prior 
to being displayed in Table 3.1. Ten OU1. of twelve studerns who I111ed studying 
grammar ''very irnporlllllt" and two "imporlwlt'' exp--:cted in'itIUction of grammatical 
fonn for three ma.in reasons. F:S51.ly, they wanted to study English with the imention of 
pll&!ling a fannal test that VJa� usu.ally grammar bued. Success on such tests leads to 
job or prornotionnl oppmtunities in  many oountrie� Secondly, they intended to 
" 
continue their !tudies at an English medium higher educatione.l institution, and they 
recognized the value •Jf accu1acy of written expression. Thirdly, their eirpedations of 
what language classes d1ould provide were met through inmue1ion in grammar. They 
viewed communication wits, pair or group-work as e way to practice certain 5tructural 
points !hst have e.lready been acquired through direct instruction, rather tl:nm the other 
WRyaroWJd, 
Similarly, reading activities were rated ''very important" or ''important" by nine and 
three students, .espective!y. This stems ftom the re!ationship of reading w students' 
needs for vocabulary development, their wish to imprO\'e their TOEFL test scorni, their 
understanding that English gives them the opportunity to learn about the world, and 
their perception that they could reinforce their knowledge of grammar by finding or 
noticing specific structures in written texts. 
Studems were either ll.D5Ure of the importWJce of discussions with o',.her students (as 
indiceted by seven of the participants), or they considered them unimportant (by five 
p!Wjcipants). Their replies indicated that disc1mions "are just a W115te of your class 
time" (as indicated by some students). since they could use out of class time for 
conversations with "reliable" sources, that is with native speakers of English, 
Furthermo•e, since students fail to be exposed to "correct" English in 91.lCh sit11atio03, 
and communication is difficult owing to  some problems with pro1D1Dciation, students 
often revert to comr,iunleation in their native language which defeats the pur,--�:;;:; of 
English language use. Some also added that they were not accustomed to accepll11g 
other people's points of view. 
The writing w;tivities in the classroom were rated ''very important" or "iml)ortant" 
by six participants each. They valued the opportunity to organize their thoughts and 
&press their ideas on various topics, use grammar in conteict, and they e\len mentioned 
the positive relationship 'letwe.en writing practice and their potenti:U fluency in 
SJ)f'.alriog. 
Students were unequivot,al in their views about listening. Listening to teacher's 
lecionl!I was uniformly reted ''very important". Studen!S perceived the re!CVl!ncc of 
" 
lectures in terms of dissemination of information and the improvement of their listening 
skills, pronunciation or oral cx:pression. 
Table 3.lsummarizes the above findinss: 
Table 3.1: Stl4dmt preference for adiWties 
Grammar 
lw.ding 
Disc1111sion 
Writing 
Ll!itening 
Dl.!lcu!i!iion 
10 
9 
0 
6 
ll 
l 
3 
0 
6 
0 
N 
0 
0 
7 
0 
0 
N 
0 
0 
' 
0 
0 
One oflhe main issues emerging from this study is related to the concept oftuk. In 
teml!I of application, teachers in this study lack adequate underatanding of task­
Therefore, the results are commensumte with previous informal observations that the 
term 'task' is used by teachers in a different way from the one outlined by applied 
linguists. Ellis (2003) makes the dminclion between wks and exercises based on 
whet.her they conform either to meaning or form focused lallguage use. The term Ulllk, 
therefore, as used by the tee.che,'I in this study, sugsests form•fOCU!led exercise. The 
.. 
basic contention of wk-based learning, however, stems from the belief th.at second 
langu11ge leamcr11 need to be involved in interaction. in which focus ill placed primarily 
on the meaning as opposed to grammatical content of the intended message. Leamel'll, 
by e:qicriencing laoguage as a medium of communication, attend to the communication 
1115k Ill. hand without aplicit foeu5 on II spedfic discrete point of grammar (Long & 
RobillMln, 1998). It is e1tpected, however, that learners, through communication, would 
address the needs surfacing during the completion of tasks a.<1 related to the grammatical 
form. For this reason linguiils promote task-based language !earning through distinct 
stages (Willis & Willis, 19%). It is recommended that form is attended to during the 
post task plwe, once the need for instruction or clarification arises. In this study, 
however, the pre-task stage activities, according to the teachel'll, included elements of 
the communicative model; the focus in ruch activities, however, Wll5 not on p!Oviding 
learners with opportunities for negotiation of meaniog, but ralher, on pre-lllught funn 
and structure practice. 
Another area of inte� stemming from the findings focuses on task being 
identified e.s 1111 assessment instrument. Ellis (2003: 279) defines llSSessmenl tasks as 
"devices for eliciting and evaluating communicative performances from learnel'li in the 
concept of language use that is meaning-focused and directed toWll!d some specific 
goal". This reinforces the already identified disconnect between the term as referred to 
by teaching professionals &nd applied linguists. The findings indicate that teachel'li refer 
to ta:sks as assessment activities in which the primary focus is on the mastery of 
grammatical form. While they adopt the term with their sy!labus description, they use it 
ir. a very reduced seruie. 
The teacher's role is brought into quest.ion with the analysis of task-based language 
learning. It is no ]011ger perceived appropriate th.at teachers are involved in dire_· 
instnwriou; insv..id, they should adopt non-interventionist practice!!, wherein their role is 
to pTO\lide intr,x!>tction and guidance through certain tasks, through which language 
leamel'li are expo'..ed to, notice and modify their own language. Thu indicates a 
corresponding shiit from a forus on leaching to a focus on [eamel'li and learning. In 
addition, this tl-,eory represents lhe introduction ofa focus on the oocio-cult.ual. !Clpecls 
uf !ai1guage, with empha!lis on the way in which social and wltuml interaction shapes 
" 
the realisation of m eaning. The students' perception, however of what coniititutes their 
learning l!Ild what they should encounter in the language cllL'lsroom is different. Meara, 
Lightbown and Halter (1997) fili!ed to find the clessroom IL'I a lu::ica\ly rich 
environment. This is in contrast with the students' reported pen:eptions of the benefits 
of teacher talk IL'I a listening exercise. Funhermore, there is IIII apparent reluctance by 
the etudent:5 to be involved in in-class discussions. The students' views on the limited 
benefit of facussion (see table 3.1 above) c::ompounds this issue even further. They 
c::onsider li51ening to the teacher as vital, yet their views conflict with lllsk"bEl.5ed theory. 
Current linguistic theories 1111d teaching approaches in second language acquisition 
emphasize the importance of communicaJ.ive wks. The problems mBny teacher.i f!ICC 
involve the selection and modification of communicative materials that could be 
adapted to fit the criteria of task-based syllabi. The desired outcomes ofan instructioDIII 
program not only depend on the instruction but also on the resource!! arul 11111terials that 
llfe implemented in the cou� of instruction. The study found that teachers relied on a 
limited set of reoource11, particulllfly the HradwUf coursebook. This resource is 
org1111ised so as to direct !earners' attention to discrete gnunmntical points. Therefore, 
in order to follow me1ming focused instructlon, there is a need for this tut to be used in 
an adapted fonn. Rooney (2000) reports on tex1book adaptation processes that involve 
moving focus from the llflB.lysis of accuracy 1111d fonn (structure) to meaning and 
fluency. In his view, such a move requires a change in the methodological focus. If, 
however, one adapts a more liberal view of task, it is possible t o  perceive that every tut 
may be dllVelope(l into te.sk_ Candlin, Nelson and Johnson (2001) offer a social­
semiotic point of view ofwrittm1 and om.I texts, taking into C:Ollllideration ractora that 
affect not only meaning, but also different response5 to n tlro.. A learner negotiates 
through a te.,;t thereby seeing the te:itt IL'I dynamic, subjective, investigative, creative, as 
well 115 c::ommunicarive in that it is open to interpretations. Through all these, every tlro. 
may become n task for learners, since it carries the intrinsic quality of bringing about 
action. Looking Ill texts from this point of viev shnuld S:fow ter..chers to expose 
students t o  all kinds ofte.,;t types. 
The study also raised a number of questions. Buth 9tlldents and te11chen; raised 
their concem about the U5e of LI in pair and group-work activities. The int� •:.! 
"' 
idea, which is the focus of the Swain and Lap kin (2000) study, that the use of LI is 
beneficiol in cognitively and linguistica!ly complex I.asks in L2, should be recognized or 
at least brought to the attention of teachers. Since most tenclun have no conlrol over 
the use of the students' first language, they hypothesize over the content of such oral 
interactions, and conclude that in most c...�s the focus of the in1ere.ction is a departure 
from the purpose of the LaSk at hand. The students' lack ofawareness of the benefits of 
L 1 discussions could also be used in further investigation::i_ 
Another area of concern is related to feedback The importance of providing 
learners with timely, tuk-specific feedback is recognized. However, it mainly focuses 
on accuracy, and in most cases becomes a!most !Ullf-e,cplanatory in the corrected papers. 
The question that retJIIUns unanswered, however, is whether error correction is 
inappropriate in communicative llCtivities (Ulichny, 1996) since it hinders convernalion, 
and i£ it is underutilised in students' written language production, whether teachers 
contribute to fossilization with their current practices. 
The area that appears to have remained unexplored amc11g classroom teachers 
relates to the benefits ofLaSk repeticion. Lynch and Maclean (2000) saw the benefits of 
the repetitious llllture of learner- to-!eamer talk in communicative tasks at different 
levels of proficiency. It is possible to hypothesize that students should repent not only 
oral t11Sks, hut also tasks requiriog writing. 
The learners' pragmatic compete11ce is another 11re11 which needs further 
investigation. Both Ntmeth and Konnos(200I) 1111d Code and Anderson (2001) address 
tho importance of raising ]camera' awareness of pragmatic systems of the language 
since these contribute to not only the appropriate use of the huigv.age but aho to the 
general perception offluency by both speakCI!i 1111d listenera. 
Condusion 
It is possible to conclude that applied linguistic researeb on wk-based language 
learning involves a number <1fi!ISllea ranging from the cognitive demands of the tasks, 
the eff'ec1iveness of communication, along with the benefiu of planning 1111d ta5k 
" 
repetition_ Research has e.lso produced insight into the ve.lue of tasks and the ways tasks 
should be conducted. However, investigation relatini! to task-based language learning 
11115 revealed a range of concerns. Facilitating the learners' grammatical under!llanding 
of the language is one of the !lre8S that needs further development. Another area of 
concern relates lo communication strategies the !llllrtlerS may resort to in response to the 
demands of the te.,k. In short, research is comparatively fragmented, the details of 
which are relevent in specific classroom contexts and therefore not readily transfi:rahle 
to dissimilar contexts. 
I n  comparison with the above res.earch, the survey of ELICOS iMtitutions has 
revealed much more basic concerns. Tcachers swveyed in this :.tudy appear to be 
111111ware of the depth of research associated with task•bil.5ed language learning and 
implementation of task-00-'ied learning principles is not surfacing in their clawooms. 
They use the term task in reference to assessment instruments and use communicative 
activities in the classroom in order to reinfuroe certaln gmmmatical forms. Assessment 
tnsb, however, do not involve lllllliytic processes; rather they 11re the products of 
synthetic pro�ses. 
In this study it was found lhal. w:tual teaching practices seem to meet gtudents' 
&pectations. Teachers follow a grammar-based textbook, instrucl. the grammatical 
form and structure, oonduct wecldy asse=ents in the form of ''tll!ks", and involve 
students in group communicative activities (tasks) for the reinforcement ofgmmmatical 
points. This pl'BClice is approved by the studems !Ind it seems that it meets their needs. 
The juxtaposition of these very diffeR;H'. viewpoh1ts is very reveiiling of the gap 
between theory and practice which exists in the profession within Austmlia, which 
would regard itself WI providing leaderahip in the field. 
" 
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CHAPTERV 
COMPUTER ASSISTED LANGUAGE LEARNING AND THE 
TASK.BASED LANGUAGE SYLLABUS 
Introduction 
This chapter reviews the recent literature in connection with language learning in 
general, nnd more specifically, language learning within the conte.xt of computer aided 
le.aming in order to find answers to two basic questions. Firstly, it seeks to find olll 
whe1her within a task-based language syllabus, which places such great emphasis on 
communication, an npproprinte way to integrate the use of computer.i hn been 
developed. Secondly, it eitnmines the implicatio/15 of tlie use of computers on the 
language learning processes. Finally a s  nn illuslration the study reviews a language 
learning web-page that is freely available to language le11rncrs in order to il!mrtrate what 
is available, 
Traditional versus ta!lk-based approaches to second language 
acquisition 
Some traditional approachllS to teaching involve behaviouristic principles of 
lwming, while others are based on objectivism. The behaviouristic principles, which 
involved teacher centred instruction, saw the goal of the instructional programme in 
behaviour modification of the kind that would become evident in the exhibition of 
desired responses to stimuli in certain situations. The technology that Wa!I u1Uized in 
such !earning was based on repetitive language drills on "drill and practice" 
(Wan;chauer, 1996 b). When computers were developed, the computer was perceived 
as an ideal vehicle for repeated exposure to the same material, especially as it could 
provide not only immediate feedback, but it Riso e.llowed individue.lized lessons. These 
typically contained sequences of content broken into sections, with end of section 
questions to det.enninewhe!her the learner required remedial content or was ready to go 
on to the next section. 
Objectivism, on the other hand, a.ssumed that ''the essentie.l elements ofi!!51ruction 
were communication !lnd deduction" (Collentine, 2000; 45). According to this view. it 
was tlie teacher's role to traiisfer knowledge ofa particular grammar point such os the 
second conditional, for example, through a description lllld explllllation of a 
phenomenon. The idea that there is a single 'correct' representation of knowledge is 
labe!led by constructivists as objectivist. In other words, the mode of instruction 
nmllUns teacher-centred. Learners, in tum. utiliz.ed the explanation and, oJternatively, 
applied a rule or cowtruct of that knowledge in communicative tasks or exercises. Th!l 
use ofbehnviourist dril! and practice software still provided opportunities to focus on 
form,. and mode material available on individualized basis. 
The ta.sk-based approach to language learning is ba.'led on collStructiviSL learning 
theories according to which acquisition of knowledge is a dynamic, inductive process, 
achieved through BCtive, and generative intemction between learners, tcacher.i, and the 
culturally relevant real life wk at hand. In general, the constructivist thcoiy signals a 
move away from the traditional idea of the context ofleaming in which tJie transmission 
of knowledge occurs through the domination of the teacher, nnd instead focuses on the 
needs, desires, and interests of the learner. Corresponding with Vygol!lky's zoue of 
proximal development, learners are guided through collaborative (interaclive) language 
activities, the content of which becomes progressively more and more meaningful at 
different levels (semantic, syntactic, morphosyntactic, or grammatical) since leamers 
will identify the constraints thllt hinder comprehefl'lioo. This is achieved when input 
becomes intake, that is when learners notice certain constraints, and either through 
negotiation or lhrough the teacher's scaffulding discover and solve the problem at hand. 
Task-based interaction could be characterised by learners managing the interaction 
without the help of their 1.eaehers in a context where the focus is on the accomplishment 
of the task raiher than tJie language used. It is assumed that learners' lin,�iSLic 
.. 
competence is e:ctended, developed, and challenged through this process of negotiation 
of both tums and meaning. Serohouse (1999) quote!! both Wlllis and Breen in his 
attempt to Ullderstand the concept of la'.k:-based interaction in lmguage clanrooms. 
Tasks involve the use of language with the intention offucusing on "the outcome of the 
activity rather than the language used to achieve that outcome" (Willis, 1990: 127), and 
a tllllk-b!!Sed syllabus "approaches communicative knowledge B..'i a unified system 
wherein any use of the new language requires the learner to continually match choices 
from his or her linguistic repertoire to the social requirements and expectations 
governing communkative behaviour nnd to meanings and ideas he wishe!! to share" 
(Breen, 1987: 161). However, transcripts of actulll cl!!Ssroom intcraelion reveal the 
interaction often to be minimalistic, cryptic, impoverished and even indcxical, possibly 
relying heavily on pragmatic paralinguistic strategies to convey the meaning 
(Seedhou!Ul, 1999). From his finding!l Seedholl5C concluded that except for 
clarification, confinnation requests, comprehension checks, and self-repetitions which 
may or may not be conducive to language acquisition through modified output, there are 
broader and less restricted varieties of communication which may contribute lo the same 
or similar outcomes B..'i tho!Ul perl'onned during rocused 18.'lk performances. This is 
perhaps achievable through interaction using the interactive media that has now become 
available with information technology. 
The development of such an educational pedagogy has intere51ing pam!le[s with the 
development of personal computer tecbnology. The pedagogical goal of eomputer­
!!Ssisted activities is in enhancing the opportunities of meauingful learner-computer, 
!earner-lenmer interaction with the ultimate aim of improving learners' ability to 
function within the language. It is through the Internet that learners can be involved in 
computer-me.dinted communication (CMC), and the entire world ean become the 
classroom. Learners can interact within their own spbere of interest, they can 
communicate one-to-one through electronic mail (e-mail) or one-to many using 
multiple-user-domains object oriented (MOO) software, they can integrate limitless 
authm:itic materials in different fu= (visual, tertual, graphic, or IWd.itory), and they can 
ereate, develop, or author pages of their own or co!laborate with miters during the same 
ereati.ve process. There arc, hoWllVe!", concerns with regard to the use of computer 
teclulology, particularly the resources available through the Internet. In their open-
" 
fon1111 discussion paper Doughty and Long (2002) ll.Dlong other issues address the is..;ue 
of computer-mediated communication. They suggest exercising caution about the 
popular !!Cneraliution that ini:reased interaction and the alleviation of inllibitinn in 
connection with second language production automatically SU!!,!!est advancement in 
language acquisition_ They funher argue for the need of rich input, elaborated tats in 
wide variet}', and texts that are genuine and relevant. To them the view that the Internet 
provides rich input should be taken with caution, especially if considered without the 
guidance of pedagogical principles, since Internet input amid he overwhelming. Their 
concern about the availahility of traditional teaching resources on the Internet was also 
roisocl. 
Computer.i and Lllng1111ge Leaming 
l11e fundamental argument for communicative lllsk-b!l5Cd syl!abi stems from the 
idea th.lt language is acquired through the negotiation of meaning in meaningful 
contc:icts, which in tum leads not only to fluency but also to gmnunnticnl learning. 
Therefore, when students are involved in pair work / small group tasks they are free to 
speak without inhibition since they are away from the 'public arerui'. If another 
component is added to this, thnt is computer technology, the lessons .ire more 
individualized and the particip11nts are further removed from the threo,ts of heing 'in the 
eyes of the wider public'. Learnelll, then, work at their own pace and are responsible 
fur their own learning. The role of computers in such 'interaction' can be perceived in 
terms of preliminary activities for the completion of la!IIG, sucli as are described in the 
following sections of this paper. For Ull!Dp!e, the special software may provide 
additioruil TCHding or listening resources, aid vocahu!ary development and may help in 
consolidating gmnunntieal knowledge. 
Interactive reading, linenlng eoD1prehension, vocabul&.ry grammar and acqubitlen 
Language acquisition (foreign, or second) involves development in the four so­
called macrn-skill areas, receptive and productive: reading 1111d listening, writing and 
speaking. As until now the availability of speech recognition programs has been 
" 
limited, the studies have not addressed i!l.Sues relntiug t o  speech and computer assisted 
langu.age learning. 
Providing opportunities t o  interact is not only the focus of ESL professioru1ls. 
Interactivity with the aid of new technology is the focus of the Draper, Cargill and 
Catts' (2002) study. They report on the problems associated with lecturing to J11rge 
groups in general degree progrllllls, espet;ial!y where the lack of opportunities for 
interaction is concerned from bolh pragmatic and social vi�oint'i, e.nd propose the use 
of 'equipment' (as they call it) that modem technology affords. In other words, they 
propose a progmrruned software lo enable students to better access the course materiq]s 
and obtaio feedback on their grasp of the m!llerials. With such computerised 
instruction, through more conYenieot aiid affordable assessment and feedback, lecturers 
could monitor their students' comprehension of the content of their learning and attune 
the subject IDIJ!ter to meet with the students level of understanding, initiate, organise, 
and monitor peer discussiofl'i thereby Cllntributing to building of lc:irning communities. 
Such a 'tool' is potentially extremely important for ESL learners. With the help of this 
technology, learners CllU!d signal their understanding and provide lecturers with an 
insigl!t as to where modifications in their delivCI}' of the lecturP. Cllntent are called for. 
Interactive reading 
Hegelheimer and ChapeHe (2000) investigated the methodological isiilleS that are 
related to second language nCl(uisition res.earch, their relationship with Computer 
Allsisted Language Learning (CALL) reading materials, and the noticing hypothesis. 
This lhcory suggests that all input that !eamera are exposed to will only become intake 
fur SLA, that is input comprehended both syntactically e.nd semantically, provided it is 
con5eiously noticed. The comext in which noticing is most likely to t.e.k:e place is during 
interaction since in this context Jenrnera negotiate the meaning and t!ius modify their 
own linguistic output, which offers learners opporturities to contextualize newly 
acquired vocabulary and stmcrures by ll5ing them in conversations (Pica, Lincoln. 
Porter, Paninos, and Linne!, 1996). Thereby learners nre able lo expand their 
interlanguage capacity, ll!ld t o  obtein input 1111d feedback. Consequently, they can 
modify their output through negotiation with an attempt at greater comprehewiibility. 
" 
Noticing, however, also takes place during reading whe.n leumers' attention focuses on 
individual vocabulary items that hinder comprehension. 
This is where CALL reading materials have the potential of being er;treme!y useful, 
115 they allow learners to use specially crelted gloss.es that provide modified input of 
challenging words. Fw1hennore, the program also has the function to monitor and 
record the 3losses thnt are ealled upon during the reading exercise. In addition to the 
reading the learners complete vocabulary and reading comprehension questions, which 
again are recorded 311d consequently evaluated. Through conelntiona! wialyses it is 
then possible to establish the relationship bet.,,.ecn the correct replies to the questions 
and the learners dependence on the glosses. CALL materials could further shed light on 
which stimuli (the type of ffiput modificatioll.'I) are the mo!>I. effective in fostering long­
term language acquisition. 
An attempt at remediation, or positive habit formation was the focus ofWatanabe's 
(2002) study, which looked at the benefits of reading practice conducted ou computers, 
which allowed for the ease of modifying texts. Fifty-five students of EFL were placed 
into control and experimental groups. The two groups 11I1Swen::d romprehe115ion 
questions following their reading. The contm! group read unaltered reading materie.ls 
on the compi.ter, while the experimente.l group had the !l.llme texts, which were chunked. 
The idea of chunking origimites from the 'phrue reading' teehnique, which may help 
remedy srudents' so-called 'had reading' habits. These reading hnbil3 are the 
consequence of a grammar-l:Wlsintion method of teaching a foreign language, and they 
inc!1Jde (among other hahil.5) the habit of tn:.ns!aiing and procelllling sentences word-by­
word, which not only s!ows down the readers, but also hinder.i their comprehension. 
Although the findings do not indicate any significnnt favourable difference in the 
ped'onnance of the experimental group, mended exposure to reading materials and 
reading practice in genernl WIili found to be beneficial in both groups. It cou!d further 
bo suggested, however, that any benefit gained is attributable to the novelty effect of 
ruch interaction with computer.I. 
Interactive listening/ 'viewing' 
A similar situation to that of readiog exists in regard to listening / 'viewing' 
compreliension. For students working with listening rewurces nvailab!e through 
computers, available programs can 11.!i.Sist in providing valuable pre!iminllf)' e,cp,:,sure to 
language prior to task work Hoven (1999: 90) offers an insight in the form of an 
over.iew into listening and viewinB comprehension. In this case listening/viewing was 
aided by computers, in order to have greater occcss to interaction in the form tilat l!ilows 
the integration of both auditary and visual stimuli, that is information rece.ived thniugh 
both the wditory and the visual ch:umeb. According to Haven's resenn:h into lislening 
comprehension, the focus of classroom tist.ening ' .. .is turning away Ji-om mental 
phe11ome11011 towards social phenomenon models', thnt is, the context of "telCls" is 
Cl[p&nding, !llld now includes non-verbal channels of communication. Thereby listening 
and viewing, that is being exposdi to 111Jdio-visual matcrinl, at the same time is �ential 
for the analysis and consequent control of the meaning. Cros.'Hll.lltural analysis, or in 
least. awareness raisin!_! activities ofparalinguistic fuatures ofcommunicntioos, therefore 
becomes essential in second or foreign langua!_!e clw;srooms. 
The question thnt needs to be cled is related to the merit of the computer-bw;ed 
l!llVironment. Why is it, in other words, necesSlll)' to move away from learner-to-learner 
interaction in fe,vour of lllllmcr-to-eomputer int�rnction? Other than individualizing a 
lesson on listening/ vie'Ying eompreheruion (not mentioned in the uudy), if the focus 
of the interaction is not only the negotiation of meaning through verbal or wditory 
means, but also through the negotiation of paralinguistic featmcs, involving learners in 
creative interaction is an alternative thnt is more conducive to !nnguage m:quisition 
processes. 
lnlH-nclive vocabul.11ry dnelopment 
It is of paramount imporlllnce that ]e3mers learn a wide mllge of vocabulary in 
meaningful conteicts prior to compleLing !asks. However, eomputer technobgy offers a 
range of information on a variety of topics thnt is not necessarily readily aci:eiisible to 
ESL learners. Groot (2000) focused on the need of the languege lelln\eni to scquire a 
" 
relatively large number of words in a short period of time in order to be nble to funciion 
as competent and elfoctive communicators and described a computer ossisted 
vocabulary acquisition progmmme (CAVOCA), that uses authentic language materials. 
The unknown words are embedded in such sem1U1tic conteirts 11t1d ere attributed such 
semantic properties that it is difficult for the learners to contemutlly deduce their 
meaning. The programme helps lcnmers by systematically �osing them t o  the 
vocabulnry in various syntactic, semontic, ll!ld collocational conteicts ns well as the 
equivalent in the first l11t1guage. It is hypot',esi�ed that such a method mirrors first 
language voeobulary acquisition in its tequirement of mental operar.ions and tlrus 
contributes to the operationalization of the vocahulnry, in tum resulting in long tenn 
retentiou. 
In order to establish whether the CAVOCA progrlllllme contributed to long-term 
vocabulnry acquisition, the study n!so had a control group of students who relied on 
bilingual vocabulary lists. Inunedinte post-session, and delayed Wsts were administered 
to meastire the learntni' differences in reeeptive knowle(jge of the specific vocabulary 
III!d t o  establish which method yielded better [or:5-tenn results. The findings iudicate 
that L'ie 1:nmediate post·!� rerenticn 111tes were higher wnong the learners in I.lie 
control group. In contrast, leamel'li in the e,;perimentnl group who had to aercise a 
different depth of language processing showed Jong-lenn retention rotes. 
Since the participants in this study were learners at high levels o f  competence, it 
could he presumed thnt these learners had l!!ready es!ablished their own learning 
stra!l\gies, nnd therefore the control group could ouq>erfonn the eiCperimental group. 
The long tenn vocabulary retention of the ell)lerimental group, howevec, provides an 
insight imo possible ways of incorpornting a uovel and highly suooes.sful tool in the 
fonn of a computer program.nu: such as CAVOCA into practice and thereby 
contributing to leemClli' long-term lexical extension and development. 
Nikolova (2002) also investigated the possibility of using computer technology 
(multimedia0materialsJ in the:, lmiguage-learning programme, especially ns the matcrinls 
could be implemented in vocnbulary acquisition. Sirty-two native spenkera of English, 
leunCl"II ofFrench as a secolld lniiguage, were assigned to a control end an e)!Jlerimcntal 
group. Their task wns to iiludy twenty French words from a te,,,;t Llwt had been 
downloaded !Tom the Internet. The learners in the control group were given annotlllions 
in the form of either text, SOIL'ld, or pictures of the target words. The e,qierimentel 
group needed to create their own annotations for the same twenty words with the help of 
dictionaries. Two diagnostic tests were administered, immediately following the 
experiment and a month after, measuring both the short and long term acqui�ition rates. 
I t  was revealed that authoring a multimedia module, i.e. creating their own definitions, 
contributed to higher rates of acquisition l!Ild long term retention of words than merely 
attempting to learn !he mCll!Il.ing of given \l!rget words. lnterc:rtinsly, the study elso 
Bddressed the issues in connection with textual versus visuel stimuli given to the control 
group. Words with pictures nnd te:ict ("duel-coding'') were found to be remembered 
better than annotaJ.ions using text only. 
An additional finding is related to context. It was shown by the iiludythat authentic 
texts downloBded from the lntemLt could be used in their una!iercd state tb=by 
contributing not only to the teacher' resources, but elso to the :rtuden.ts' perception of 
being in receipt of meaningful, up to d.w.e, current telcts. This study however fails t o  
Bddress issues concerning the quality o f  the annotations IIIld the problem whether the 
subjects would show cornp1UUble competence in the usage of the same vocabulary items 
in their own creations of texts. Furthermore, the study also fails to mention the vel}' 
limited use of the computer resource3, in particulnr the Internet. 
Gt'ammar 
A valuable post-Wk gmmmnr consolidntion opportunity is afforded through 
specially designed computer programs. Collentine (2000) sees Wl opportunity to expand 
the context of second lwtguage acquisition research wtd thereby using the cornputer;i as 
research venues, which afford insight into not only the product oflwguage learning hut 
also the process. The w.er�IJehavioUT Ullcking techno!ogy the rtudy refera to documents 
proci,sses relnted to the construcllon of gmrnmntical knowledge. Forty uuiveraity 
studentsofSpanish u a foreign language, whose consolidation oflhe g,.7IIlllllatical rules 
relating to indirect speech wu tracked as they navigated through visual end IWditoJY 
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stimuli (a slide show) l!lld generated indirect speech, p!ll'ticipated in the study. Through 
the computer mediated (slide show) scnffolding mechnoism involving a video 
component, sample �empllllS using colorization (in which parts of the sentences were 
highlighted), additional collliciousness-raising question and comprehension check, the 
u Slll" -bd!aviour u-e.cking technology recorded the types and kin(fu of application that 
were utilized during the 1111vigation of the programme. The preraise of the research was 
that exposure to ID!lterials !llltureted with linguistic code features promotes grammatical 
competence through consciousness-raising, whieh in tum leads the learners to infer the 
underlying rules ofa grammatical ruucture. Doughty and Long (2002: 15) contend that 
''fOCll!I on meaning ... can be improved upon, in terms of both rate and ultimate 
attainment, by periodic attention to language a., object". The results indicate that some 
proce:sses could be associated v.ith instructionnl geins, although i::ot all. Improwment in 
grammatical perfonnl!IICC could be attributed to enhancement, \"10th 811ral and vislllll, to 
cooperation (nlbeit with the computer), and to the constructing 1111ture of the activity. In 
addition, 115 v.ith any instructional activity, those learners who participated actively in 
the creative processes in genemting sentences using indirect speech rather \.ban 
answering questions in as few words as possible appeared to bmiefit the r.iost from the 
instruction. 
From the description of the programme, it would appear, in addition, that the 
learners have to be fully conversant with the linguisti c  description of the language (main 
clause, suhordiOBte clW1se, pronoun, conjunction, to name only a few) if they were to 
follow the iO.!itructions of !fte task. Only with prior instruction of gramme.r woul<' 
learners be equipped to complete such 1!11 exercise e.nd be efrective participants. 
Applications and implications of CALL for wk 
It would appenr that the language lllEIIlling resources available through computer 
techoology and the Internet are applicable for either pre-tuk: preparaiory activities, t•ich 
11S pr-e-1.m reading, listening or vocabulary extension activities or po.t-task gn'.'.lU!IIII" 
co0110!id11tion activities. However, it is with the idea ofW1thoring Md with synchronous 
and asynchronous communication tb.111. the technology allows for the approximation of 
task-like application. 
,. 
Authoring 
Dlaska (2002) sees the main advantnges of the multimedia learning environment in 
the promotion of not only lewncr autonomy and collaborative learning, but olso in the 
ability to involve learners in their learning processes through their authorship of 
learning materials. These could be utiliz.ed in a number of different areas, such 11.'1 
linguistic 1111alysis ofte...ts, the fomtulation of rules fur the consolidation of grammar, 
vocabulary 1111d !ilructures, creation of subject specific !earning databases, and cultural 
awareness training. 
Synchronous and nsyuchronous communication 
War11chnuer (1996, a) saw the henefil..'I of electronic discussion in its 'equalising 
effect•, thnt is, in the bal1111ced, l!lld equal panicipation ofe.ll speakers. Sixteen students 
attending a composition class participated in this study. Wocschnuer eKllmined the 
::rtudcnts' discussion (four groups of four students) conduc:ted face-to-face 1111d 
e!ectmnica.lly 1111d compared the differences in participation with several filctora such as 
age, gender, l!lld language proficiency. It was found that the lack oforal fluency, whlch 
constrained face-to-fiice participation, nevertheless made participunts uninhibited in 
electronic discussioll5. It amid almost be stated that electronic 'conversations· reduce 
affi:ctive factors in interaction. Moreover. the language thnt was used in electrouic 
discus.sioll5 was lexically l!lld syntactically more complex, more formal; however, it 
lacked features rypical of oral interaction, such as reformulation, comprehenBion or 
confirmation checks, quc:;tioning 1111d p11n1phruing, whlch are considered salient 
features oflnnguage acquisition through the negotiation of meaning. 
Curtin (2002) investigated the strengths Bnd weaknesses of bulletin boards in 
tutorials in response to the need emphasiz.ed by hlgher educationi9T.s for greater 
flexibility in the mode of delivery of educational content, and interest in encouraging 
studi:nts to lllke a more active interest in the reading!i. Fourteen students participated in 
eleven fomms relating to ea.ch week's reading in the form of critical SUllllllW)', whlch 
was 51lhsequen!ly assessed. Stud.lnts were also a&ked to evaluate the program through a 
questionnaire focusin!,! on the students' perceptions of tcchnica.l, social, motivational 
" 
and learning pol!.'libilities. The findin� revealed positive attitudes on motivational.. 
tempom.l ground11, however, there Wil.'I preference for traditional tutorials il.'I they felt the 
need for confirn1ation or reiteration by the lecturer (the authority figure). While they fe!t 
comfortabie about presenting their views i n  this form, they still did not like the 
'facele�s· nature of the environment. Nevertheless, the res.careher and the students sow 
the opportunity that lhis online environment afibrds in il'lleractivity wu:I community 
building among the srudents. 
Negretti (1999) looked nt Internet technology in its potential tool in the language 
w:quisition proces.!l. Specifically, :ihe investigated Webcha!, the synchronous interaction 
too� from the viewpoint of convernation analysis. Conversation analysis concenlrates 
on the process of individuals' engngement in interaction and their making sense of the 
world through the use of language, in addition to identifying communicative strategies 
used in effective communications, especially as they could be related lo conte:ict, 
l!cl..ions, and relevance. Her main attempt was, however, to evaluate the effect ofthe 
communication context on possible language w:quisition. 
Eight undergraduate intermediate to advanced level ESL srudents, whose first 
language was Itulian, joined a Web-chat site and were involved in conver.mtion with 
both native and non-native :.iudents fur ll period of four days. The total number of 
participants was thirty-six. The students' primary golll was language learning. The 
analysis concentrated on  the structure of the interaction, tum taking, specific written 
devices as alternatives to paralinguistic features (the use of capitnl letters, punctuation, 
emoticoos, onomatopoeia. little icons. or embedded pictures), and sequencing. 
The results indicate students' difficulty i n  following normal tum-taking rules wu:I 
the relevance of contributions. However, the interesting aspect of the findings is the 
approach taken up by the students in order to dCW with these dilftculties. In addition, 
the students also relied on various communication strategies to convey pamlinguis"lic 
meanings (through punctuation), and made use of l11eir somewhat limited lexical 
resources to communicate in a colloquial style. 
,oo 
In an EFL environment the Inte.rmrt connection can offer !earners the opportunity to 
internet with both nntive lllld non-native speakers in English. Thereby, learners can be 
involved in meaningful, relevant inleractioDli. The question is whether such interection 
is readily transfereblo to li:.tcning or speaking skill development, and a\5o whlllher this 
typo of interaction contributes to improvement in writing skills. Further inVll.'ltigation i s  
needed in these areas. 
Smillo (2000) looked at computer 11Ssisted language !earning (CALL) und computer 
niediated communication (CMC) in both synchronous nod ll!iynchronous interaction. In 
particular, the iitudy inve.sr.i,¢.ed the discoooe functions and the syntactic complexity of 
the output produced by the twenty-five ESL learners attending academic writing classes. 
The discussions were based on a set of reading materials. 
Asynchronous discussio115 w= found to be more beneficial for learners since they 
had the chance to reflect, nnd think critically prior to taking turns in the discu�ion. In 
addition, it WBS found that leameni produced qualitatively different, syntn.ctical!y more 
complex contributions to the discussions than in their synchronous respon5e9, ll!i they 
were ab!e to pay attention to spelling, grammar, form, and punctuation. 
Synchronous discussioil.'I, on the other hand yielded modifications that were similar 
to those found in faoo-to-fuce inLeraction,. The modifications genemlcd during the 
synchronous diSC1Wion sessions were used for requests for clarification, explanation, 
elabomtion, comprehension checks, corrective moves, and apologies, and even humour. 
The teachers also had a chance to monitor not only the iitudents' progress, but elso to 
po:.t their own comments on the discussion. The fuct that the participlliltS were more 
interested in e,,:changing information arm1ng themselves than in respondins to tenebers' 
queiili.ons also suppor1s the idea that leamera learn best not when they are suided, but 
left to their own devices in the selection of their own inlemal syllabuses. This type of 
communication motivated stude:nt involvement (ajudsemeot based on the sheer volume 
of the tmru.cription), l!Dd e.ncoumged communication. Although there Will evidence of 
error in their output, students even com:cted each olher. However, fewer elTOrs 
occurred in the esynchronous discussions, time afforded by fcllection obviously being a 
factor. 
'"' 
The technology that llffort!s such communications challenges the relations nnd 
means of delivering information in the classroom since it not only contributes to 
students' 8lltonomy but also to motivation. 
Fedderholt (2001) looked at information technology from the perspective of the 
opportunities it offi:rs to explore a different mode of communication, and to enl11mce 
students' cros5-Cllltural awareness and understanding. Ninet.cen Japanese and Danish 
students each participated in weekly e-mail exchanges for Lhe duration often weeks. At  
the end of Lhe ten-week period students completed a questionnaire on  their perceptions 
of the course, in particulW" their e-mail experience component of the course. They all 
main!.ained Lhat they were interested in the project, nnd welcomed interaction with 
another non-native speaker. They all learnt about each others' culture in regard to 
matters above Lhe stcreotypienl level and found to Lhcir surprise that there were IIIHOY 
similarities in their daily lives. They also acknowledged the discovery of differences 
between Lhe two cultures and their amusement as well as curiosity and casemess to find 
out about vorious issues. They commented on their pen pals' use of languase, and 
although Lhey found that they were at ease writing to another non-native speaker, they 
nevertheleiili wi:re motiv,;.ted Lo paforrn to tho best of lheir abilities. 
Such activities should prove to be not only conducive Lo linguilllic dOl'elopment of 
Lhe students, but als.o become mutually enriching, cultumlly relevant and meaningful 
learning C!lperiences i n  the age of the computer technology. It is the new computer 
teclmo!ogy that affords culturally relevl!Jll interaction in Lhe second language, since as 
Wanichaucr (2000; 514) points out: 
. ..in the 21st century there will be a growing bllliis for learners around the 
world to view English 115 !heir own language of additional communication, 
rather thau as a foreign lnng1rnge controlled by lhe "Othec"'. Teachers would 
do well to exploit this situation by creating opportunities for communication 
based on the values., cuitural norms, lllld needs of learners, rather than on the 
syllabi and texts developed in England and Lhe United SLafes. 
'" 
Feedback 
Timely, meaningful, and sp«;ific feedback, which could r,iginate from both the 
te.acher and a pee1, feeds into task and ultimately langu'age acquisition, Bowers (199S) 
reports on a successful applicntion of Internet technology in order to access both 
scientific articles and scientific dialogue, and to create a special learning Jog that helps 
with common errors and their correction_ He edited the scientific writin.1;1 ofa group of 
Mexican researchers and graduate students, thereby helping the writing to be of 
publishable standard. Traditional editing, error correction, notation of appropriate 
language or grammatieal features, as he observed, failed to produce any improvement in 
the writing, With the intention of facilitating the researchers' overall and, hopefully, 
long-term lnnguage development, he designed a computer learning log program with 
notations signalling reasons for the common errors produced in the writing. Bowers 
found tlwt this learning log helped reduce the number of errors in the researchers' 
writing conside.rnbly, especially in comparison to the writing they produced prior to the 
introduction ofthis special computerised feature in the editing process. Therefore, it is 
pos.sib!e to hypothesise that perhaps a novel apProaeh to error aJJTectiou with the 
implementation of computer technology could be beneficinl for the learners' long-term 
language development. 
DiGiovanni and Nnguwami (2001) investigated on-line and face-to-face pee.r 
revie\1/s, a study which provides one of the examinations of true task work In 
particular, they concentrated on the types of negotiation employed by mtdents in hnth 
modes of interaction us well as their perceptions of these tlllib Thirty-two advanced 
level ESL students attending writing classes participated in the study. Their paired 
interaction in petll" review tasks was recorded, printed out from their on-line Wl'lrk, and 
llliSCSsed through a que:Stionnalre about their pen:eptions of lhe usefulness and 
preference for on-line or face-to-face reviews. The findings indicate that the online 
interaction was more beneficial for a number of reasons. Firstly, midents were focused. 
on task, and were genernl ly more critical and effective negotiators. Secondly, teachers 
found monitoring studems' interaction easier since they could have both access to the 
interaction, and opportunity to redirect or 11SSist the participants. Finally, students had 
commellls nl Weir disposal in the fonn of a reliable f,.ard copy of  the intemction for 
further revision of their drafts_ The negative aspect of the online reviews was that the 
limite.::1 expo!illn'i of the participants to the process of reviewing constrained their 
effectiveness. Provide,::! addilioaal lralning is offere.::1 to the students, particularly in the 
appropriateness, relevance and belpfulne!lll of the comments, which could facilitate not 
only their understanding of the diffment types of negotiation,, but also their overali 
language d!lVelopment, peer reviews conducted online could become II regular feature of 
a writing curriculum in any second langwige learning cl8.9..'1. 
Motivation 
Success in task perfom111nce is not only determined by linguistic or cognitive 
factors. A number of affective and socio-dynnmic panunetm also play an important 
role i n  hmguage output. DOrnyei and Konnos's (2000) study examined the 
interrelationship ofa number ofvllfiables that dClel'TIUne task engagement and success. 
Vnriables such ns learner motivation, group dynamics, the influence of interlocutors, the 
relationship between interlocutors, or group lce.dership influence the quantity of the 
interaction 1111 well ns the quality. 
Chou (2001) based her study on  the prineip!es of consuuctivism, leamer­
cenlcredness and socio-a.dtuml theories in her elUllllination of synchronous computer 
mediated communication systems. She reported on a study designed to improve online 
communicntion skills using WebCT. Online dis.cussions were observed, m.Jdlllll. • 
inslructor intmciion wns recorded, student selfeva!uation surveys were completed, and 
communication effectivenllllll, social pres.ence, and communication interface were rated. 
From the obs.ervations, the student intemction with the l.cehno!ogy develops through 
fullf stages: the s.o-<:lllled "wow'', "fun", "oh-oh", nnd "back-to-normal" stages (ns these 
names nre almost self..e!!pllllllltOI}', further considerulion of the st.ages will be given in 
comparison with Kannon and Macknish'a study following). Overall, it was found that 
the di9Cllssion5 empowered learners to take conl.rtll of their learning processes, increased 
opportunities for interpersonal connections, and facilitated collaborative learning and 
community building. 
,., 
Internction with technology does not niways mew an environment that is free fi:om 
concerns. Kn.onan and Mack.rush (2000) addressed the challenges associated with on­
line !earning in the ESL context. They saw the main nreas of concern in connection 
with motivntion, feedback, self-directed learning, and computer technology. With the 
intention to raise i!l.'llles and make recommendations to teachers at1empting to rely on 
computer technology, they shored a description of their experiences of the o n -line 
learning environment ll!i well as the leumcrs' evaluation re5Ul15 of the course. 
Co=ponding with Chou's findings, they identiUed the following four 6Ul8f:.'! of student 
mofr.,ation: apprehension, curiosity, peak, nod £all stages. Learners ir.odicated initial 
interest toward the novel learning environment, however, once they fe!t familiar with 
the equipment !llld the mechanics of the medium, and once they explored the avenues 
leading to the completion of task st hand, their motivation in completing further t� 
using the same medium became lower. They also found that intrinsic motivation 
resulting from the obility to interact through the computers was not sufficient, imrinsic 
motivation was needed in the fonn of ll!ISessment of the tasl(_ 
Learners' rated the feedback they received u appropriate; they thought that the 
feedb11Ck WBS easy to understand and was motivating since it encollfllged them to learn. 
They, however, perceived themselves as receivers of infunnation, rather than 11.!i active 
learners. 
ISS11es in connection with learning styles relate to the idea that learners need to be 
instructed in the ways t o  adopt to new styles of !earning in order to become more 
enquiring le:imers. Collentlne (2000: 46) quejljoned certain learning conditions under 
which " .. .learners (certain types of learners) resist the exploratory, process oriented 
nlltllre ofconstroctivist learning environment". It remained in the hands of the teachera 
to promote active and inquir ing learning processes through a number of different 
perspectives. 
Stepp-Oreany (2002), in  her de=:iptive study, investigated :rtudenl perceptions of 
the instructor's role in teehoo!ogy--enhanced languase learning (TEI.L), the releve.nC!l of 
technological components in their learning, and 1M effects of tec.hnology on the 
]Cllffiing experience. Leameni of Spanish 11.!i a foreign lllllguage (in total 358) 
participated in activities involving real-life tll!iks ll'ling the Internet, discu85ion9, and pen 
"' 
pal communication!I, ll'ling online resoun:e.s (dictionwies, gmmmar e,qilanation pages). 
These aclivities were l!'lsessed componellts of their cou111e. 
Following the COUI3eWork, the learners oomplcted a questionnnire on their 
perceptio�. The resullll indicated that although studenl.5 appreciated the autonomy 
offered by the computer intcmclion, nnd gained confidence as independent learners, 
they .,.alued the tew:hers' input, nnd even in the computer mediated environment relied 
on the iMtruclor .facilitated instruction. They further reported on their perceived 
imprOYement in reading and listening skill11, which in turn, they believed would be 
beneficial to their communication skills. The students, however, failed to develop 
suslllined inl.eJcst in the process, in spite of the expectations that the technology and 
reoources available through the Imernet would enhance cultural aw11rene!l!i. The 
students also attributed limited, if any, perceived significance of the writing exercises to 
their impro�ement of writing skills_ Moreover, they welcomed the opportunity to uso 
the computer Jab since it mw:le the courae more interesting, hut they indicated 
preference fcrr a more personalized interaction (face-to-face) with both their peers and 
teacher, The researcher's inform.e.l observations also indicated limited s1udent-to­
student and teacher-to-student interaction in comparison with the regular clossroom. 
Teacher 11nd student pen:tptions 
Taking this area of student reactions further, Selwyn (1997) laid down the 
found/Ilion for a seale to measure post second Ill)' school aged students' attitudes toward 
computera, in the light of the fa�1 that numerous educational institutions ere in the 
process of developing computer-based curricula_ He relied on foW" theoretic.al 
construds in his proposed 11-!Se.!llment of attitudes towerd computers: lllfeetive, and 
cognitive attitudes, perceived usefulness, and behavioural control. He suggested that 
5:Lich measures are necessazy for curriculum developimi in order to moke informed 
choices either prior to incorporating information Leehnology into the curriculum, or 
alternatively, ll.fter a trial run of a course. 
Jone:9 (2001 )  presei:tts an overview of li!eratW"e on a number of different issues 
relating to computer 115sistcd lEIDguuge learning (CALL). He lookll at CAIL as a 
resource, the benefits of computer oonferencing, the levels of interest of teachers in 
... 
incorporating CAl  into their curricula, and the willingness and readiness of !ltudents 
to use CALL-based materials. He fouml the problems nssociated with CALL 
atlributable to the lack of teacher training in the field of educational technology, and 
consequently teachers' reluctance to develop approprii!.te patitways for the learners in 
their curricula. Also, he concludes that recognition should be made of:.tudeat-teacher 
interRCtion if CALL is to be implemented into !earning processes aimed at meeting the 
needs of language learners who are ready to learn through l!lld with the inleraction of 
technological innovations. 
Language teaching moterinb on the world wide web 
While there are many computer programs and websites dealing with English 
language learning, in essence, they tend 10 refer to ma inly one aspect of the language, 
i.e. SJ1ll!IIIIM. As D�ughty artd Long (2000) observed "under the gulse of 'resources', 
technology contributes to the prolifmtion of traditional language teaching mnterials, 
either to accompany synthetic, language-as-object eou=, newly packllged for online 
use, or simply marlreted u stand-alone tools". There are hundreds of web-pages that 
are available for free for anyooe with the ln!f:met connection. One 91.lch =pie is ilie 
focus of this analysis. It can be found under the web-address 'En[llishlearner.com· 
(http"//www,engl ish]eamer,com/test.!lfest,html). It is titled English Lessons and Te.fts, 
and WBS created by Elek Mnthll. This could be a resource for lllllgllase learners who 
would like to have additional language activities, especially if they st.ek to consolidate 
their grammatical si(ills. 
This website off!lll interactive iatlguage exert:i!ICS for learners or English at 
beginner, lower intermediate, intermediate, upper intermediate 1111d lllivanced levels. 
The exercises involve learners· selection or an appropriate BC!ivity, be it a reading 
comprehension or a grammatical exercise, W1d supplying the eoi=:t answer to a given 
question through matching, reeogrution and production or gmmmntieal patterns, 
multiple choice, or pnired associate drills. 
,., 
The materinls could be u�ful for extended practice in gmmmar, in vocabullll)' 
development, or in rending comprehension. There is II function on completion of all the 
exerci:ses to check the RnSWerB, and with some materiuls scores are kept in the form of 
percentages for the studems. The possibility also exists for the learners to get hel11, 
through hints, with the provision oftha first lctter of the answers. Multimedia functions 
are not aaivaied. 
For a beginntr, for example, the page look!'! like the fo!lowing table: 
Jkginner 
Crossword Reading Gmmnmr 
�Anima!.Ll Yl.lrn \hQ worll Pr��fil!t Simt1li:l 
Cg,ntinuol!� 
W1Animal52 Adiecii','�� Adverbs 
� Animals 3 Questi2ns IY!d 
amr.vera 
Simt1l!lPas1 
Was2rwere? 
(hltJrl/wJlw.erutl\fhlearnqcomhm'¥!est htm! Rdricvcd Novemt>-:r, 2002). 
VccabuJary 
words 
For an upper intennediate learne:r, the page is also a table such 115 the following: 
, .. 
Upper-Intermediate 
Multiple-choice tnts Gn1mmar Rexding 
Ct!mpl!:!!.111 �WO: I Verb form�7 Reading t�I I 
Iw!ltlW 
� Ifill Ac.curacy jeyt The Evil Landlf11bt 
AgionMaze 
Mi�sing W!.!rd� l 
(hnirJtwww ,:ngJJslJlcrunercom/H!eSl.h!ml Retrieved NIIVl!Dlber, 2002). 
The learner j9 invited to clioose one activity, and following the instruction on 11 
given page either provide an answer to a question or �ess the 1111swer. The terls appeor 
to be .nppropriate for the levels indicated. 
On the positive side, navigation through this progrnmme is easy, and it may offer 
remedial he!p in a less threatening conl.c.u to learners in focusing on eert.l!in aspei:ts of 
skills (linguistic form 1111d meaning) which may be neceMIITY for the learner to be  eble ro 
follow normal classroom activities. Moreover, repea!.ed use and pmctice o( for 
e.umple, select gmrrunatical feel.ores could be tailored to the leamers' individual needs, 
and t11ey could work at 111c pace that meets t11eir level of comfort. Therefolll, QII 
e.r.ercise such as offered hy this progr11m may even be motivating for wme learnetS. 
On the negative side, however, drill practice sucli as this could become tedious for 
leanwra since it involves only mec:hllnieal procticc, 1111d does not include any creative 
processe<i. Although it is easy to navigate between exercises, completing the individwd 
exercise.'! can be difficult (t11ey involve only typing - th.= is no cliclcing and dragging 
option) owing to t11e mechanics of the typing involved. The exercises offer limited belp 
in vocabulary development, as individual vocabul.!IT}' items are presented in isolation, 
'"' 
without conlelel. Feedback is ovly given on completion of aU the e,i:ercises on a Biven 
rage. 
&cept for the action maz.e reading, none of the exercises off= any features thnt 
would activate the r1lllge of possibilities thnt are rcadily available through the 
technology. In other wt..;ls, Wl of these Cl!ercises could be done as paper 1111d pencil 
drills. In addition, unle� learners use the programme in pairs, there is no possibility to 
interact with peers or even the tew:her; therefore they are not conducive to co\lnbomtive 
le&ming or community building. CollSeljuently, these activitill.'l do not resemble task 
work. Unfor1unntely, this web.page is representative of a large number of available 
dtes offering !anguage learning resources. 
Condusion 
Research to date sugeests that there is certaiuly a place for the intcgnitiun of 
computer tedm.ilogy into cwrent pedagogical practices, pro�ided that the tasks are 
reuUed to the needs of the lcarnern, that they ore contrilrnti!IS to the owrall [Bnguage 
devel<Jpment of th� le:11rmm1, and thal they are effective.. Computer programs, if used 
prior IO specific tosk work, may Rid learners· listening and reading comprehension 
(Hoven, 1999; Watwu,,be, 2002; Hcge!heimer & Chapelle, 2000). In  addition, in the 
pre..task pha5e of learning, valuable opportunities for vOCBbu!acy deV!llopmont ore 
a\lllilable through the use of CAL  materials (Groot, 2000; Niko!ova, 2002). In the 
posMask slage, guided by tho fl:robu:k oblBincd through performing the task, !earners 
may utilise computer prograr,is to direct their attention from meaning lo form 
(Collentine, 2000). 
It ha<! been found tho.I rurthentic teru cnn be wed in their unaltered state, with 
computer progran1mll!! offering he1p in input modifications through images or teru 
(Nikolova, 2002). Computer wisted (CAIL) materia1s can be programmed lo offer 
different type3 of input modifications that suits the needs ofa wider sphere of learners, 
and cor.tribute lo their lexical development, compreho:nsion (both listening and reading), 
uo 
writing development (structumUy, synlllctically, semantically, or stylistically), and more 
importantly, to their cultural awareness. 
Computers also provide the opportunities for !earnen to not only control the context. 
of their learning, o r  guide their internal syl!abuses, but a1w control their learning 
materials through lllllhorahip (Dlaalrn, 2002). Such engagement in creative processes 
can predispose learners to ensase in meollll processes, which in tum can become 
beneficial to lanl!llllge acquisition. 
With the implementation of computer technology, novel appm11Ches t o  error 
aurection can nlso become beneficinl to the learners' [ong-tenn language development. 
Feedback, both from teacher, and pee13, can also be more appropriate, meaningful and 
lhcrerore more relevllllt 
Computers can also piny an important part in the mnintelllltlce of learnen' 
motiVBlion, especially due to the potentiu.lly limitless resources offered through the 
Internet. The type of activities offered can also become more varied lllld relevant to the 
learners' needs. If computer e.ssi51ed ta5ks or interactions are called for, it ha:i been 
found that involvement in or successful completion of the tasks is not u.lways sufficient 
to maintain learners' intawt. It is necessary to make computer assisted tasks e.ssessable 
components of leamins programmes_ 
Finally, f urt1'.er investigation is needed in computer-assi51ed language learning, 
especinlly in  connection with the following areas: the quality of both synchronous and 
asynchronous communication or intemction, tlle comI1W.nication strategies that are 
implemented in lieu of pemlinguistic features of the language, lhe leamem' preferred 
instruction type and le.amers' perceptions of the role of computera in both their learning 
and future lives. 
m 
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CONCLUSION 
English has become the intemotional language of global communicatimL 
Currently the numher ofnon-1111tive English langusge user.l outnumber the native users. 
English also int1uences the ways other languages of the world are clianging. It has 
permeated many languages it has come i n  contact with and has affected not only their 
vocabulary but !WO their syntax through loan trarulations_ Since ways of 
communication are not based on cultural or linguistic universals, English has affected 
the ways pwple adapt and modify their native hlllguoges and become II signal of 
speakers' adherence to accept� cultural nonns. 
The spread of English has also eontributed to social and economic inequalities 
by the acceptance and status afforded to  different varieties of English. The number of 
learners involved in English langusge instruction world-wide has inc.rcased despite the 
fact tl!at not nil eompetent ESL or EFL speak.era carry the !illlile sWus. Their status also 
depends on the currency they hold with their first language background and the variety 
of English they approximate in their language production. Therefore, language policy 
milkers foce the chnllenge to create policies that not only ensure the maintenance of 
quality but also result in a response to the needs of the emerging language communities 
in order to guarantee !lquity. 
It is the duty of English language teaching professionals to Cfea!e appropriate 
language learning programs that address the needs of future pflrticipants in the evolving 
so:iery. Programs need to take into consideration the communicative needs of the 
kamer.i i;: order to enable them to &&tisfy specific needs in language we and become 
elfective communicators in particular contexts. Furthermore, these progmms need to 
lake into account the emergence of a mobile acwlemic population and cater for their 
noods by fostering formal, acwlemic competence in the le.oguage. Sueh programs ulso 
m 
need to integrate Dlmputei-tedmo[ogy into pedagogical practices, since computers offer 
wide-ranging resouri:e9, they motivate students 1111d become relevant to student needs. 
Global forteS at play have generated the need for standardisntion and the 
acceptance of modem commodities in general. Demand hu thus been creaied. fur novel 
approaehes to langunse teaching not only in the form of new delivery options as related 
to the e-leaming context, but in the creetion of teaching methodo[ogil:!l, It appew11 that 
the 1a5lr.-bascd language teaching methodology corresponds to the news of the current 
learner population, and has the potential to become o standard mode of teaching. 
Task-based learning focuses on communication involving m:gotiotion of 
meaning in a conteirt that is llllthentic and relevant outside the olai5mom, Taslr:-be.sed 
learning where task! are open-ended, culturally relevant and meaningful, match the 
needs generated by the global language lenming population_ Attempts at selecting 
optimal content ofinmuction have been replaced by the processes involved in language 
learning, In other words, the focus is on the mCIIJlS through which !1111guage learning 
may be fostered and facilitated. Lenme:ni n�ed. to be prilDllrily involved in meaningful 
communication anc! their attention to form is chanel.led only after the completion of a 
communicative task; thnt is, focus on the grammatical form of the language becomes a 
remedial 11Spect ofthcir Jeaming. At tlie same time, there is a movement away from a 
focus based on outcomes, rather emphasis is placed on the means, manner and way 
i115truction is approached and carried. out. 
Applied linguistic research concerning task has been extensive and bu produced 
insights into the values of l.a5k and L'ie wnys of l.a5k implementation. The values 
highlighted include the cognitive challenges thnt learners are exposed to dwing rask 
completion, the effectiveness of communicntion, the benefits of first language use, 
plllJlrung and ta&k: repetition. However, funher resean:h i� needed in the implemenlation 
of task-based language learning since cti.ili11g research is fairly fragmented l!fld it 
heco= relevant only to specific clns!ll'OOllls, IIDd not readily transferable to broader 
contexts. It is possible lo conclude that in re\aiion to task-based lllJlguage learning a real 
theory is yet to emeqie_ 
Moving from the above mentioned research to the clas�m, this candidate's 
investigations described in this portfolio have found that r.aslr.-bascd leaching 
"' 
methoddogy has not been implemented in the actual classroom situation to the Went 
!hat may be anticipated from research (8.!! reported in the literature review here). In 
addition, it was found that teacher awareness of the iiiSUes erising out of the research has 
not been manifested. In the candidate's invesligalk,,1 te.aclt=' choice of methodology 
w1111 more likely t o  be guided by the English language Coursebook which is not 
orgnn..ised according to task-based teaching principles 1111d consequently it wu found 
that approaches to teaching have become eclectic. 
There is an obvious need for an integrated approoch based on theoretical and 
experimcntlll knowledge of language teacf.ing that cen infonn decision msking 
processes. It should elso be mundnt�. dw.t every teacher iake part in profussionlll 
development, 115 it is through continued dev-!lopment, interest and involvement Wit 
teachers may take a more active part in curriculum planning and development. If this 
were to happen it may =It in improved teaching delivery w'.Jch would give learners 
the opportunity to acquire the skills necessncy to participate more equill!bly in the new 
globalised conte.u of English language learning which may eliminate the emerging 
inc.qualities. 
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Appendix 1 
Questionnaire 
Please compie.te the q1u::nionnaire. Please 11/mt'ff all q11e:nions. Qrde the most 
appropriak lbe:it response. Your lionest COfflltl.6119 are VtJ!14ed 
I. Which region do you ClllTently live in? 
Asia D 
Australia D 
Africa D 
North America D 
Sou1h America D 
Europe D 
Oceania D 
2. Do you follow 11 set syllabus in the teacliing of English language courses? 
v� D 
No D 
3-. How would you describe yollf syl!abus? 
Task bllSed 
Grammar based 
Communicative 
&lectic 
Other 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D please specify 
4. Are the same/ different teaching methods used at all levels? 
"' 
5. Whut nrethe primary le=iing objectives (go!ils) oftbe students as stnted in  
the oour5e documentation? 
(Please iodicnte the extent of your agreement by placiog a number (1-5} next to the 
following st.atements which com:��nd to the following codes: 
I - strongly agree; 
2 -agree; 
3 - neither agree nor disagree; 
4 -disagree; 
S -strongly disagree.) 
Develop grammatical competence 
De\lelop communicative competence 
Develop ore! fluency 
Develop writing skills 
All of the above 
Other 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
6. What age group does your language school cater for? 
S - 12 year olds 0 
1 3 - JS year olds D 
l6 - 20year olds D 
21 - 30yearolds D 
llhove 30 year olds 0 
comments (if any) 
please snecify 
7. How would you describe the teacltlng methodology used? 
Pn:�rion /practice/ production model 
Communicative 
Tl!likbased 
Grammar -translation 
D 
D 
D 
D 
Other D '"'"•g=>•P•"'•ify� -- - ---- -
m 
8. Do you use a set t&t.book? 
y� 
No 
D 
D 
r�hich book{s) 1 
9. What assessment i11stmme11ts 11re used in your centre? (if any) 
Oral tests 
Written tests 
Reading comprehension tests 
Lfaten.ing comprehension tests 
Gmmm11r tests 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
Other o ,  ,lsaere=""'=ey-_ _ _ __ _ _  _ 
10. Are individual lessons based on specific grammatic.al concepts? 
y� D 
No D 
11. During a day-to-day lesson, on avmge, what pei=ntage of the lessons is 
devoted to lllllguage produc:Lion (either spoken or written)? 
20% D 
25% D 
35% D 
40% D 
50% D 
Other D p!en� spe,Jijy 
12. Is your syllabus guided by specific teaching / learning objectives or by the 
J =er.i' needs? 
Objectives D 
Learners' needs D 
leas ex I in 
13. Qo you (teachers) believe in "holistic" language !earning? Why? 
I .  
14. Do IClllr.hcl'll experience any problems related to the teaching method used? 
What kind of problems? 
lease ex I i 
I 5, What methodological optioffi are available to teachers to deal with 
individuel differences oflcamen? 
Do you wish IO add any further comments? 
Thank you for your cooperation! 
"' 
AppendiI 2 
Teacher inlerview que11tions 
I. What is e task? 
2. Think of e. task (or several wks) in your progmm. What do your pre-task 
activities focus on? 
3. What nre your lllllin objectives in connection with the ta,ks? 
4. In what ways does the rcoommended textbook help you / students in 
working toward meetins the objectives of the lllsk(s)? 
S-. In what ways do you modify the set tusks? 
6. On what do you base your evaluation/ ruise311ment of the completed task(s)? 
7. What post-tw;kactivities do you orsan.i:ie? 
8. What do you thin_\ of the students' perception or u:1derstanding of the 
purpose of the task(s)? 
9. In your opinion what do students learn from the tesks? 
10. What kir.d of chaoses would you welcome in the syllabus? 
Thank you very much for answi:ring these questions. I appreciate your contribution 
and time devoted to this recording. 
Remember that you will not be ii:lentified in IIDY way, lllld all the recorded data 
remains confidential. 
"' 
Appendix 3 
Student questionnaire 
Think about your English le.oguage needs, and rate the imporumce of the following 
five classroom activities: 
Please give reasons for your answers. 
I. SLudying gram1111ll" 
Very important Important Ull.'lure Not important 
Why? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ 
2. Reading 
Very imponant Important Unsure Not important 
Why? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _   
3. Disc:ussions with other students 
Very important Important Unsure Not important 
Why? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 
4. Writing for a specHic purpose 
Very important Important Not importaJII. 
"' 
Why? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _   
5. Listening to the teacher's lectures 
Very important Important Not important 
Why? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _   
"' 
Appendix 4 
Teacher foteniews 
Interview 1 
I. What is a !lllik? 
A:. A 185k. is a ... an RSSe.i:imeot activity ... with clear objectives that quite often ean 
be interactive . .  
B: I think so IOCI ... 1 tell the student!! that a ta<Jk is a user friendly test of what we 
have l=t. 
2. Think of a task (or several tasks) i n  your program. What do your pre-task 
activities focus on? 
A:. Welt, clearly, the teacher must know what the objedives � wid concentrate on 
the criteria listed in the wk ... If it's a task that concentrates on grammar, then 
the teacher must teach that gmmmar, me.kc 5llfe lhnt it's taught, presented, 
revised and pmctised ... l!Dd com:cied. That's the basic pre-ta<Jk ad.ivity. 
B: Yes, l agree with that, uho, wme tasks require a little bit of research, so a pre­
lllllk ectivity could involve going on /iJl excursion or learning hllw to ll5e the 
librlll)' and finding their way eround the library, learning tha Dewey decimal 
system, for ell'.llruple. 
3. What are your main objectives i n  connection with the ta.sks? 
B: These are very clearly set out in the COUJlle outline. and it is wua.lly grammar 
based but it is done in 51.JCh a vmy that with e!dended writing the grammar is 
used in a meaningful conte!d and can't be just learnt off by bean, ... it has to be 
understood. 
A:. Yes, 1 agree with that, ll!ld also there is a bmad objcetive that is ... it gives the 
students a weekly pattern lo ennble them to get into the habit of preparing for an 
nsseSS1Dent. 
4. In what ways does the ra:ommended textbook help you / student.1 in woiking 
toward meeting the objectives of the t.a5k(s)? 
B: I don't we it u the first step in teaching, 1 like to take it 11.!1 o needi ... the 
tencbing objective WI a needs bl!Sed thing, 11.J I can tearh fuun where the students 
arc ... and often im my own t�ng methods, or illustralions, or wme real 
objet.ts or pietures . .. . I find the visual is often a good way to introduce 
something or mime or 11D lldivity rather than ... OK. we arc going to learn this 
bit of grammar mid open up to pege 42, ... 1 find that quite boring, but it's a good 
'" 
backup and then ,·mee it's ... the recommended gr.lnlm!lf ha, been taught, you 
can sny . ... OK, let's now look at the rules. 
A:. Yes, u a refcren� the teittbook is always useful even if the particular activities 
in it aren't appropriate to the ll8e group or the level. 
5. In what ways do you modify the set la5ks? 
B: The task as they are now are so welt plW111ed 1111d set out that I haven't had to 
modify them, though when I was in XXX, I modified the mark allocation for the 
oral presentatioll5 -60 markll were given for the preparation and the note taking 
and 40 for the oral. I though! that wu back to front and I just changed that 
around. Apart from that, I don't modify them. 
A:. Yes, wut the timing of the task, obviously, leaves. some degree of flexibility. 
after all !hese are tasks wut not ewnlnations. 
6. On what do you base your evaluation/ assessment of the completed task(s)? 
B: The criteria are set out quite clearly on the cowr sheet, all the teachers have 
wpies of the wk paek and !IO you know exactly, ... and the co11111e outline, ... 
you know e.uctly what your objectives are, had tho . .-.e objectives been achieved, 
so that's how I evaluate ... 
A:. and indeed the students should also have copies of the .. 
B: yes, every Monday morning I ii'lllrt with the course outline ... what are we going 
to learn, how we lwn it, this is the test to see ifwe have learnt it ... 
7. What post-task activities tlo you organiiie? 
B: Not much in the way ofa.ctivities, but I do like to koop the students ,;ery much 
focused and aware of their progress, so their task scores are known to each of 
them, their cumulative scores are known, and the way these mark:i are allocated, 
so 5% for thh, 20%, 40"A,, so they are involved in taking responsibility for the 
contiiwing learning ... 
A:. Yeah, that's important, I mean, students mus'! learn from their mistakes or else 
the a.ctivity is not worthless, ... but that is how the teaming is best achie,;ed. 
8. What do you think of the students' perception orunder:IIWlding of the purpoiie 
of the taslr.(s)? 
A:. Do you feel that they appreciate having the tuk on Friday!!, or if they don't 
eppreciate it, should they appreciate it? 
B: I don't know whether appreciate is the word, they ... they are very aware of the 
importance of the Friday task, ... so rnueh !IO that if they don't really w11r1t to 
wme, they do the task wut then they go, they know they have to be there for the 
tllSk, ••• they lllldi:rntand that the purpose of the la5k is to test what has been 
taught, apart from that, I don't know, I haven't 11.'lked them if they like it or not ... 
A:. They probably don't, but they should apprecillte it. 
9. In your opinion what do studmits learn from the tesks? 
,,. 
A: Well, from the tasks themselves, po!l.'libly not too much, but from the work 
lending up to the tasks, that is the key, I think the lasks a re a means to 1111 end. 
B: Yes, I quite agree there, 1111d an evaluation tool for the teacher, and that's Ill! easy 
way to find out, do the students undema.nd, have I taught them ... 
10. Whnt kind ofoh1111gcs would you welcome in the syllabus? 
B: I 11111 quite happy with the syllabus ns it stands, I think it's quite comprehensive, 
it is ... I've forgotten the word ... not a cireular ... 
A:. it is a revision and recycling .. 
B: it is a revision and recycling, so that you visit the ... that's right a spiral ... a 
spiral syllabus, so that what is covered in Elementary is also oovcred inn deeper, 
in a deeper ... yeah ... in more depth, so that I'm quite happy, especially with the 
new changes for the task pBCk, it doesn't make it quite so frantic, ... week by 
week, ... I'm quite happy with it. 
A:. Yes, I mean, within the task, ... in the task pBCk ... there should be a little bit of 
room to maneuver, ... fur instance, ... changes which a r e  being made at the 
moment allow a teacher to substitute the titles or the topics for pieces of writing, 
so that the students don't have any ... prior knowledge ofwhu.t the task is going 
to be about, ... they can't prepEIIeor .. . 
B: that's right., ... what I like llhout it mos!ly is that you can't teach it, you can't 
teach the tesk, it is a true tesl of the students' under.ite:idina, and theif 
understanding is shown by their ability to use that .. 
A:. Well, I think that's all that is. 
Inteiview 2 
I. What ill a task? 
C: A task is speaking and writing. It's a comprehension activity, or sometimes, ... I 
gues� it's a test of the points that were learnt dur ing the week, the grammar 
poi!tls, either by writing or speaking, or reading or comprehending. 
D: It's a se. objective, usually it's in writing form, can be speaking, but it's ll.'lllatly 
in writing which is examining the students' knowledge of the specific grammar 
point or vocabular y area or, 11.'1 you 1111id, whatever the lllsk cells fur thnt week, ... 
it's like the end point of some nccumulation of study and knowledge. 
2. Think of a task (or r.everal tasks) in your program. What do your pre-Wk 
activities focus on? 
D: Wt are based in high scbool, which is veiy much based on repetition of 
grammar, so my pre-iask activities would be focusing on students' havins 
absorbed the grammar poillt ... and then ... perhaps there is a specific wucture 
that is involved in them using the srammar point whether it's using a stoiy or a 
leaflet or something like that ... and then perhaps there is a topic area that's used 
to convey the srammnr point 1111d that probably involves some sort of vocabulary 
that they hopefully would have absorbed and can use within the task itself; not 
necessarily n blank repetition ... but that they have absorbed the grammar or the 
vocab, and they can give it back to you with theif own sl1111t on it, ... I mean, ... 
"' 
quite often a task is based on their own experiences on stuff like that, so that it's 
not just blank repetition, isn't it? ... or ... I mean ... What do you do? 
C: Well, ideally it would always be nice to get them interated in a task ... wouldn't 
it? but hopefully we get some discussion going ohm ... bring oome 
relevance into their lives ... that ... try to get them interested in it ... try to relai<i ii 
to their e,:perienCC!i ... and stuff ... and elso try to make sure they understand that 
the wk imeh week is helping them to BC!ucve catain ... you know ... writing, 
grammar points, et;;i. clc. 
3. What are your main objectives in connection with the tasks? 
D: Yout objective is that they got to have thoiiC tools ... we help them find those 
tools rorthemselves ... so that they can ... they n.e competent al doing the wk ... 
yeah ... the main objectives are ... make sure they know what they are doing, or they have an awarenC!IS of what the task is or what the task is for, ... why we are 
doing this so r.hat they can do the wk llllll that the wk enables lhem to do other 
thing, in their lives as well, ... because we can't elways focus on the task ell the 
time. 
C: Yeah 
4. In what ways does the recommended textbook help you / :rtudents in working 
toward meeting the objectives of the lask(s)? 
D: I wppoiiC the tedbook provides ways and methodologies to explain, it 
.orovides a structure for the grammar point, ba.sically, ... I mean the topic that b 
uS11ally set with the tatbook ... is just a means to convey the gnunmar point and 
is hopefully in a way that that is interesting and stimulating lo the students ... llllll 
••• I suppose how it helps me ... it provides you with these ways llllll meuns of 
meeting the objectives of the tasJci ... it's like stepping stones or whatever, you 
don't necessarily hilve to use those stepping stones but they provide some :iort of 
point for you to go offe.nd find your own stuff that is more interesting. 
C: · Yeah, OK, I guess it's a guideline to some degree ••. I think. it provides hopefully 
some pictures llllll stories llllll some interesting rll.'IOurces that you can use ... to ... 
present poil!U that you 11re teaching ... 
D: and that's important to have those resources ... 
C: because you can't r.lways use your own brain, 50metimes you just don't know ... 
s. In what ways do you modify the set tasks? 
C: I don't ... task is sc:t ... I don't play wilh it ... 
D: not really ... 
C: I modify the ways to get lo the wsk ... 
D; present the topics or ide:as, things 
C: modify to me implies change ... I don't .. 
6. On what dn you base your eveluation / aMessment of the completed wk(s)? 
D: what points do we use to iwes, the task. I would say if  it's a gramrnnr point 
where ... if the task is based on a grummlll' point then if I'm looking ror them 
"' 
using the grammar point ... Ihm ... using the grammar point is what I'm looking 
for ... in the way that the wk's stipulated ... if we say us.i the p!t!il simple to 
write ebout 11D experience and they use the present simple, then obviously they 
haven't gm.sped the task, ... yeah ... so grammar, structure, voeab. flow, ... like it 
there a flow within the work, ... does it make sense, has it got ronne<:ting ideas. 
When you mark something what else do you look for? 
C: I think you've covl!red everything here. 
7. What post-1.!1..'ik activities do you organise? 
C: U511ally something light, quirres, spo:-t ad.ivities, visits to the dentist (ha .. ha .. ), 
something that is fun, that gets them talking obout ... talking lllld gets them out cf 
the writing in a serious mode, but you CIID actually make a lot of use of that if 
they have been quire lll:avily involved in something quite serious you can really 
use that to get them talkin[I. 
D: Yeah. I think it's discussion that's the main tltlng ... actually gettill,! thlllll u!llllg 
11. different areu. rather thanjll!it writing ... but ... acl.113lly talking about things ond 
then maybe after ... when you hand buck the task. then it can be a good time for 
<hem to focus ... look at the la.'ilr. and go OK I .mtlfed up in lhls area nnd should 
be more rellective ... what I mean ... tbr me ... post-wk can mean immediately 
after or down the line, but directly afterwards, no opposite, if they've been 
talking, gel them to li:.ten so Iha! they a.re not using just 'lwt one thing all the 
time ... 
8. What do you think of the studenl.ll' perception or understanding of the purpose 
ofthe tnsk(s)? 
C: Hopefully, they understand that \hey are doing these things to improve their 
language and once they've grasped these wrious points of the tnsk that they can 
go on and use those thin� in !heir future lives. I mean, that's the holistic 
viewpoint, isn't it? 
D: We!!, I think, it's importam that 1hey do have an understanding of�e pwpose, 
and I think i n  terms of just having sn outline and siving them that outline, 
pointing to it con51:Mtly and reminding them that they have it ... asking them to 
point where the main teachiug part is in the task ... 
C: and e.lso what you do v.ith it as well, I mean, quite cfle,1 you are just wtally 
focused on the 1.!1..'ik that you a.re actually Htlnlcing thnt a t.e.ok will teach me how 
to use this and I CIID get .his ir. my future to gel this goal orw118'.,-.,er ... 
9. In your opinion what do studcnts learn from lhe ta.sks? 
C: Hopefully, they'll learn some .1Cb!lll [�nguage ... ideas, I guess hopefully they 
learn lots of good vocabulBJ)' the-/ can uke away with them in their ttudies . 
awn techniques, writini; tahnitjues, 51ructures ... hopefully they are �11osed to 
lots of ... some of the vr:ry different ways of thinking, ideas .. 
D: Yeah, I agree with all those, but I think there is some specific things as well, 
hopefully they'll learn the grnmmar point, they learn how that CW\ be used in 
writing, how writing help them achieve certain goe.ls and it's notju!il. writing ... 
so reading nnd speaking e.nd how that ean help them ochieve certein things in the 
future. I think that's important. 
10. What kind of che.ngcs would you welcome in the syllabus? 
C: Study skills. I don't have enough time to teacb 5tudy skills beawse there's an 
emphasis on  grammlll" points anC: n:petition of gnunmar points, ... and yet it i s  
important to  n:peet 11Dd so 011, bu t  I'd like to  be able t o  have more time or  feel 
less pre!i.!iure to tcach grammar points, Wld to be able to teach study BkiUs vnd 
critical thinking and not just focuaing on the gmmmlll" point but being able to 
teach gmmmlll" points through 11 different way ... rather than just ... here is a sheet 
listen to the l.4pe. you know what I mean ... 
D; Yenh, sure ... so like more vocab, more speaking and that sort of stuff. that is 
what I'd welcome in the syllabus, rather than just this repetition ... but ... then •.. 
it's important to have gramnur ... balance is wh..,t I'd like a bnhlllce of these 
things, especially with kids who come from overseas ... their way o f  how they 
look ... apProach to thinking wid studying is completely different ... wid how ... 
so we also having to teach them about the culture 11.'1 well ... and how we think, 
and we don't have a chE111cc to do  that unless it's a byproduct ... I'm being too 
ideali51ic? 
C: The only changes I could suggest ... I'd like that the fact that we seem to be 
teaching EngU�h that is based on British culture and not Australian culture ..• 
most oftlie booke tench ... they don't relate ... it's very bard to run these tapes ... 
I think a elumge would be that a syllabus is cormanlly changing and we &.'i 
teachers contribu\e to that change ... and that we do get time to initiate more o f i t  
D: Indeed. 
